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Abstract
This thesis presents and develops the intelligent quadrifilar helix antenna (I-QHA) as one 
possible solution to the problem of antennas for hand-held terminals in third generation 
communication systems. The research has examined many different aspects of the I-QHA 
along with its implementation in order to highlight some of the key benefits of optimum 
control.
The development of third generation mobile communication systems leads to a more 
integrated approach to mobile communications. A user expects to have a single terminal 
that will operate in every conceivable environment, encompassing in particular, both 
terrestrial and satellite based communication systems. The antenna is a major part of 
the challenge for an integrated terminal for all systems. It must operate in different 
frequency bands with very different radiation characteristics in each band. The increase 
in data rate required in third generation systems requires significantly larger signal-to- 
noise-plus-interference ratios to maintain suitable bit error rates.
The main theme running throughout this thesis is the use of variable weight components 
applied to the four ports of the I-QHA in order to adjust the antenna characteristics. In 
addition, methods of changing the frequency of operation are also examined. The effects 
of the variable weight components have been examined in the following areas:
• Investigations, via simulation of increasing the up-link gain in a given direction by 
steering the main lobe of the radiated power to that direction. Significant gain 
enhancement towards the horizon and in the back-fire direction is seen, leading to 
a mean gain improvement in the ICO™ system of almost 3dB.
• Investigations of the diversity gain available, utilising both simulated and measured 
signals in areas of diffraction and refiection from buildings or trees. Diversity gains 
of up to 14dB were seen in areas of high shadowing.
• Theoretical analysis linking the values of the complex weights to the input impedance 
of the I-QHA element and potential methods for overcoming impedance matches.
K ey words: Adaptive Antennas, Mobile Communications, Intelligent Quadrifilar Helix 
Antenna
Em ail: smleach@iee.org
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 M otivation
In third generation mobile communication systems (often referred to as UMTS or IMT2000), 
users will expect to have the freedom to switch from one type of service to another in any 
possible environment. Currently, in second generation systems, different combinations 
of services and environments are offered by different operators. Third generation sys­
tems are expected to encompass these small communications islands, providing seamless 
interfaces which are transparent to the user.
The third generation system is envisaged as providing service to users in every conceiv­
able circumstance, indoor or outdoor, from dense urban environments, including offices, 
through suburban to remote rural environments, on land, sea and in the air. Satellite, 
mobile and fixed networks will underpin third generation communications, providing a 
totally transparent global communications service [ITU96]. An overview of the require­
ments for third generation systems is given in [RicOO]. A number of terrestrial mobile 
and satellite mobile services already exist, or are close to being operational. A review of 
all of the satellite services is given by Aston [AstOO].
One particular challenge is to create a single terminal that is small in size and which can 
cope with different air interface standards, operate in multiple environments and adapt 
to a range of radio access techniques. The antenna is a major part of this challenge; its 
size and ability to offer uninterrupted communication with stable gain in any situation 
makes it a critical part of the terminal with respect to both its size and performance. 
The requirement of third generation systems to operate with terrestrial and satellite
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based services [Gal99] (known as multi-mode operation) makes the role of the antenna 
even more significant. The antenna’s properties, such as its radiation pattern, resonant 
frequency and polarisation state are usually dedicated to a particular system. This is 
an advantage for the single mode terminal but creates complications in multi-mode and 
multi-band situations.
There is a requirement in third generation systems for significantly increased data rates 
compared to those of existing cellular communication systems. These rates range from 
144kbit/s when the user has high velocity in a vehicle through to 384kbit/s at pedes­
trian speeds and up to 1.92Mbits/s in indoor environments [Gal99]. Therefore, there 
needs to be significant improvements in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or more generally 
the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) of the system in order to accommodate 
these higher data rates. The latter is particularly important, as the need for increased 
system capacity and therefore channel re-use will lead to an increase in potential inter­
ference.
Obstructions within the link of a mobile satellite communication system will cause signif­
icant attenuation and potential system outage. The different mobile satellite communi­
cation networks use different methods of dealing with this problem. Most systems make 
use of some form of power control, thus the link power can be increased to counteract 
fading and blockage (or shadowing). Due to the power constraints on the satellites and 
handsets, the fade margins range from lOdB for the ICO™  ^ system, up to 16.5dB for 
the ill-fated Iridium™  ^system [Eva97]. An alternative method of counteracting blockage 
is the use of satellite diversity. In this system, the user can communicate with two or 
more satellites simultaneously. ICO uses switched combining, whereby the communica­
tion link is maintained with the satellite that provides the strongest signal. Globalstar™ 
® however, utilises maximum ratio combining of the two satellite signals.
Analysis of the cost of these measures, in terms of satellite power consumption, was 
undertaken by Schiff [Sch99]. The results indicate that the average increase in satellite 
power is in the region of 1.5 to 2.8dB. The satellites are therefore increased beyond their 
required size for a system with no blockage in order to accommodate the extra power 
requirements. Spreading the load of dealing with blockage between the satellite and the
^Trademark of New ICO group of companies 
^Trademark of Iridium LLC 
^Trademark of Globalstar L.P.
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mobile terminal has the potential for easing the design of satellites or increasing the 
capacity of existing hardware.
Hand-held terminals are required to be small in size, therefore the incorporated antennas 
must also be small. Small antennas have inherently low gain (usually no more than 3 
or 4dBi) regardless of their structure or design and relatively narrow bandwidths (of a 
few percent) due to the close proximity of elements and the corresponding coupling that 
is induced. It is sometimes possible to increase the bandwidth but generally at the cost 
of efficiency [HanSl]. An antenna that is able to improve the signal-to-noise ratio or 
counteract interference will be of considerable importance for third generation systems.
It is these requirements for multi-mode, multi-band and improved SNR that motivates 
this research and the use of optimum or adaptive control of various parameters of the 
antenna is seen as a solution to the perceived problems above.
The ideas and technology presented as part of this research have been developed with 
application to third generation mobile communications in mind. However, all, or part, 
of the technology may have direct application in other areas of wireless communications, 
such as cellular base station antennas, marine or aerospace communication systems.
1.2 Objectives
The overall aim of this research is to study the potential for applying optimum control, 
or intelligence, in any form to an antenna that is suitable for use on a mobile terminal, 
and to determine the consequent benefits to the communications system. The emphasis 
is on demonstrating concepts and showing benefits rather than analysing specific system 
implementations. The key objectives are listed below:
• Improve the overall SNR or SINR of the link.
• Reduce the probability of fading so as to improve the communications link.
• Examine some key technologies for multi-mode and multi-band operation of the 
antenna.
• Maintain some general consideration of the costs of adaptive control in terms of 
power consumption, weight, size etc.
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•  Examine some potential methods for determining the performance of an antenna 
design without complex and expensive measurements in real environments.
1.3 Novel Contributions And Achievements
A number of novel contributions or specific achievements have been produced as a result 
of this research, which are:
• Further analysis of the underlying Intelligent Quadrifilar Helix (I-QHA) technology.
• Filing of a patent on a low complexity combining arrangement for the I-QHA.
• Analysis of the up-link improvement potential of the I-QHA.
• Analysis of the diversity potential of the I-QHA on the down-link.
• Measurement of the depolarisation effects of building and tree obstructions.
• Developed descriptions of environments in terms of their Stokes parameters.
• Suggestion of a methodology for utilising these parameters to evaluate an antenna.
1.4 Publications And Patents
Study of the behaviour of the quadrifilar helix antenna (QHA) and the I-QHA led to a 
number of publications. The effect of the user on the radiation pattern of the standard 
QHA was reported in [Agi99b]. Contributions on the general behaviour of the I-QHA 
were also made to the European COST260 project [Sau98] and a colloquium on intelligent 
antennas [Agi98]. Further developed concepts of the I-QHA were reported in one journal 
paper [LeaOOa] and two invited conference papers, [LeaOOb, AgiOO].
One major part of this research involved determining the depolarisation of circular po­
larised satellite signals and evaluating the performance of the I-QHA as a diversity an­
tenna. This culminated in the filing of a patent [Lea99a], based on the results obtained 
from using the I-QHA as a diversity antenna and specifically a low complexity combin­
ing arrangement, where opposite elements are combined with a fixed phase relationship. 
The diversity performance of the I-QHA was reported in a journal paper [LeaOOc], while 
the depolarisation of circular polarised satellite signals was presented at an international 
conference [Lea99b].
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1.5 Structure Of The Thesis
This thesis is divided into eight chapters, the first of which is this introduction, which 
presents the general problem, the aims of the research and the achievements and publi­
cations that were produced as a result.
A study of basic antennas for satellite and terrestrial communication systems is presented 
in Chapter 2. Published work on the use of multi-band and multi-mode antenna struc­
tures is also presented, along with adaptive antennas for both the basestation and the 
mobile terminal in mobile communication systems.
The general concept of the intelligent quadrifilar helix antenna (I-QHA) is presented in 
Chapter 3. Also included is some background work on multi-band antennas and the need 
for adaptive matching, with one possible implementation presented. These are two of 
the key technology areas required for the implementation of an I-QHA.
Chapter 4 presents mathematical methods for describing the polarisation state of an 
antenna or incident wave. It is also demonstrated how the polarisation state can be mea­
sured for an arbitrary antenna. A method for describing the polarisation state at various 
points throughout the link is also discussed with a suggestion of how these parameters 
may be used to determine the performance of an adaptive antenna without the need for 
complex and expensive experimental studies.
The use of adaptive weights, applied to the terminal of the I-QHA, in a transmitting 
mode is examined in Chapter 5. This results in some beam-steering capability that will 
directly impact the signal strength in the link. The effect of different designs and the use 
of non-optimum weights are investigated. As an example, the performance advantage in 
a real system is also studied. Finally, some example antenna patterns are presented to 
demonstrate the effects of beam-steering on the resultant radiated power patterns.
A ray-tracing tool is used in Chapter 6 in order to model a diffracting and refiecting 
building. The performance of a dual linear polarised patch antenna and an I-QHA are 
analysed in terms of their potential diversity gains. Significant diversity gain is produced 
in certain situations, demonstrating the potential in real environments.
In order to determine the performance of the I-QHA in a real mobile satellite environment, 
a measurement campaign was designed and undertaken. This campaign and the resultant 
analysis is discussed in Chapter 7. The polarisation state of the environment based on
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the procedures in Chapter 4 is determined as well as the diversity performance of a dual 
linear polarised patch antenna and an I-QHA. One configuration of the I-QHA based on 
two bifilars, yielded promising results and a patent was filed based on that configuration.
Finally Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and provides some suggestions and insights into 
areas of this research that could benefit from further study.
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2.1 Introduction
As can be seen in the preceding chapter, the requirements for third generation terminals 
are quite varied, with requirements for multi-mode, multi-band antennas with increased 
link margins to enable the higher data rates to be achieved. This chapter presents some 
of the published work on antennas for mobile communications as well as the areas of 
multi-mode, multi-band and adaptive control for antennas.
The layout of this chapter shows that each particular problem has been studied in some 
detail with published contributions by many different people and institutions. There 
seems, however very little, if any, work which encompasses all of the requirements for 
third generation systems.
This chapter therefore aims to present examples of existing work in the various areas of 
interest applied to a third generation mobile terminal antenna. The rest of this thesis 
then develops some of the key points from each individual area and brings them all to­
gether into a single antenna structure suitable for third generation mobile communication 
systems.
2.2 Antennas For Hand-Held Terminals
There are numerous types of antennas that are suitable in one or more respects for 
mobile communication systems. Some are more suited to the present terrestrial systems.
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such as the monopole, dipole and monofilar axial-mode helix [Kra88], which have omni­
directional patterns in the azimuth plane with ground-hugging lobes and nominally linear 
polarisation. Others, like the quadrifilar helix antenna (QHA) [Kil70] and various forms 
of patch antennas [Fuj94], have more hemispherical patterns and circular polarisation 
suitable for satellite communication systems.
A few examples of antennas for hand-held terminals are given in the following sections, 
although a more thorough review of antennas for satellite terminals may be found in 
[Agi99a].
2.2.1 Antennas For Terrestrial Terminals
There are three main types of antennas used on mobile terrestrial terminals as can be 
seen in Figure 2.1. These are: the monopole (Figure 2.1a); monofilar helix (Figure 
2.1b); and patch antenna (Figure 2.1c). The monopole antenna is the simplest antenna 
structure, and in the early stages of mobile communications was extensively used on 
terrestrial terminal handsets. For optimum operation, the monopole is required to be 
around A/4 or 5A/8 long. This can make the monopole unfeasible for operation at low 
frequencies due to its length (5A/8 at 900MHz is approximately 20cm). The helix antenna 
is a more compact antenna than the monopole. Often it has the same resonant length 
as the monopole but can be condensed into a smaller space. The efficiency and gain 
performance of the helical antenna is similar to the monopole or dipole antenna, but it 
has a narrower bandwidth than the monopole. The helix has however, in recent years 
become the antenna of choice for mobile handset manufacturers. One reason is that it 
does not require extracting from the terminal when in use like the monopole and it does 
not get bent or snapped off as easily as the longer monopole.
The monopole and helix antenna both generally protrude from the top of the terminal. 
The patch antenna, however, is mounted inside the case on the top or back of the terminal. 
The patch antenna, or planar inverted F (FIFA) form, are becoming more common on 
terrestrial mobile handsets as there are no components protruding from the handset. The 
driving force for this seems to be more about aesthetics and the cost of replacing broken 
antennas than the electromagnetic performance of the patch. Generally, the radiation 
pattern of the patch is not as omni-directional as the helix or monopole and, due to 
the losses of the substrate material, the efficiency can be reduced. The bandwidth of
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Figure 2.1: Antennas for terrestrial terminals Figure 2.2: Crossed-dipole
configuration for CP
the patch antenna is related to the thickness of the substrate but is typically only a few 
percent.
All of these antennas are quite simple and detailed descriptions can be found in most 
antennas books such as Kraus [Kra88], Balanis [Bal97] or Fujimoto and James [Fuj94].
2.2.2 A ntenn as For S atellite  Term inals
Antennas for mobile satellite systems are generally more complex than their terrestrial 
counterparts, due to the requirement for circular polarisation and a hemispherical pat­
tern. The circular polarisation requirement can easily be obtained from simple antenna 
elements such as helix antennas radiating in axial mode, or pairs of dipoles or loops 
[Fuj94]. The crossed-dipole configuration is shown in Figure 2.2. With the two dipoles 
excited with a 90° phase difference, circular polarisation can be produced. The crossed- 
dipole configuration will radiate an RCP lobe in one direction whilst radiating an LCP 
one in the other direction. A ground plane or a second pair of crossed-dipoles below the 
first are often used to produce a lobe in the forward direction only. From the crossed- 
dipoles, the antenna geometry can be modified in such a way as to provide the required 
hemispherical coverage with little or no back lobe. Typical examples are the crossed- 
drooping dipole, where the dipole arms are bent down in an inverted V configuration 
and the quadrifilar helix antenna (QHA), where the dipole arms are bent into a helical 
configuration (Section 2.2.2.2). The crossed-drooping dipole configuration still requires 
a ground plane, but the QHA does not.
There are numerous other types of antenna that have been suggested as potentially 
suitable for satellite terminals, a detailed review has been presented by Agius [Agi99a] 
and as such is not repeated here. However, there are two main types of antennas that
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are commonly used for land-mobile satellite communication systems (LMSS); the patch 
antenna and the QHA. These are both low-gain antennas, which are small in size. If 
antenna size is not a constraint, as in fixed satellite links, higher gain, more directional 
antennas such as multi-turn helices or dish antennas may be used [Kra88, Bal97].
2.2.2.1 Patch Antennas
The patch antenna can take a number of forms, a few examples of which are given in 
Figure 2.3. The annular ring patch antenna (Figure 2.3a), consists of a circular patch 
with a parasitic ring around it used to widen the bandwidth. The location of the feed and 
shorting pins can be used to attempt to reduce the size whilst maintaining the efficiency 
and bandwidth [Wat97]. Bow tie antennas (Figure 2.3b) have the advantage that they 
can be optimised for dual band responses [Ser98]. The third example of a patch antenna 
is the planar inverted F antenna (FIFA) (Figure 2.3c).
D
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Figure 2.3: Types of patch antenna (based on [Wat97, Ser98])
One of the drawbacks of patch antennas is the low bandwidth that can be achieved with 
a single patch element. This can be slightly increased by increasing the thickness of 
the dielectric, but only within a limited range. A few novel configurations have been 
developed in order to increase the bandwidth of the antenna. One example is a two 
layer bow-tie antenna proposed by Chair et al. [ChaOO]. This two layer bow-tie has up 
to 12.4% bandwidth and can have a resonant frequency that is some 56% lower than a 
rectangular patch of equivalent area.
All patch antennas have the advantage of lying fiat on the handset. They can be quite
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large, which is not ideally suited to the limited space on the top of a handset, where they 
should preferably be placed for mobile satellite communication systems, to maximise the 
line-of-sight availability.
Patch antennas can be designed to radiate circular or linear polarised waves with the 
possibility of dual band operation (some examples are given in Section 2.3). However, 
these factors are normally designed into the structure and configuration of the patch is 
such that it has only a single input feed. This does not easily allow for these antennas 
to be dynamically controlled without physically changing the antenna itself. There are a 
few published examples of using the patch antenna as the basis for an adaptive antenna, 
which are examined in Section 2.4.
2.2.2.2 The Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (QHA)
The quadrifilar helix antenna (Figure 2.4), along with configurations based on the patch 
antenna, has been widely proposed for use in land mobile satellite communication sys­
tems, where the requirement is for small, wide beam, and therefore low-gain, antennas 
[Sch95, Cab94]. Most of the proposals for the QHA in LMSS are based around the frac­
tional turn QHA, which was developed by Kilgus in the late 1960’s [Kil68, Kil69], the 
limitations and parameters of which were investigated in great detail in later publications 
[Kil70, KÜ75].
Kilgus proposed wire versions of the QHA, although advances in flexible circuit materials 
and ceramics mean that printed versions are now possible. In the printed antenna, the
Number
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Figure 2.4: The quadrifilar helix antenna
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elements of the QHA are copper tracks printed onto a thin dielectric substrate such as 
Kapton, PTFE or other polymide as in [Sha93]. This substrate is then formed into a hol­
low cylinder to form the antenna. The substrate may be wrapped around a solid support 
cylinder in order to provide some mechanical stability to the antenna. Alternatively, as in 
[Lei96], the copper tracks may be deposited directly onto a solid cylinder of appropriate 
material, often using high permittivity ceramics to reduce the size as well.
Printed versions can have some significant advantages, one of which is that they are easier 
to manufacture with high accuracy in large volumes. Keen [Kee88] designed a QHA for 
satellite data transfer, but in order to comply with the accuracy for volume production 
at low cost, a printed version was manufactured. A solid dielectric support was not used 
in this case, but a series of supporting discs along the length of the antenna gave it the 
required rigidity. Another advantage of the printed QHA is that it facilitates the addition 
of electronic components to the antenna elements, which may be required for complex 
adaptive antenna techniques, as in [Agi99c].
One of the disadvantages of the printed QHA is that it is more complicated to design, 
as the modelling and simulation of the antenna properties becomes more complex with 
the introduction of the dielectric substrate and support cylinder. However, Sharaiha and 
Terret [Sha93] looked at the analysis of the printed QHA by approximating the printed 
structure as dielectric covered wires and modifying standard integral equations, such as 
Mei’s [Mei65], and later, the electric field integral equation [Des97], to determine the 
current distributions and radiation patterns.
QHAs have been proposed by many for use in global positioning systems (GPS) as the 
antennas for the handsets, mainly due to their relatively small size and wide beamwidth 
of 140° to 180° [Tra90, Foo98, Shu96]. There is also significant interest in the QHA for 
mobile satellite communication systems. A study of antennas for future mobile communi­
cations recommended the QHA [Cab94]. The current commercial mobile satellite commu­
nications providers are all offering hand-held terminals which use QHAs [Ghe99, Sch95]. 
Figure 2.5 shows some examples of advertised phones for various commercial systems.
As can be seen in Figure 2.5, the QHAs implemented in the current LMSS terminals 
are not that small. There are a number of different methods that are being investigated 
for reducing the size of the QHA. Filipovic et al. [Fil97] use coupled segment methods 
to reduce the length of the QHA (Figure 2.6). Another approach is to dielectrically 
load the antenna with a material that has a dielectric constant of greater than 1. This
12
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(a) Globalstar dual mode (b) ICO handset [ICOOO] (c) Iridium handset [WiI98]
handset [GloOO]
Figure 2.5: Advertised handsets for mobile satellite communications systems
serves to significantly reduce all dimensions of the antenna. Leisten and Ffoulkes-Jones, 
used Zirconium Tintinate, which has a dielectric constant Sr = 36 causing a six-fold size 
reduction in the antenna [Lei95, Lei96]. The size reduction can be clearly seen in Figure 
2.7 when the dielectrically loaded antenna is compared to an equivalent unloaded one. 
Both of these size reducing methods are implemented using printed techniques.
A variation on the QHA is the contrawound QHA [Ger66, Ger67]. This antenna consists 
of two QHAs, one with right-hand wound elements and the other with left-hand wound 
elements. The two QHAs are placed inside one another. Gerst and Worden state that, 
depending on the feeding arrangements of the contrawound QHA, the radiated signal can 
be right-hand, left-hand or linear polarised.
The QHA has been chosen as the major antenna type that will be studied throughout 
this thesis.
2.3 M ulti-Band And M ulti-M ode Antennas
Currently, with the increased demand for global roaming and system inter-operability, 
second generation mobile communications providers are implementing dual-band or even 
tri-band antennas on their mobile terminals. The current roll-out of satellite based mobile
13
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Figure 2.6: Size reduction using a coupled Figure 2.7: Size reduction due to dielectric 
segment technique (taken from [Fil97]) loading (taken from [Lei95])
communication systems, such as ICO and Globalstar also require dual-band antennas, as 
the up-link and down-link are often separated by more than the bandwidth of a single 
antenna. The Globalstar system is an extreme case, where the up-link and down-link use 
1.62GHz and 2.49GHz respectively [Sch95].
With the new satellite communication networks coming on-line, there is the requirement 
for the mobile terminal to be able to operate in a terrestrial cellular environment or the 
satellite communications one, depending on the location of the user. Globalstar terminals 
are designed to be dual-mode, operating in either the Globalstar network or the local 
terrestrial cellular system [Die98]. The ill-fated Iridium system also required the use of 
dual-mode handsets and therefore antennas [Mai95]. This dual-mode operation is often 
realised by two separate antennas and RF systems operating in the same terminal box 
[Has97].
There are two different implementations of multi-band or multi-mode antennas. The 
antenna system may consist of multiple antennas or it may comprise a single antenna 
that has multiple resonance points or is adaptively configured for operation at different 
frequencies or in different environments. These cases are examined in Sections 2.3.1 and
14
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2.3.2 respectively.
2.3.1 M ultiple Antennas
The simplest form of a multiple antenna system is to have two antennas that are sepa­
rately mounted on the terminal. These may be fed into different RF front ends, with, in 
the case of a multi-mode system for example, one configured for terrestrial and one for 
the satellite system. A patent by Hassan et al. of Ericsson uses exactly this technique, 
where a monopole-type antenna is used for the terrestrial system, with corresponding RF 
circuitry and patch antennas used for the satellite system with separate circuitry [Has97]. 
In the case of a multi-band system, one antenna may be connected to the transmitter and 
one to the receiver, thus avoiding the need for any diplexers as in the patent by Hassan 
et al., where separate patch antennas are used for the transmit and receive bands in the 
satellite system.
There is a desire to have as few protruding antenna structures on a mobile terminal 
as possible, both for mechanical and aesthetic reasons. Some work has therefore been 
published on designing antennas where the separate antenna structures occupy the same 
volume of space on the terminal. Alternatives to this are the use of patch antennas that 
can be discretely integrated into the mobile terminal.
An example using a combined patch and FIFA is proposed by Green et al. [Gre96] for 
both satellite and terrestrial communication systems. In this example the top of the 
linear polarised FIFA serves as the ground plane for a circular polarised patch antenna, 
which operates at 1.6 and 2.4GHz, while the FIFA operates at 900MHz.
One suggestion by McCarrick [McC99] is the use of a choked monopole for terrestrial 
reception, positioned inside the volume of a QHA that is used for reception of digital 
audio satellite broadcasts (Figure 2.8). The position of the monopole inside the QHA is 
critical so as to minimise coupling between the two antennas for this application.
Fal et al. [Fal96] suggest two QHAs, printed on the same hollow cylinder, with one being 
optimised for L-band and the other for S-band operation. Inside the cylinder is a cage 
dipole that is optimised for terrestrial operation in the UHF band (Figure 2.9). This 
antenna is therefore a multi-mode and multi-band one.
This design has certain limitations in that the two QHAs must have the same diameter
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Figure 2.8: Choked monopole and Figure 2.9: Two QHAs and a cage dipole (taken 
QHA (based on [McC99]) from [Pal96])
and only the length and pitch of the antenna may be changed in order to produce the 
required hemispherical pattern. The design phase for this type of antenna is thus complex.
Sharaiha and Terret [Sha90] propose an alternative, where two QHAs are colocated. In 
this configuration, one is simply placed inside the other, so that no degrees of freedom 
are lost in the design process. The two antennas are designed for operation at 1.53- 
1.559GHz and 1.60-1.626GHz and correspond to the reception and transmission bands 
of a particular satellite communications system. In a similar manner, a patent published 
by O’Neill [0’Ne99], suggests the use of two colocated QHAs, one for transmit and the 
other for receive. The two antennas may be disconnected using RF MMIC switches or 
PIN diodes, so as to isolate the transmit one during receive and vice versa.
Haapala et al. [Haa96] demonstrate dual frequency antenna configurations for terrestrial 
systems, with one antenna located inside the other. Examples consist of two monofi­
lar helices, one inside the other (Figure 2.10a). This is similar to the QHA configura-
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tion of Sharaiha and Terret, above, but with monofilar helices designed for GSM and 
DCS1800 systems. Other examples consist of a monopole inside a monofilar helix where 
the monopole is straight or top curled in order to reduce the length (Figure 2.10b and 
2.10c). In either case, the monopole is designed for the higher of the two frequencies.
Figure 2.10: Dual frequency terrestrial antennas (taken from [Haa96])
Caballero et al. [Cab94] also suggest the use of two QHAs. However, they propose 
stacking one antenna on top of the other with a common feed point. The shorter S-band 
antenna is configured for end-fire radiation and placed on top of the L-band model, which 
is configured to back-fire. The disadvantage of this configuration is the considerable 
length of the overall antenna system, which is deemed unacceptable by Sainati et al. 
[Sai82], in their low frequency configuration.
As described previously, patch antennas have particularly narrow bandwidths, so for 
many communication systems dual-band configurations are required where the antenna 
can be independently optimised for the transmit and receive bands of a system. Liu et al. 
[Liu97] created a dual frequency patch antenna, which consisted of a crossed configuration 
with small quarter wavelength patches in the corners (Figure 2.11).
Both Long and Walton [Lon79] and Iwasaki and Suzuki [Iwa95] have also proposed dual 
frequency patch antennas, but these are based on multi-layer structures with multiple 
patch elements stacked on top of one another (Figure 2.12). Multi-band patch antennas 
consisting of several layers but able to cover the frequency bands of GSM900, DCS1800, 
PCS1900, DECT and UMTS systems have been proposed by Ollikainen et al. [OllOO].
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Figure 2.11: Liu’s dual frequency patch Figure 2.12: Dual frequency multi-layer 
(based on [Liu97]) patch antenna (based on [Lon79])
2.3 .2  S ingle A ntenn a
A number of proposals exist for the use of a single antenna for multi-band or multi-mode 
operation, based on making the structure resonant at a number of different frequencies 
or in a different mode.
One method, proposed by Agius [Agi99a], makes use of the natural multiple resonance on 
the same structure. For example, in the Globalstar system, the two bands of operation 
are approximately in a ratio of 3:2 (2.49GHz:1.62GHz). A QHA has resonant points at 
integer multiples of A/4, thus a design that has an element length equal to 0 . 5 A i . 62G H z  will 
also be resonant at 2.49GHz with an electrical length 0.75A2.49ghz, but requires changing 
from a short circuit to open circuit radial configuration at the non-fed end.
Siemens propose a similar configuration in a patent application [Zel98], with a single 
antenna used for both GSM and DECT systems, whose wavelengths differ by approxi­
mately a factor of 2. This multiple resonance method works only for very specific dual 
or multi-band requirements and as such is not a useful method for a general antenna 
system.
Switches on the antenna elements can be used to change the length and thus, band of 
operation for an antenna by switching in and out portions of the element. This idea 
is discussed in [Cab94], but more detail can be found in [Sai82, Gle85], where multiple 
bands may be matched depending on the location of the shorting PIN diodes. Figure 
2.13) shows the circuit structure of a QHA that has one set of shorting diodes, which 
make the antenna resonant in two separate bands. Adding extra diodes at different 
lengths along the elements allows increased multi-band operation of the antenna.
Another method to match two sub-bands for a system is to use a matching circuit. The
18
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Figure 2.13: Circuit configuration for a multi-band QHA configuration based on PIN 
diodes (based on [Sai82])
antenna is designed for the centre frequency between the two sub-bands, and an external 
matching circuit is used to provide the match between the antenna and the rest of the 
RF circuitry at the required sub-bands. This was presented in [Cab94] and [Agi99a]. 
This method also has limitations as it is only possible to match sub-bands that are quite 
close together such as the ICO system of 2GHz and 2.185GHz [Ghe99].
It is possible to use a single patch antenna for dual frequency operation. Salonen et 
al. present a comparison between three different planar structures for dual band opera­
tion. Some topologies are based on multiple elements others are single structures, while 
others have parasitic elements included [SalOO]. Figure 2.14 shows the three proposed 
structures: an aperture coupled patch antenna with parasitic dipoles (Figure 2.14a); a 
planar inverted-F antenna with U-shaped slot (Figure 2.14b); and a planar half-wave 
dipole antenna (Figure 2.14c). The parameters that control the resonant frequency and 
VSWR are marked. Viratelle and Langley have proposed another dual band patch an­
tenna [VirOO], based on the FIFA structure, the top patch antenna is separated from the 
rest of the top plate by a 2mm gap.
One new area of antenna technology that is currently being researched is the use of 
fractal antennas, and in particular the Sierpinski gasket. The concept of the Sierpinski 
gasket has been presented by Borja et al. [BorOO] with direct application to base station 
antennas for terrestrial mobile communications in [PueOO]. This is a relatively new class 
of antenna that is beginning to become popular. Two slight variations on the original 
Sierpinski gasket are presented in Figure 2.15.
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Figure 2.14: Dual-band antenna topologies (taken from [SalOO])
Figure 2.15: Two Sierpinski gasket antennas (taken from [PueOO])
There appears to be little published work on the use of a single antenna structure for 
operation in a dual-mode configuration. One example is a patent application by Ericsson 
[San99], where a QHA is used in a dual-mode configuration similar to that which was 
suggested by Saunders et al. [Sau98] and Leisten [Lei96]. In all of these examples, the 
QHA is fed in phase quadrature to provide suitable radiated characteristics for satellite 
based communication systems and all four helical elements are fed in phase to provide 
monopole-type radiation characteristics suitable for terrestrial applications.
2.4 Adaptive Antennas
According to the IEEE standard definition of terms [IEEE83], an adaptive antenna sys­
tem is:
“An antenna system having circuit elements associated with its radiating el­
ements such that one or more of the antenna properties are controlled by the 
receive signal”.
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There are two main classes of adaptive antennas: those that consist of multiple elements, 
which are fed or combined in such a way as to change the antenna characteristics; and 
those that use a single antenna element, which is modified in some way in order to 
change the antenna characteristics. The first category is the one that is most often 
thought of as adaptive antennas, with large basestation arrays being a typical example. 
The first category also encompasses the area of diversity and beam-steering antennas 
where multiple elements are used in order to improve the communications link.
There are three basic areas of research on adaptive antennas and diversity:
1. Propagation channel modelling in terms of the potential diversity gain available 
in different environments and with different antenna configurations. This is deter­
mined either from measurement data or from simulation of different environments.
2. The theoretical approach to determining good combining algorithms, with respect 
to maintaining low bit error rates (BER) with particular reference to specific modu­
lation schemes in theoretical channels, which can be modelled as Rician or Rayleigh 
channels.
3. Designing suitable antenna systems that have low correlations between branches so 
that they perform well as diversity antennas.
This section mainly looks at area 3), antenna configurations that have been suggested as 
suitable adaptive antennas. Section 2.5 deals with some of the proposed algorithms of 
area 2), while the channel modelling of area 1) is dealt with separately in Chapter 6.
The concept of multi-mode and multi-band antennas has already been examined in Sec­
tion 2.3, so this section will concentrate mainly on the use of adaptive antennas for 
diversity reception on the down-link and for beam-steering performance gain on the up­
link with respect to the mobile terminal.
2.4.1 Multiple Elements
With reference to mobile communication systems, there are three main areas of research 
in adaptive antenna systems: antennas designed for use at the base station; those intended 
for use on the mobile terminal; and those where intelligence is applied at both ends of 
the link. Space and power consumption are limiting factors on mobile terminals, so the
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majority of work has been published on using adaptive antennas at the base station end 
of the system, where there is little penalty for complicated signal processing algorithms 
or extra antenna elements. Also, placing the adaptive processing at the base station 
allows the link to be improved for many users, but with only one adaptive antenna in the 
system. Nevertheless, some studies have been undertaken to investigate the performance 
of adaptive antennas at the mobile terminal and the majority of this thesis examines this 
area.
2.4.1.1 Adaptive Antennas At The Base Station
Wireless communication systems are limited by three major impairments: multipath 
fading, where the multiple paths between the transmitter and receiver interfere to cause 
the received signal to change; inter-symbol interference, where different lengths and hence 
delays cause data in one symbol to interfere with data in another symbol; and co-channel 
or adjacent channel interference, where different data from another cell that is re-using 
the same or an adjacent channel can cause interference [Win98]. An antenna that can 
be employed to overcome some or all of these impairments will considerably improve 
the signal-to-noise or signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio threshold of the system and 
hence produce benefits in system quality and/or capacity.
Some work has been undertaken into the use of adaptive antennas in cellular systems, 
although these have been mainly investigated at the base station. They mainly consist 
of various diversity and beam-steering technologies applied to antenna arrays at the base 
station site. Eggers et al. [Egg93] undertook a measurement campaign at 970MHz to 
determine the optimum spacing and orientation for two directional base station antennas 
for the best diversity performance in urban and small cells. The antennas employed were 
directional planar arrays with a 60“ half power beamwidth.
Other work in this area consists of four branch height and polarisation diversity at base 
station sites [Cho98]. This experimental study looked at ways of overcoming the loss due 
to the almost random tilt and orientation of the handset within the street microcell.
One increasingly popular adaptive configuration for terrestrial base station antennas is 
the digital beamforming antenna. This antenna uses an array of elements, which are 
combined in such a way as to split the cell or sector up using multiple beams from the 
antenna. This allows for increased capacity in the cell by using space division multiple
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access (SDMA). In other words users in the same cell can use the same channel and time 
slot as long as they are in different beams of the antenna. An overview of these kinds 
of adaptive (sometimes termed smart) antennas and their benefits in both range and 
capacity enhancement is given by Tsoulos [Tso99]. According to the review by Tsoulos, 
another benefit of adaptive antennas is the possibility to exploit the array gain, not for 
increased range or capacity, but to reduce the transmit power in order to comply with 
limitations that may be imposed by new standards procedures. If the transmit power of 
the mobile terminal could similarly be reduced, it would have the benefit of increasing 
the battery life of the terminal, which is one of the significant design and sales features 
of mobile handsets nowadays.
Guo et al. examine the use of adaptive antennas for third generation networks [GuoOO]. 
With the use of GDMA in third generation networks, multipath may cause significant 
multiple access interference (MAI), which has the effect of limiting the capacity of the cell 
or sector. Adaptive antennas in this environment can significantly reduce this interference 
by placing nulls in the directions of major interfering users and the main beam in the 
direction of the desired user. The capacity enhancement using adaptive antennas with 
DS-CDMA was also presented by Tsoulos et al. [Tso95]
The use of adaptive antennas for SDMA has been the subject of a European Community 
project. The TSUNAMI (Technology in Smart antennas for the UNiversai Advanced 
Mobile Infrastructure) project started out under the European RAGE initiative and was 
subsequently continued under the European ACTS programme (ACTS AC020 TSUNAMI 
II project). This latter project focused heavily on implementing this technology in cur­
rent DGS1800 mobile networks [Tso98, BeaOO]. The aims of the project were to show 
feasible and cost effective deployment of adaptive antennas for third generation mobile 
communication networks. A more detailed description of the project and a list of the 
publicly available deliverables may be found on the TSUNAMI II website [TSUOO].
The ACTS SUNBEAM (Smart UNiversal BEAMforming) project (ACTS AC347 project) 
was designed to build upon the TSUNAMI II project. The main objective of this project is 
to develop innovative basestation array processing architectures and algorithms suitable 
for UMTS, but which are sufficiently flexible, in order to support a range of different 
second and third generation air interface standards. A number of key results have been 
found showing that certain architectures operate as expected and that certain algorithms 
perform better in particular environments than others do. A complete list of the project
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achievements, published articles and public deliverables may be found on the SUNBEAM 
website [SUNOO].
The different beams of digital beamforming antennas may also be thought of as branches 
of a diversity antenna and combined using any of the standard diversity schemes (dis­
cussed in Section 2.5). Lempiainen and Nikoskinen [Lem98] studied the possibility of 
using a two beam sector antenna as two branches of a diversity antenna. Their simulated 
results showed that the beamwidth and separation of the two beams were critical to the 
value of correlation between them and thus the diversity gain that could be obtained.
Barrett and Arnott looked at the use of adaptive antenna systems for mobile commu­
nication systems [Bar94]. They compared the use of simple selection combing diversity 
with fully adaptive beamforming within a DECT communications environment. The 
results showed that fully adaptive beamforming could improve the SNR in both urban 
and indoor open-plan office environments by up to 5dB relative to selection combining 
diversity.
Beach et al. looked at the use of adaptive antenna arrays to produce multiple beams suit­
able for use in diversity combiners [Bea89]. The application was to utilise the scattered 
components arriving at a land mobile satellite terminal. Measurements undertaken at 
1.5CHz, recorded the received signal from two circular polarised patch antennas spaced 
half a wavelength apart. The transmit source was the Inmarsat MARECS-B2 satellite, 
located at an elevation angle of 25“. The results showed that even in the predominantly 
line-of-sight situation there was significant decorrelation between the fading envelopes of 
the two channels. Correlation coefficients of approximately 0.6 and 0.14 were seen in the 
predominantly LOS and predominantly multipath environments respectively. These low 
correlations between the channels suggest significant diversity gain could be obtained in 
these kinds of environments.
One of the main problems in using digital beamforming antennas in a communications 
link is the lack of information which exists on the nature of the channel. Ward et 
al. undertook a measurement campaign in order to create a set of data which could 
be analysed in order to characterise the channel from the base station to the mobile 
terminal [War96]. The resulting data was analysed from the perspective of angle-of- 
arrival distributions and the effect of scattering and multipath on the system.
One major side-effect of the use of adaptive antennas is their effect on network planning.
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Second generation network planning is a combination of predicted signal strength and 
achieved bit error rates. One of^the key factors of using adaptive antennas is that the 
available radio coverage is not constant. Instead it is a time variable function of the 
user distribution and the adaptive algorithm associated with the antenna. Vernon et 
al. discuss the network design issues associated with the use of adaptive antennas, and 
the use of variable data rates in third generation systems [Ver99, VerOO]. Quality of 
service prediction must also be incorporated for various data rates, as low rate voice 
communication does not require as low a BER as high rate data for a specific quality of 
service.
Another issue that is partly associated with the use of adaptive antennas is the concept 
of self-organising networks. This is where networks adapt and reconfigure to fulfill the 
capacity requirements across the network whilst trying to maximise the revenue generated 
and minimise the hardware costs of the network. Adaptive antennas have an important 
role in this area. Cell size can be adjusted, not only by the transmit power but by 
use of the beam patterns from adaptive antennas too. The benefit and costs of these 
self-organising networks have been examined by Spilling et al. [SpiOO].
2.4.1.2 Adaptive Antennas At The Mobile Terminal
Adaptive antennas on a mobile handset are often limited to a small number of antennas 
whose signals are combined in such a way as to improve the overall received signal-to-noise 
ratio or more generally signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio.
Investigations have been made into the use of diversity reception at the mobile terminal 
by combining signals from different antennas located around the terminal. Douglas et. 
al. simulate the use of polarisation diversity from two patch antennas compared with a 
standard monopole antenna at 900MHz [Dou98]. Colburn et al. look at combinations of 
monopoles, helices and planar inverted F antennas (PIFA) for use in a diversity system 
[Col98].
Yamada et al. look at the Japanese requirement in PDC for diversity antennas within 
the mobile handset and in particular the use of vertically spaced monopoles for vehicular 
terminals [Yam91] (Figure 2.16(a)). They also examine, via simulation, the optimum 
location for a PIFA in handportable terminals where there is also a main whip antenna 
(Figure 2.16(b)). Clenet et al. studied a similar concept, but in their work, they looked
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Figure 2.16: Dual antenna configurations for diversity reception (taken from [Yam91])
at the performance of a four branch diversity system consisting of two whip antennas 
and two stacked patch antennas [Cle97].
There are man other published work on placing multiple antenna elements around a 
handset. Monopoles (or whips), patches, PIFAs, loops and helices are all used in various 
combinations.
The concept of a reconfigurable or kaleidoscopic antenna has been proposed by Karasawa 
et al. [Kar97]. Termed by the authors, a software antenna^ this array antenna is based 
around a digital beamforming antenna but designed for vehicle mounted terminals. The 
beamforming algorithms and hardware can be reconfigured at any time depending on the 
location and environment in which the terminal is situated. For example one algorithm 
may be better suited for a multipath fading environment while another may be better 
for interference cancellation. As the mobile terminal moves from one environment to 
another, the antenna can be configured to use the most appropriate algorithm. A block 
diagram of the configuration is shown in Figure 2.17.
Vaughan has presented an antenna concept for switched combining pattern diversity at
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Figure 2.17: Kaleidoscopic antenna system (based on [Kar97])
the mobile terminal [Vau99]. In his approach, he uses a single active antenna element, 
nominally a monopole, which is directly connected to the receiver. Also present on 
the mobile terminal are a number of parasitic elements, which may have short or open 
circuit connections to ground. These connections are switchable, thus, allowing the far- 
held power pattern to be redirected. Vaughan studied, via simulation, various circular, 
V, and Y shapes. He also examined the correlation coefficients between the patterns in 
order to demonstrate their potential for diversity.
2.4.1.3 Dual End Intelligence
Dual end intelligence is quite a new concept, and there are only a few published works 
in this area. One of the key points about dual end intelligence is the use of spatial 
multiplexing. This is the concept presented by Sheikh et al. [She99]. In their paper, the 
concept of spatial multiplexing or space-time coding is examined. Three data streams are 
transmitted simultaneously on the same channel from three separated transmit antennas. 
The data is then received by three separated receive antennas. Signal processing is then 
employed to separate the three data streams from the three received signals. This method 
is becoming quite popular as higher data rates through the channel are demanded.
Currently these techniques are being employed in fixed access links rather than mobile 
systems, but there is the potential to be able to use this technology in mobile communica­
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tions by transmitting from spatially separated base stations and receiving from multiple 
antennas located at the mobile handset. Sprensen et al. have started to examine the po­
tential of space-time coding for UMTS [Spr99]. They have developed a testbed to study 
the effect of transmitting the same data over multiple channels (termed Tx-Rx diversity) 
and transmitting different data streams simultaneously over multiple channels (space­
time coding). Future development using the testbed will examine different distributed 
antenna configurations as well as the inclusion of diversity analysis. Finally they intend 
to study the potential for different adaptive array processing algorithms. This work is 
being undertaken as part of the ACTS SUNBEAM research programme.
2 .4 .2  S ingle E lem en ts
Single element antennas do not lend themselves to forms of diversity and beam-steering 
as do multiple elements, so there are not many studies in this area. A few published 
works are presented on changing the polarisation state of the antenna so that it may be 
matched to the polarisation of the incoming wave as much as possible, or may be used 
as a switched diversity antenna.
One such example is a PIFA configured for polarisation diversity by Meksamoot et al. 
[MekOO]. The PIFA has two semiconductor switches that act as shorting pins, which can 
be used to select the polarisation state of the antenna. Thus this antenna configuration, 
in conjunction with switched combining, may be used as a diversity antenna.
The polarisation changing abilities of the patch antenna were also presented by Petosa 
et al. [Pet95] and by Haskins and Dahele [Has94]. Magnetic fields and varactor diodes 
were used respectively. Another polarisation agile patch antenna, presented by Petosa et 
al., used digital phase shifters to modify the four phases of the four feeds [Pet99].
The annular ring proposed by Tsang and Langley [Tsa94] uses a ferrite substrate with 
applied magnetic fields in order to tune the frequency of operation. The sense of circular 
polarisation can also be changed, depending on the polarity of the applied magnetic field.
Adaptive antennas that operate in a multi-band environment have been discussed in 
Section 2.3, so are not discussed again here.
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2.5 Adaptive Antenna Techniques
Many examples of adaptive antenna technologies for both the base station and mobile 
station have been presented in the preceding sections. This section presents the theory 
of how to get the best from these adaptive arrays and antennas. It includes the basic 
theory of diversity, which can be employed to overcome channel impairments caused by 
multipath fading. Subsequently, algorithms are presented with which different diversity 
and adaptive schemes are implemented.
2.5.1 D iversity  Schem es [Jak74]
Diversity is a common method for overcoming fading caused by multipath interference. It 
requires that there are a number of transmission paths from the transmitter to the receiver 
(termed branches) all carrying the same information, but with mostly independent fading 
characteristics. The basic principle of diversity is that when one branch is in a deep fade, 
one or more of the others will not be, and therefore, the signal can be retrieved by 
utilising those branches. These different transmission paths may be enforced by the user, 
using one or more of the following techniques, or they may arise naturally within the 
propagation channel.
The combination of the branches according to some algorithm is termed the diversity 
combiner. Diversity gain is the reduction in SNR or SINR of the output of the diversity 
combiner compared to that of the single channel that will maintain the same BER.
Ideal diversity assumes perfectly uncorrelated signals on the branches. In practice how­
ever, there is usually a degree of correlation between the signals, induced by the envi­
ronment or receive antennas. The increase in correlation between branches of a diversity 
system serves to reduce the overall diversity gain obtainable from the system. It has 
been shown that correlation coefficients up to 0.3 have negligible effect to the overall 
system and that in fact if the correlation coefficient of two signals is less than 0.7, then 
reasonable diversity gain may be obtained from the system [Bre59].
There are a number of diversity techniques that may be employed in order to optimise 
a given parameter such as SNR, SINR, BER etc. The main classes are: space diver­
sity; polarisation diversity; angle diversity (sometimes referred to as pattern diversity); 
frequency diversity; and time diversity.
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Space diversity, uses two or more antennas separated in space such that the signal is 
transmitted over two independent and uncorrelated paths. The angular spread of the 
signal and the height difference between the transmitter and receiver determine how far 
apart the antennas must be separated in order to achieve predominantly uncorrelated 
signals [Puj94]. Polarisation diversity uses two orthogonally polarised signals in order to 
duplicate the signal which have been shown to have independent fade statistics [Koz84]. 
Only three branches are possible in this case, although the distribution of scatterers 
usually means that the mean power is not the same on all three and commonly only two 
branches are used. The two antennas may be colocated, which reduces the overall size 
of the antenna system.
Angle diversity utilises multiple antennas, with main beams pointing in different direc­
tions, such that they make use of the uncorrelated scattered signals. The use of relatively 
directive antennas is recommended for good decorrelation between branches, but it will 
be shown later in Chapters 6 and 7 that broad lobe, low gain patterns may also produce 
significant decorrelation suitable for diversity.
Frequency diversity is a technique that uses two or more frequencies on which to transmit 
the signal. Fading on different frequencies is uncorrelated provided that the two frequen­
cies are sufiiciently separated. This separation is referred to as the coherence bandwidth. 
Finally, time diversity utilises multiple branches that have been produced by multiple 
transmissions of the signal with some time delay between them.
Obviously the methods that require the same signal to be transmitted on multiple fre­
quencies or occasions or from multiple locations have a direct impact on capacity of 
the channel or network. Diversity techniques based on antenna diversity to provide the 
uncorrelated branches can be most beneficial as they have no impact on the spectral 
efficiency of the system. Examples are space diversity, polarisation diversity and angle 
diversity.
2.5 .2  C om bining A lgorithm s
Implementing the diversity techniques described above is often referred to as diversity 
combining, whereby the signals on the branches of the diversity system are combined 
in such a way as to reduce the probability of a deep fade or lower the BER. The basic 
structure of a diversity antenna system is shown in Figure 2.18.
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Figure 2.18: A basic diversity antenna system
A number of different diversity combiners exist, which can capitalise on the uncorrelated 
fading on the different branches. Selection (SC), equal gain (EGG) and maximum ratio 
(MRC) combining are three such methods.
Selection combining is the simplest method. With reference to Figure 2.18, the branch 
of the system that has the highest SNR ratio is connected to the output of the combiner. 
In practice, however, it is usually the branch with the highest signal-plus-noise (S+N) 
that is used, as it is difficult to determine the highest SNR. One implementation of 
this combiner is to sample the signals from each antenna and choose the one with the 
maximum amplitude. A more practical solution that does not require M  receivers, is to 
use a sub-optimum implementation, which is referred to as switched combining. Switched 
combining connects one branch to the output of the combiner. When the S-l-N drops 
below a predetermined threshold, the combiner switches to an alternative branch. If this 
branch is not above the threshold, then it switches again, and so on until a branch above 
the threshold is found. When the S-fN on this new branch drops below the predetermined 
threshold, the combiner performs the switching routine again. The advantage of this 
method is that it only requires one receiver, but it is only practical for a small number 
of branches.
The maximum ratio combiner (MRC), originated by Kahn [Kah54], by contrast, utilises 
the power in all of the branches, making it more efficient than the simple selection com­
biner. In this combining method, the M  signals are weighted proportionally, according 
to their respective SNRs and then summed. Prior to combining the signals, they must 
be cophased. Further mathematical analysis is given in Chapter 6.
Equal gain combining is a less complex form of maximum ratio combining. The principle
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is the same as MRC, except that, instead of weighting the branches according to their 
SNRs, the weights are all set to a constant magnitude of unity. As before the branches 
are all cophased and summed. Equal gain combining has no benefit over MRC in terms 
of the output signal level, however, its benefits lie in terms of the implementation. It is 
considerably simpler to implement unity magnitude weights than the variable magnitude 
ones required for MRC.
In the above two combiners, it is assumed that the channels on each branch are known. 
In this case it is relatively simple to calculate the phase and magnitude required for each 
weight in order to maximise the output SNR or SINR from the combiner. A disadvantage 
is that each branch must have a dedicated receiver. An alternative method uses a single 
receiver at the output of the combiner and uses an algorithm that determines the required 
weights based on some form of training sequence or iterative process. The structure for 
this system is shown in Figure 2.19.
Determining the required weights for optimising the output SNR, is not difficult. A 
starting set of weights and a desired output signal (a large number for maximum output) 
are chosen. The weights are then adjusted according to the error between the combiner 
output and the desired signal. The algorithm and the choice of parameters for that 
particular algorithm determine the speed at which the output signal converges to the 
desired response, and the resultant steady state error.
There are many algorithms that have been developed in order to adapt the weights of 
the system. Some examples of simple commonly used algorithms are Least Mean Square
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Figure 2.19: Representation of an Figure 2.20: Learning curves of the LMS algo- 
adaptive system rithm (taken from [Hay96b])
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(LMS), Normalised LMS (N-LMS)and Recursive Least Square (RLS) [Hay96b].
The LMS adaptive algorithm is one of the simplest adaptive algorithms, which requires no 
matrix inversion or measurement of correlation functions, and has become the standard 
by which all other algorithms are bench-marked [Hay96b]. The LMS algorithm has two 
basic processes: a filtering process, whereby an output produced by a set of weights 
is computed and an estimation error is produced by comparing the output with some 
desired signal; and an adaptive process, whereby the weights are automatically adjusted 
according to the error estimation. The actual implementation depends on whether the 
algorithm and weights are all implemented in the digital domain or whether the weights 
are implemented in the analogue RF domain prior to the receiver.
The LMS algorithm calculates the values of the weights at the time step (n -fl) as follows:
w(n +  1) =  w(n) -f pu{n)e*{n) (2.1)
where
u(n) =  M-by-1 input vector at time n
w(n) =  M-by-1 weight vector at time n
p =  step-size parameter
e*(n) =  complex conjugate of the error signal e(n)
e(n) =  d(n) — w**(n)u(n)
d{n) =  the desired response at time n
w**(n) =  hermitian transpose of w(n)
After a number of iterations, the error estimation converges to a steady state error. The 
time taken for convergence and the the level of the steady state error are related to the 
step-size (or adaptation constant) of the algorithm, p. This is essentially the step size
used by the algorithm to determine the new values for the weights. As can be seen in
Figure 2.20 the smaller the value of p, the longer the algorithm takes to converge, but 
the lower the steady state error is.
In the standard LMS configuration, the correction vector, /iu(n)e*(n), is directly pro­
portional to the input vector u(n). Therefore, when u(n) is large, the LMS algorithm 
experiences gradient noise amplification problem. In order to overcome this problem, the
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normalised LMS algorithm is used:
w(n +1) = w(n) +  {") (2-2)
where a is a positive constant, jl is the adaptation constant which lies in the region 
[0 • • • 2] and 11 • • • 11 is the Eucledian norm. The normalised LMS algorithm may in this 
case be thought of as an LMS algorithm with a time varying step-size.
The Recursive Least-Square algorithm is a more complex algorithm, but based on the 
same principles of adjusting the weights according to an error estimate as before. One of 
the main features of the RLS algorithm is that it utilises information in the input data 
extending back to the moment in time when the algorithm was started. The resulting 
rate of convergence is therefore typically an order of magnitude faster than that of the 
simple LMS algorithm. However, this improvement in convergence time is achieved at 
the expense of a large increase in computational complexity. A detailed derivation and 
analysis of the RLS algorithm along with the LMS and N-LMS may be found in Haykin 
[Hay96b].
2.6 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a brief overview of antenna technology for mobile communi­
cation systems. Examples of antenna types that are currently used in terrestrial mobile 
communications have been given, while patch antennas and the QHA have been discussed 
with regard to their application for satellite based mobile communication systems. The 
printed QHA has been shown to be a common choice for current satellite systems and 
potential methods for reducing its physical size have been briefly discussed.
Published literature on antennas suitable for multi-band or multi-mode operation have 
been examined. General solutions are colocating antennas for different bands are modes 
within the same volume or utilising completely separate antennas for each mode. An 
alternative solution is the use of a single antenna structure with associated feed compo­
nents or RF switches such that its radiation characteristics are suitably altered to operate 
in different modes or frequency bands.
Adaptive antennas have been shown to be most common at the base station with only 
a few examples of adaptive technology being applied at the mobile terminal. Published
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literature shows the benefits of digital beamforming in terms of diversity performance 
and capacity enhancement.
Finally, methods of utilising decorrelation, caused by a multipath environment, in di­
versity combiners have been shown. These algorithms applied to suitably decorrelated 
branches have the ability for significant diversity gain, improving the network capacity or 
allowing for lower transmit powers and consequently less interference and longer battery 
life.
Combining the various aspects of antenna technology presented in this chapter allows 
for the design of an adaptive antenna that can operate in diflferent environments and 
diflferent frequency bands. Utilising the multipath and other characteristics, from the 
environments in which an antenna system is located, to the advantage of the data link, 
allows significant potential improvement over the passive mobile terminal antennas cur­
rently in use.
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Chapter 3
The Intelligent Quadrifilar H elix  
A ntenna (I-QHA)
3.1 Introduction
It was seen in Chapter 2, that there are a number of potential antennas that may be used 
for satellite and terrestrial mobile communications. In order to examine the potential 
benefits available from using adaptive control of various parts of an antenna, it is essential 
to select a case study with which to work.
In order to achieve a useful diversity gain from an adaptive array the correlation between 
elements must be low. Lin suggests three general approaches which can be taken in order 
to create low inter-element correlations [Lin82]. These approaches are: making element 
spacing irregular; orienting the elements in such a way that the responsive field patterns 
between one another differ considerably; and selecting elements within the array that 
have different field patterns. Leather and Parsons have shown that it is possible to get 
low correlation between elements with low spacing in certain environments [Lea96].
The elements of the QHA have identical field patterns, however, the structure of the 
QHA means that the elements are spatially separated by small distances and rotated 
through 90°. The result of this arrangement is that the gain from each element in a given 
direction is significantly different. An example of the total field pattern from element 
one of a QHA is shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.1 shows the antenna elements, and co­
ordinate systems that are used throughout this thesis. An alternative antenna may be
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the contrawound QHA, which would also satisfy the above conditions, however it is a 
more complex antenna, so for the initial investigations an antenna based on the QHA is 
used.
Total Efield pattern (dB scale)
/ \
X y
Figure 3.1; Quadrifilar helix an- Figure 3.2: Radiated field pattern of one element of 
tenna elements a QHA
The Intelligent Quadrifilar Helix Antenna (I-QHA) is an antenna concept that has been 
suggested within the author’s research centre as a possible candidate for adaptive control. 
It was proposed by Agius, and documented in his Ph.D. thesis [Agi99a], and patented by 
Agius and Saunders [Agi99c]. This was merely a proposed concept, but one which lent 
itself to further development and study and thus was chosen as the case study for this 
research work.
This chapter presents the concept of the I-QHA as proposed by Agius and Saunders. 
The various parts of the I-QHA are discussed in Section 3.2 and some of the enabling 
technology and ideas are subsequently developed. These include: details of the I-QHA 
multi-mode performance (Section 3.3); the implementation of multi-band structures us­
ing active and passive devices (Section 3.4); the use of adaptive matching circuits and the 
effect of variable feed excitation in terms of the resultant input impedance of the elements 
(Section 3.5). The more complex characteristics obtained with utilising the variable feed 
configuration are discussed in subsequent chapters (Chapters 5, 6 and 7). A signifi­
cant portion of this chapter has been published in the lEE Proceedings on Microwaves, 
Antennas and Propagation [LeaOOa]
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3.2 The General Approach
The I-QHA is one possible solution to the challenge of the antenna for third generation 
mobile terminals.
The purpose of the I-QHA configuration is to adapt the antenna to changes in the incom­
ing signal imposed by the environment, the system and the user handling of the terminal. 
The proposed antenna system is presented in Figure 3.3. It consists of three parts: the 
antenna structure, which in this representation is a QHA [Kil68, Kil70] but could be 
any other multifilar helix antenna; the adaptive components, including weighting factors, 
matching circuit and switches; and the control part.
Initially the QHA (1) will operate in its conventional mode with a hemispherical pattern 
and circular polarisation [Kil69]. The feeding arrangement will be implemented with the 
adaptive phase and amplitude components, incorporated in the variable weight blocks 
{wi • • • W4), set to the standard quadrature phasing arrangement (wi = 1 , W2  = —j ,  =
—1, W4 =  +j),  where the weights w i - " W 4, correspond to elements 1 • • • 4 as indicated 
in Figure 3.1. On receive, the outputs from these weight blocks will be combined in the 
adder/weight combiner (A/WC) (2) and the total signal monitored by the sensor (3). The 
sensor can respond to one of several possible signal quality criteria; maximum received 
signal; signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); or signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR).
The controller (4) continuously monitors the output of the sensor and adjusts the weights 
{wi " ' W 4)  so as to maximise the chosen criterion. If the total signal is acceptable, 
the splitter (8) will be enabled by the controller and the signal will pass through to 
the demodulator (6) and the rest of the baseband elements (7). If the signal is not 
accepted, then the controller (4) will start an optimisation process of the weights. The 
controller can instruct changes in the magnitude and phase of the weights to allow for a 
different combination of phase and/or amplitude as a result of a different combination of 
pattern and polarisation. Alternatively, the splitter may remain enabled throughout the 
optimisation process.
The controller can also affect the state of switches on the QHA structure (5) to allow for 
changes in the operating band to be accommodated by the antenna. Finally, the adaptive 
matching circuit (AMC) (9) with its own controller (10) will correct mismatches due to 
de-tuning effects caused from the surrounding objects or will match the antenna system
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Figure 3.3: The intelligent quadrifilar helix antenna (I-QHA) configuration.
1 : Quadrifilar Helical Antenna volute.
2 : Adder/Weight Combiner (A/WC).
3 : Sensor.
4 : Controller.
5 : Switches on QHA structure
5a: Makes the non-fed radiais either open or shorted together 
5b: Changes the physical length of the helical elements
6 : Demodulator
7 : Baseband components
8 : Splitter
9 : Adaptive Matching Circuit (AMC)
10: Matching Circuit Controller
wi — : Variable Weights (VW)
to an alternative frequency band as necessary for the current system requirements as 
directed by the controller (4).
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Some of the various components of the proposed antenna system are presented in the 
following sections.
3.3 The M ulti-M ode QHA
The most difficult aspect of implementing a multi-mode antenna is the integration of 
terrestrial and satellite systems, as the requirements are completely different in the two 
systems. In mobile satellite networks, the satellite moves in a plane normal to the ground 
while in the terrestrial situation the base stations do not move and they are distributed 
over a plane almost parallel to the ground. The terrestrial system relies on multipath 
propagation and utilises an almost omni-directional antenna. Thus, it does not require 
a line-of-sight path to the base station and is relatively unaffected by the orientation or 
location of the terminal. The situation in the satellite system is completely different. The 
pattern is directive and currently a line-of-sight link is required, causing the link to be 
greatly affected by shadowing and the user’s handling of the terminal. The polarisation 
is another difference between the two cases, with satellite systems utilising circular, and 
terrestrial systems linear.
The second challenge in implementing a multi-mode antenna is its ability to operate 
with different radiation modes. The conventional QHA configuration operates with a 
hemispherical pattern and circular polarisation, making it ideally suited to satellite com­
munication applications. The I-QHA can operate with a variable pattern and polarisation 
by adjusting the phase relationships between its elements [Agi99a]. This property of the 
I-QHA is summarised in Table 3.1. Selection of the appropriate phases between elements 
can produce either bifilar or monopole patterns. As can be seen in Table 3.1, phase type 
#0  gives the conventional hemispherical pattern while #1  and #2  give bifilar patterns 
and phase types ^3 , # 4  and ^ 5  give the monopole mode.
3.4 The M ulti-Band QHA
The different frequency bands are a challenge that has to be faced in any multi-mode or 
multi-band implementation. Multi-band operation may be implemented by using one or 
more antennas, colocated in order to cover the required frequency bands as discussed in 
Section 2.3.
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Table 3.1: Elevation radiation pattern and current distributions of a QHA with different 
feeding phase combinations (taken from [Agi99a])
FEEDING PHASE
Sfiil
#1
#2
# 3
# 4
# 5
90'
180'
180'
90'
180°
90°
180°
, 0 '
liiil
The use of a single antenna to cover both frequency bands offers an alternative. The 
single antenna approach suggested in [Agi99c] makes use of small RF switches (MMIC 
switches or PIN diodes) on the elements of the antenna to switch in and out portions of 
the element itself. The switches used in [Sai82] are PIN diodes and the radiating elements 
are coaxial cables. The forward biased diodes short circuit segments of the antenna to 
change the length of the radiating elements and hence the frequency of resonance. The 
typical insertion loss of MMIC switches and PIN diodes is between 0.3 and 0.8dB at 
2GHz, depending on the type and model.
An alternative to RF switches or PIN diodes is the use of passive traps. A trap is a 
passive circuit constructed from inductors and capacitors, which at one frequency ap­
pears as a short circuit connection and at another frequency, appears as an open circuit 
connection. Thus the trap behaves as a frequency selective switch but without the need 
for control lines or biasing circuits as with the active devices. These components may be 
implemented as discrete components or as distributed components forming part of the 
printed antenna structure.
There are a number of points that must be considered when choosing the most appro­
priate method for implementing the switching. These include: frequency of operation; 
power rating; intermodulation distortion caused by non-linearities; power consumption; 
switching speed; isolation and insertion loss; size; and cost. The benefits and costs may
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depend on the frequency of operation and the specific implementation of the antenna 
technology. For example, in a mobile antenna implementation, cost, size and power 
consumption are of most importance, whereas, if the antenna was being used as a base 
station antenna, then the power rating of the device or circuit may be the most important 
point. As such, no particular attention has been paid to the choice of PIN diode used in 
the implementation of a switched antenna in Section 3.4.1. The implementation bands 
were chosen to represent one of the possible dual-band configurations which may face the 
I-QHA.
3.4.1 D ual-B and  A ntenn as U tilisin g  P IN  D iod es
Under certain circumstances, the PIN diode can behave as an almost pure resistance at 
RF, with a resistance in the region of HI (forward bias) up to lOkH (reverse bias) utilising 
a low frequency or DC control current. A single PIN diode may not provide the required 
level of isolation across its ports. There are configurations that can improve this, such as 
a H configuration, with the PIN diodes either side of the switching one, being connected 
to ground. This configuration is not very practical on antenna elements, therefore for 
the purposes of demonstrating the technique a single diode circuit is used.
One embodiment of the I-QHA uses PIN diodes in order to connect or disconnect the end 
portions of the elements, thus changing the physical length and thus resonant frequency 
of the antennas. This is a diflferent configuration to that proposed by Sainati et al. [Sai82].
In order to demonstrate the use of PIN diodes for this purpose, a dipole antenna with PIN 
diode switches was constructed and simple models were simulated using the Numerical 
Electromagnetics Code (NEC)^. Dipole antennas were chosen to demonstrate the concept 
in order to keep the antenna simple. An I-QHA configuration may be implemented at a 
later development stage.
In order to demonstrate the switching properties of the PIN diode, three dipoles were 
designed: Dipole A was designed with a total length equal to A/2 at 900MHz (167mm); 
Dipole B was designed with a A/2 length at 2CHz (75mm); and Dipole C was designed 
to have a total length equal to that of Dipole A but with a PIN diode placed at a length 
equivalent to that of Dipole B (Figure 3.4). The two frequencies were arbitrarily chosen
^NEC is a moment method based electromagnetic simulator written by Lawrence Livermore Labora­
tory, USA
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to represent GSM900 and a satellite communications frequency such as the lower band 
in the ICO system.
1/2 at 2GHz (75mm)
PIN
Diode
7J2at 900M H z (167m m )
PIN diodes or 
SPOT GaAs FET
Figure 3.5; The implementation of a dual­
band switched dipole
In order to implement the switching, the PIN diode must be biased with a DC voltage 
in order to make it conduct. The implementation of this is the circuit diagram shown in 
Figure 3.5. The DC voltage, Vcc, was applied via the top track, referenced to the bottom 
track of the dipole. These two tracks were capacitively coupled so the separation would 
appear transparent to the RF signal. The inductor, Li was present to return the DC 
but to look like an open circuit at RF. The inductors and capacitors placed around the 
dipole feed are present to allow for the DC bias to be applied on the same line as the RF 
feed via a balun.
The values of the inductors were chosen to have a high impedance at RF, these were 
therefore selected to be 0.47/xH, having an impedance at 2CHz of 5.9kD. The capacitors 
were chosen to have a negligible resistance at 2CHz. The values selected were lOOpF, 
which have an impedance of l.TD and 0.8D at 900MHz and 2CHz respectively.
In order to demonstrate the concept of the switched dipole, the RF performance of the 
three antennas were simulated using NEC and the input VSWR examined. The switched 
dipole element was modelled as a single wire with a parallel resistor and inductor placed in 
the wire at the appropriate distance from the feed. When modelling Dipole C configured 
for 2CHz operation (i.e. the PIN diodes off), the resistor was set to a value of IMD. 
When Dipole C was configured for 900MHz operation, the resistor was set to a value of 
ID which represents the typical conduction resistance of a PIN diode.
The results are shown in Figure 3.6, and it can be clearly seen that Dipole C can be 
configured to behave like either Dipole A or Dipole B. The slight frequency shift in 
resonance of the high frequency point of Dipole C relative to Dipole B is due to the
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NEC Sim ulations Of Switched Dipoles NEC Sim ulations Of Switched D ipoles With Non Ideal Inductors
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Figure 3.6: NEC simulations of switched Figure 3.7: NEC simulation of switched
dipole VSWR dipole VSWR with non-ideal inductor
location of the inductor circuit. Due to the nature of the NEC method, the wire is 
discretised into short segments. One of these segments is then replaced by the parallel 
RL circuit. The segments are evenly distributed across the antenna length, so the choice 
of location of the RL circuit is limited, resulting in slightly different lengths of Dipole B 
and the length of Dipole C up to the RL circuit.
The practical implementation of Figure 3.5 utilises, the SMP1340-011 PIN diodes from 
Alpha Industries and the CM45 SMT chip inductor series from Bourns Inc., both of 
which were chosen due to their availability. The PIN diodes have operational frequency 
ranges from lOMHz to 2GHz with fast switching times. The practical implementation of 
these components is far from the ideals that were assumed in the NEC simulations. For 
example, the PIN diode has capacitance and inductance associated with it, details are 
available from the data sheet [AlpOO]. The inductors are also non-ideal, with associated 
capacitance, causing self resonance. According to the data sheet, the 0.47/iH inductor 
from the CM45 series has a self resonant frequency of 145MHz [BouOO]. An approximate 
parallel capacitance can be determined from the relationship
1w
\Æ c
(3.1)
This gives an approximate capacitance of 2.5pF, this in combination with the capacitance 
of the PIN diode (approximately 0.25pF) seriously affects the operation of the inductor, at 
frequencies over the self resonant frequency, the capacitance term tends to be dominant. 
Thus, including a parallel capacitance of 2.75pF in the NEC simulation leads to the 
results shown in Figure 3.7. The plot shows how the capacitance associated with the 
inductor causes it to no longer act as an RF block at the frequencies of interest, and
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Dipole C with the diodes modelled as on and off produce almost identical VSWR curves.
A comparison between measurement and simulation can be seen in Figure 3.8. Prototype 
dipoles were fabricated as printed lines, 2mm in width, printed on a flexible Kapton 
material, 50//m thick with a dielectric constant, Sr = 3.6. The printed substrate was 
stiffened using a piece of card. The components in Figure 3.5, were Li = 0.47/iH, 
Cl = lOOnF and the PIN diodes were SMP1340-011 from Alpha Industries.
The difference in resonant frequency of the measured antennas and the desired response 
is due in part to the definition of resonance and in part to the effect of the substrate. 
A dipole designed with a total length equal to A/2 at a particular frequency exhibits an 
input impedance of 73 +  j42.5fl [KraSB], however resonance is defined as the frequency 
where the reactive component is zero, hence the frequency shift. Also the effect of the 
dielectric properties of the substrate and supporting card have the effect of slowing down 
the velocity of propagation. Consequently, the wavelength is reduced slightly, resulting 
in an increase in electrical length for the fixed physical length. As these dipoles were 
designed at arbitrary frequencies to demonstrate the concept of switching, the resonant 
frequencies are of no particular interest, so the antennas were not redesigned.
Other differences between the measured and simulated results are due to the very simple 
model assumed for the inductor and PIN diode. Also, the extra capacitors and inductors, 
required in the practical implementation for biasing purposes, were not included in the 
simulation. The VSWR of Dipole C was measured with a A/4 balun at 900MHz in the 
on configuration and one at 2GHz in the configuration. The required wideband balun 
technology was not examined as part of this study, as for the I-QHA the four ports are 
fed independently and thus, no baluns are required.
Lower values of inductance have lower values of capacitance associated with them, result­
ing in a higher self resonant frequency. A lOnH inductor from the Bourns CM20 range 
has a self resonant frequency of 3.3GHz, this corresponds to an approximate parallel ca­
pacitance of 0.2pF, however at 2GHz the impedance of the inductor is only 125fl, which 
is not sufficient to act as an RF block. The simulated VSWR with L=10nH is shown in 
Figure 3.9.
The simulations demonstrate that, with ideal passive components, switching using PIN 
diodes can be implemented successfully. The capacitance within the inductors causes 
significant problems in the implementation of a switched antenna using discrete compo-
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nents. However, other technologies exist that do not suffer these problems to such a great 
extent. Inductors based on transmission lines can provide an inductance with very little 
capacitance depending on the layout of the inductor configuration. Alternative methods 
revolve around replacing the inductor at the PIN diode switch in Figure 3.5 with a trans­
mission line stub, such that there appears to be an open circuit at RF but there is still 
a DC path. Another alternative may be to remove the capacitors that couple the two 
parallel lines in Figure 3.5, thus the DC return path is completely isolated from the RF.
3.4 .2  D ual-B an d A ntennas U tilisin g  M M IC  sw itches
Conventional silicon PIN diodes require the voltage bias to keep the on state be increased 
as the transmitting power is increased, so that the oscillating RF voltage does not cause 
the PIN diode to switch. Recently developed GaAs monolithic IC (MMIC) switches have 
the advantage of operating with nearly zero power dissipation and do not require high 
or variable bias voltages.
MMIC switches tend to exhibit lower insertion loss and higher isolation than their PIN 
diode counterparts. They also tend to have faster switching speeds and lower power 
consumption than the PIN diodes.
However, there are disadvantages to MMIC switches. Firstly they tend to show some 
non-linear distortion of the waveform as the transmitting power is increased, resulting in 
limited power handling capabilities. MMIC switches require negative voltages in order to 
control the on and off states [Rob95], these are never as easy to create as their positive 
counterparts when the power source is a battery, as in a mobile terminal.
NEC Sim ulations And M easurem ents Of Switched Dipoles NEC Simulations Of Switcfied Dipoles With Inductors Below Self Resonance
A—*  Sim C {config. tor 900MHz) 
a—□ Sim 0  (config. for 2GHz)
A- A Meas C (config. for 900MHz 
B- a Meas C (config. for 2GHz)
Frequency (MHz)
  Antenna A (SOOftlHz)
  Antenna B (2GHz)
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Figure 3.8: Measurement and simulation of Figure 3.9: Simulations of switched dipole 
switched dipole VSWR VSWR with lOnH non-ideal inductors
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Figure 3.10: A dipole antenna with resonant trap
The configuration required to implement an MMIC on an antenna element is also quite 
complex. The switch requires separate control lines to carry the control signals used in 
the switching process and also needs a local ground plane for optimum results. In the 
middle of an antenna element this local ground plane is very complicated to implement 
without seriously afiecting the radiation characteristics of the antenna element.
3.4 .3  D ual-B an d  A ntenn as U tilisin g  P assive Traps
A dipole with a resonant LC trap circuit is shown in Figure 3.10. As previously men­
tioned, the trap is passive and therefore no bias or control lines are required, making it 
an attractive option for dual-band operation.
There are however, a number of problems with this implementation. A trap is a filter, 
therefore in order to be able to pass one frequency and block another that is close to the 
first, a high order trap is required to get the required sharp cut off. This obviously has 
significant implications in terms of complexity, as well as the space that is required on 
the antenna.
A simple LC parallel resonant circuit has a y/hC combination inversely proportional to the 
frequency. At mobile communications frequencies, this results in low values of inductance 
and capacitance. These low values can be difficult to implement in discrete components, 
with stray capacitance within the inductor once again being a potential cause of low 
isolation. These low values of capacitance and inductance can be implemented relatively 
easily in MMIC circuitry, using a number of standard configurations [Rob95j. These 
printed inductors and capacitors could then be formed as part of the antenna elements.
These problems of component tolerance and stray capacitance mean that it is not possible
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to implement a resonant trap circuit at mobile communications frequencies using discrete 
components. However, in order to demonstrate the concept of using a resonant trap 
circuit for multi-band operation, a dual-band dipole was implemented for operation at 
450MHz and llOOMHz. These frequencies were chosen to correspond to 900MHz for GSM 
and 2200MHz, which is the upper frequency for the ICO satellite communications system. 
The desired frequencies were halved in order to be able to use values of capacitance and 
inductance that are less affected by tolerance and stray components.
As with the PIN diode analysis, printed dipoles were constructed: Dipole D was designed 
for 450MHz operation; Dipole E for llOOMHz; and Dipole F with the resonant trap 
located at at a distance corresponding to that of Dipole E from the feed. On this occasion, 
the dipoles were constructed on FR4 glass-fibre circuit board =  4.55, specified at 
IMHz) and were trimmed in length from half a wavelength to make them resonant 
in the correct bands. All of the dipoles were trimmed by at least 20% from the free 
space wavelength, mainly due to the effect of the high dielectric constant of FR4 circuit 
board (sr =  4.55, specified at IMHz), which causes an effective permittivity greater than 
1, thus reducing the velocity of propagation on the antenna and correspondingly the 
wavelength. The total length of Dipole F was trimmed by approximately a further 7% 
compared to Dipole D, to make it operate at 450MHz. The final lengths of the dipoles 
were: Dipole D =  266mm (0.4Ao_45o); Dipole E =  103mm (0.38Ao_noo); and Dipole F =  
248mm (0.37Ao_45o)-
A simple parallel LC circuit was used for the trap, with L =  15nH and C =  1.2pF. The 
inductors where the 0805 series from Fastron while the capacitors where the 0805 series 
from Syfer Technology Ltd. These component values in parallel give the forward circuit 
response shown in Figure 3.11. The measured response is compared to that determined 
using a simulation performed using Libra^. The capacitor and inductor were modelled as 
real components in Libra. The inductor was assigned a Q of 50 measured at 500MHz and 
a self resonant frequency of 3.4CHz, taken from the component datasheet [FasOO]. The 
capacitor was assigned a Q of 35 measured at 250MHz, approximated from the datasheet 
[SyfOO]. In both cases the following relationship was assigned to Libra
Q OC v 7  (3.2)
It can be seen in Figure 3.11 that the attenuation of the circuit at 450MHz is around
 ^Libra is part of the EEsof circuit simulation suite from Hewlett Packard
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IdB whereas at llOOMHz, the attenuation in both measurement and simulation is around 
35dB, although only for a very narrow band. This shows that the resonant trap circuit is 
behaving like a short circuit at 450MHz, but an open circuit at llOOMHz. Thus, it will 
effectively disconnect the end portion of the antenna elements.
VSWR of dual-band dipolesComparison of S measurement and simulation
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Figure 3.11: Circuit response of a simple Figure 3.12: Input VSWR for a dual-band
parallel LC trap dipole using resonant traps
When the trap circuit is implemented on the dual-band dipole, the resulting VSWR 
can be seen in Figure 3.12. The VSWR of the dual-band dipole is compared to that 
of single-band reference dipoles. As with the PIN diode implementation, the dual-band 
dipole based on the trap was configured with two different quarter wave baluns at the 
appropriate frequencies, as the required wide-band balun technology was not examined 
as part of this study.
The performance of the dual-band dipole (Dipole F) can be seen to be similar to that of 
the reference dipoles. At 450MHz, the dual-band dipole has an almost identical VSWR 
response to the 450MHz reference antenna (Dipole D), although there is a slight reduc­
tion in bandwidth. When Dipole F is configured with a balun optimised for llOOMHz 
operation, it has a minimum VSWR point similar to that of the llOOMHz reference dipole 
(Dipole E). The VSWR is slightly higher in the dual-band case with a VSWR of around 
2:1 rather than 1:1. Also, the bandwidth of the dual-band antenna is somewhat reduced 
at lOOMHz compared to the reference dipole.
One of the main reasons for the match and bandwidth differences are the effects of the 
trap circuit. At 450MHz, the trap circuit has very low loss (Figure 3.11) so it appears as a 
short circuit to RF, however there was a small change in length required for an optimum 
match. In this case, the through response of the trap still has a reactive component that
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loads the antenna and thus affects its effective resonant length. At llOOMHz, the trap 
circuit has high loss, but acts as a load on the end of the llOOMHz element, thus causing 
a slightly inferior match than was achieved with the reference dipole. It can also be seen 
in Figure 3.11 that the trap circuit only has a high insertion loss (greater than 20dB) at 
llOOMHz for a narrow bandwidth, which directly affects the VSWR bandwidth of the 
dual-band dipole.
The resonant trap circuit has both advantages and disadvantages over the PIN diode or 
MMIC RF switches. It does not require any biasing components or control lines, nor does 
it require any DC power to perform switching. Therefore, as a passive implementation 
it is a very attractive solution. However, there are some disadvantages associated with 
the trap implementation. If the two bands are very close together then a high order trap 
will be required, which is complex to construct, bulky and may have increased sensitivity 
to the tolerance of the components. Therefore, the trap cannot be used to implement 
multi-band configurations, where the different bands are closely spaced, without great 
difficulty or considerable loss in the pass-band of the circuit. It seems that a resonant 
trap circuit may only be useful in certain multi-band configurations, where the bands are 
well separated, whereas the PIN diode or MMIC switch may be used for any arbitrary 
band.
3.5 Adaptive M atching
In wireless communications environments, the position of the mobile antenna may be 
changing constantly and with it, the antenna characteristics. The presence of nearby 
objects such as the user can seriously affect the antenna efiiciency, degrading the available 
signal and limiting the availability of the communications link. It has been found by 
Pederson that the effect of the user on the communications link can differ by up to lOdB 
between users [PedOO]. A small part of this difference will be due to de-tuning effects, 
with the majority being attributable to shielding and absorption of the radiated power 
by the user. Finding a general passive solution that will cause optimal matching of 
the antenna for all users is not really possible. The use of adaptive matching and the 
variable weights of the I-QHA can, however, go some way to counteract these variable 
user infiuences.
There is an increased use nowadays of internet-compatible mobile terminals. These ter-
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minais, unlike the traditional terminals, spend a significant portion of time operating in 
the user’s palm rather than next to the user’s ear. This results in a different operating 
environment for the mobile terminal. The antenna system must therefore be optimised 
to overcome the de-tuning effect in order to be able to increase the data rates for certain 
services, which will almost all be received when the terminal is away from the user’s ear 
in third generation systems.
A study has been undertaken to analyse the effect of using variable weights at the ports 
of the I-QHA. It is seen that the impedance of the antenna elements is directly related 
to the magnitude and phase of the signals applied to each of the elements, as well as the 
coupling between elements.
Adaptive matching may also be used to assist in the general matching of an antenna to its 
surrounding sub-systems. The manufacturing tolerance and specifications may therefore 
be relaxed slightly, having a direct impact on the associated costs of manufacture.
3.5.1 R ela tion sh ip  B etw een  Im pedance A nd C om plex  Feed V oltages
The input impedance of a simple one port antenna can be determined by measuring 
the reflection coefficient of that port on a network analyser. The impedance is then 
determined by the following:
Zm =  (3.3)
where S u  = F, the reflection coefficient and Zq is the impedance of the measuring system 
(usually 50fi).
However, with multi-element antennas, there may be a significant amount of coupling 
between those elements. This is particularly the case when the antenna is compact and 
the elements are not orthogonal, as in the case of the I-QHA. Incident voltage is applied 
to only a single element of an I-QHA when measuring the reflection coefficient of that 
port. In practice the antenna will be operated with voltages applied to all four elements. 
Thus, when only one element is excited, the signal returning from that port is only the 
reflected voltage and does not have contributions coupled from the other three elements. 
It is for this reason that the single port method has been found to be inadequate for 
determining the input impedance of the elements of the QHA [Pek98].
The analysis in this section, based on [Pek98], was undertaken primarily in order to 
determine a suitable method for measuring the impedance of the ports of an I-QHA,
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therefore, the impedance is specified in the following analysis in terms of S-parameters, 
which may be measured on a standard network analyser. It does show, however, how the 
impedance of an element is afiected by the other three elements, in terms of coupling, 
but also the magnitude and phase of the applied excitation to all four elements. This 
agrees with Cutler et al. who alluded to serious impedance mismatches if there was strong 
coupling between closely spaced antenna elements in a phased array antenna [Cut63].
The impedance at port p of an iV port network can be defined as
Zin\p = -jT 
Ip
From Figure 3.13, the excitation can be defined as
Ep =  Zpip +  Vp
(3.4)
(3.5)
where Ep is the generator voltage; Zp is the generator impedance; Ip is the current fiowing 
from the generator; and Vp is the input voltage on the port and is the sum of the forward 
and backward wave components of port p.
‘in
h Zi
Vi
Sii S21
Sl2 S22
Figure 3.13: Excitation, voltage, current 
and generator impedance at port p
Figure 3.14: General 2 port network with 
2 x 2  S-parameter matrix
Rearranging (3.5) for Ip and then substituting into (3.4) gives
Hn\p
VpZp
E p -V p (3.6)
To determine the correct input impedance for each element, the effects of the other three 
elements must be superimposed on the port. In order to best explain the associated 
derivation, an arbitrary two port network may be selected with the input and output 
impedances being equal (say 5011). Figure 3.14 shows an outline of this configuration. 
It consists of two Thévenin equivalent generators with associated impedances, feeding a 
two port network, represented by an S-parameter matrix block.
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(l-IÏ)/2ai 1+K E,/^
bi &2
Figure 3.15: Signal flow representation of a 
two port S-parameter matrix
Figure 3.16: Simplified signal flow with 
equal source and load impedance
This two port system can be developed further using signal flow analysis [Cho62]. The 
signal flow equivalent of Figure 3.14 is shown in Figure 3.15 in terms of the input and 
output wave parameters a and b respectively. A thorough description of this kind of 
problem is given by Kuhn [Kuh63].
Firstly the Thévenin equivalent generator in Figure 3.14 is converted to an equivalent 
microwave generator. A Thévenin equivalent generator is shown in Figure 3.17, driving 
a load impedance, Z^. The generator voltage, Ei, is defined as the voltage that appears 
across the load terminals when Zl = oo. Z\ is the impedance seen looking into the 
generator when E\ = 0.
Zl
@
1
Figure 3.17: Thévenin equivalent genera- Figure 3.18: Signal flow graph for a mi- 
tor crowave equivalent generator
The signal flow graph of the microwave generator is shown in Figure 3.18, driving a 
load with complex reflection coefficient Ff,. Eg is defined as the voltage that appears 
across the terminals when F l =  1 and Fg is the reflection coefficient seen looking into the 
generator terminals when Eg = 0. Simplifying the feedback loop according to standard 
rules [Cho62, Kuh63] the incident voltage upon the load is
El En
i - r ^ r z ,
The total voltage across the load, is the sum of the incident and reflected waves
(3.7)
Ejt = En ■(I +  Tl) (3.8)
1 -  TgVl
The relationship between Ei and Eg can be determined using the above parameter def­
initions. Setting Z l  = oo (Ff, =  1), the voltage across the terminals is E \,  so from
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(3.8)
Eg = E i— ^  (3.10)
=  ^  (3.9)
Equation (3.9) can also be shown to hold true for any general Zl [Kuh63]. Rearranging
(3.9) and substituting the parameters of Figure 3.14 gives
1 — F i
Y
In order to determine the total voltage across Z2 {V2 ) due to the excitation Ei,  E 2 is set 
to zero. From (3.8), V2 is the sum of the forward and backward wave component, thus
V2  = b2 { l+ T 2 ) (3.11)
Since the source and load impedances are equal {Zi = Z 2  = 50f2), this gives Fi =  F2 =  0, 
allowing significant simplification of the system to that shown in Figure 3.16.
From Figure 3.16 it can be shown that the voltage across Z 2 caused by Ei (termed l^ i), 
can be written as
V21 = (3.12)
By symmetry, the voltage developed across Zi from E2 (F12) can be written as
V12 = 512 Y  (3.13)
The voltage developed across Zi from Ei,  (Vii) is the sum of the incident voltage from 
El and the reflected voltage caused by 6'n, thus
1^11 =  Y  +  =  +  (3.14)
By superposition at the port, the total voltage, Vi, is the sum of the voltage due to Ei 
and the voltage due to E2, thus
Vi =  Vii +  V12 =  (1 4- S i i ) - ^  +  ^ 1 2 ~ ^  (3.15)
Equation (3.15) can be generalised for an N  port network at port p as
^  -yS'pi (3.16)
i = l
Finally, the input impedance at port p can be determined by substituting (3.16) into 
(3.6)
T/ 7 _L ^  q .
ry I _  _  2 ^  2 ^ i = l  2 ^P ^ rj
=  (3.17)
2 ^ i = l  E p ^ P i
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Therefore, for the two port system in Figure 3.14, (3.17) reduces to
( 3 « )
1 -  -^ S ii -  -^Si2
Now putting Z l  = Z q, (3.18) becomes
Zinh = :  ' (3.19)
1 +  -S'il +  ^ S i 2  
1 — S'il — ^ S i 2
If, for example, the two port network is a balanced antenna, then port 2 has an excitation
that is equal in magnitude but opposite in phase to that of port 1 (i.e. Ei =  —E 2 ), then
(3.19) simplifies further to
Zmli =  +  (3.20)
A similar equation can be derived for the impedance at port 2.
Equation (3.17) holds for any N  port network. Therefore, for a QHA, where AT =  4, and
Zl = Z 2  — Zs = Z 21 = Zq, the input impedance for element one becomes
1 E2S12+E3S13+E4S14
^ in \l=   ^ E2Si2+E3Si3+eIs^ (^^
Again, similar expressions can be derived for the other ports. If the excitation of the four 
ports are known, then (3.21) can be simplified further. For example, a standard QHA 
configuration has four feeds with the same magnitude, but with phase quadrature (i.e 
El = 1, E 2 = —j,  Es = —1, E 4  = +j). Due to the symmetry of the QHA, it can be 
assumed that S 1 2  =  S u  and the input impedance therefore becomes
Zinli = (3.22)
It can be seen from (3.22) that for a standard QHA configuration, which has been built 
to a reasonable degree of accuracy such that 5'i2 =  <S'i4, then the impedance is a function 
of only two S-parameters. The refiection into the element (^n ) and the coupling between 
opposite elements (5'is). These opposite elements make up the two halves of a bifilar^.
When the elements of the I-QHA are under adaptive control, the values of the excitation
may take any complex value, depending on the configuration of the antenna. In this
situation the input impedance of each element is determined according to (3.21), which
is a function of four S-parameters and the four excitations associated with the four ports.
bifilar consists of two opposite elements of the I-QHA that are phased with a fixed 180" phase 
difference
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If the I-QHA is a well built example and is therefore symmetrical, the above condition 
will still apply and = S u  and (3.21) becomes
(£'2 +  £^4)-5'i2-t-£^3'S'l3
^in\l — ______(-E2+-E^4)‘5'i2+£^ 3'S'i3 Zo (3.23)
1 -  ‘S'il -  El
Due to the rotational symmetry of an I-QHA, the three S-parameters ,6'n, 5 i2 and Sis,
are all that is required to determine the input impedance for all four ports.
Figure 3.19 shows the VSWR at the port of element one for an I-QHA designed for
operation at 2.385GHz and operating in its conventional mode (where E\ = 1, E 2 = — j, 
Es — —1 and E^ = T j). The VSWR determined using (3.22) and (3.21) for a standard 
QHA configuration of a prototype I-QHA can be seen to agree closely. The VSWR 
determined by direct measurement at the port of element one only and calculated using 
(3.3) can be seen to be shifted slightly in frequency as well as having a narrower bandwidth 
by approximately 20MHz.
VSW R at port 1 of an  I-QHA
—  Sim ple Calculation
—  Full Calculation
—  M easured at Port 1
2.2 2 .41.6
Frequency (GHz)
VSWR at port 1 of an I-QHA
  I-QHA in Free Sace
—  I-QHA Close to Hand
2.42.2
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 3.19: VSWR at port I of an I-QHA Figure 3.20: VSWR at port 1 of an I-QHA
in the presence of a hand
Figure 3.20 shows a plot of the VSWR of one port of an I-QHA calculated using (3.21). 
The I-QHA in standard configuration is shown in free space and in the close proximity of 
a hand. The hand was wrapped around the antenna, but was isolated from the elements 
by the thin flexible substrate on which the antenna was printed (the substrate was wound 
such that the copper tracks were innermost). The performance next to the hand is only an 
approximate representation as it was difficult to maintain the same location of the hand 
in all of the S-parameter measurements. The hand was placed closer to the elements than 
is likely in a practical implementation of the I-QHA on a handset. Figure 3.20, therefore, 
represents a situation that is likely to be a worst case scenario.
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It can be seen in Figure 3.20 that the presence of a hand around the antenna causes 
significant de-tuning of the antenna and an increase in bandwidth. This bandwidth 
increase will undoubtedly be at the cost of efficiency. The change in VSWR at the 
antenna port at an operating frequency of 2.385GHz is from less than 2:1 to almost 4:1.
3.5.2 Adaptive Matching M ethods
In an adaptive matching system, the matching network must be regularly reconfigured 
in order to counteract the changes in the antenna impedance caused by the varying 
distances of the antenna to nearby objects and the handling by the user. There are several 
methods of matching that may be used: active and passive components; A/4 microstrip 
transmission lines; stub matching; and passive lossless feedback [Cio89, Min87, Bre92, 
Gal91].
Ciofii utilises distributed amplifier technology to perform impedance matching across a 
frequency range of 2 to 20GHz [Cio89]. Two methods are proposed, the first uses line 
impedance variation while the second uses a constant line impedance. The line impedance 
variation method uses the input and output capacitance of the active elements in con­
junction with an output shunt capacitance, Ca , and the input and output inductance to 
provide the appropriate impedance match (Figure 3.21). This method is only suitable 
for small variations in impedance (up to 1:3) as realising the required capacitance and 
inductance can be difficult. Also, according to Ciofii, the transistor matching may be far 
from ideal, causing a decreased efiiciency and resulting in lower gain.
The constant line impedance approach uses, as the name suggests, constant impedance 
for the active devices and input and output lines. The impedance variation is performed 
by using multiple input or output lines in parallel to vary the impedance of the input 
relative to the output (Figure 3.22). This method has a much more stable response and a 
wider matching range across the frequency range, handling impedance transforms greater 
than 1:3. Utilising this technology at mobile communications frequencies in a handset 
is not simple and undertaking adaptive matching would require switching in and out 
various numbers of input or output lines, creating a complex matching network.
The stub matching tuner from Minnis [Min87] is based on parallel striplines connected 
via two bridge connections (Figure 3.23). This particular implementation can match 
any load impedance within the unity circle of the Smith Chart to 50fi. As can be
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Figure 3.21: Distributed amplifier matching (taken from [Cio89])
seen in Figure 3.23, the required length of the stripline component is 3A/4, making it 
reasonably large for practical implementation at mobile communication frequencies. A 
second problem with this approach is that, the location of the bridges are chosen at tune 
up and then permanently bonded, or consist of mechanical moving parts, neither of which 
are desirable for an adaptive matching system.
The passive lossless feedback method of matching proposed by Brennan [Bre92] is based
■UH
m
-CD-
•GH
■GH ■GO— ...
■GD'
Figure 3.22: Constant line impedance matching (taken from [Cio89])
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Figure 3.23: Stub tuner schematic (taken from [Min87])
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Figure 3.24: Matching using passive lossless feedback (taken from [Bre92])
on the concept of recombining the reflected power from the load with the transmitted 
power with an appropriate phase shift so as to get coherent recombination. The circuit 
is relatively complex and is based on a directional coupler, circulator and phase shifter 
(Figure 3.24). These components tend to be quite large and careful design is required in 
order to minimise the loss in these components. Brennan states that standard components 
will exhibit a round trip loss of approximately IdB. The propagation delay through some 
of the circuit components will result in a limited bandwidth. Brennan shows that the total 
loss in the matching network, and the bandwidth are directly related to the reflection 
coefficient of the antenna. The higher the mismatch, the lower the bandwidth and the 
higher the overall insertion loss, although the performance is still better than having no 
matching network between the source and antenna. Brennan showed that for a return 
loss of IdB, this form of network with standard components would show an efficiency of 
around 56%, although with lower round trip loss from superconducting components this 
could be increased to 92%. The complexity of the components required for this type of 
matching network means that it may be suitable for broadcast or base station systems, 
but the cost could preclude it from implementation at the mobile terminal.
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Another method of matching is to use one or more small varactors, to adjust the ca­
pacitive elements in a network. However, at most mobile communications frequencies, 
parasitic capacitance within the components may cause significant problems when imple­
menting a matching circuit with discrete components. Transmission line networks offer 
an alternative for higher frequency operation, but are inherently only resonant at one 
frequency, thus multiple networks would be required to fulfill the multi-band require­
ments of third generation mobile communications. This will not be acceptable with the 
current trend for smaller mobile terminals. Matching networks with multiple stubs may 
be a solution to this multi-band requirement, however the required circuit becomes rel­
atively large. A combination of these schemes proves most versatile for the purposes of 
the I-QHA and is described in the following paragraphs.
Galkin studies an adaptive matching circuit applied between the transmitter and antenna, 
that can either use a phase detector or VSWR detector [Gal91]. It is found that the phase 
detector is more sensitive to power fluctuations in the transmitter. A VSWR sensor is 
therefore used to control shunt capacitance connected to ground via PIN diodes.
Lyons et al. [Lyo96] propose a similar concept to Galkin. Dynamic matching networks 
make use of an artificial transmission line with shunt capacitors, connected via FET 
switches to ground (Figure 3.25). The combination and location of connected capaci­
tors allows matching of loads with VSWR of 5:1 to less than 2:1. The VSWR on the 
transmission line is monitored by diodes equally spaced along its length, which in con­
junction with a behavioural search algorithm can determine the required combination of 
connected capacitors in order to match the antenna.
Placing switched inductors in parallel with the capacitor shunts (Figure 3.26) allows both 
positive and negative reactive components to be matched in a A/4 length of transmission 
line rather than a A/2 length (Figure 3.27). Utilising both inductors and capacitors, 
the length of transmission line required is still large at mobile communications frequen­
cies, thus further development may be beneficial in reducing the size and increasing the 
practicality of the matching network. One possibility is the realisation of the matching 
network on flexible circuit board, such that it may form an integral part of the antenna 
or its feed system, or may be incorporated into the retractable part of the antenna.
Prototype dynamic matching networks at frequencies of 900MHz and 2.2GHz, corre­
sponding to GSM900 and the upper band of the ICO system, have been constructed 
on standard FR4 circuit board with surface mount capacitors and inductors and with
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Figure 3.25: Block diagram of the dynamic matching network (taken from [Lyo96])
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Figure 3.27: Smith chart representation of 
the matching network
capacitors only. However two separate networks were required, one for each frequency 
band. Separate networks simplified construction, whilst allowing the technology to be 
demonstrated. However, it should possible to implement both networks on the same 
transmission line, but this is a question left for future development of the I-QHA. Volt­
age standing wave ratio (VSWR) matching from values of 4:1 to values within the 2:1 
circle on the Smith Chart were measured. This range corresponds to the de-tuning ef­
fect caused by the presence of a hand (Figure 3.20). The inductors were used to match 
impedances in the upper hemisphere of the Smith Chart, while capacitors matched those 
in the lower hemisphere (Figure 3.27).
Simulations, using part of the HP-EEsof package, of both the A/2 capacitor matching and
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Table 3.2: Complex loads used in the simulation of matching shown in Figure 3.28
Load Red. Coelf. Phase Angle (deg) Matching Capacitor
1 0.6 0 2
2 0.6 23 3
3 0.6 260 9
4 0.6 143 6
the A/4 capacitor and inductor matching circuits were undertaken. Figure 3.28 shows an 
example Smith chart where four complex impedances were matched to within the VSWR 
2:1 circle using a A/2 capacitor matching circuit at 2.2GHz. The impedances are shown 
in the range 2.15GHz to 2.2GHz. The parameters of the mismatch and the capacitor 
required for the match are given in Table 3.2. Similar results were seen around 900MHz 
and in the experimental prototype circuits [Lun99j.
The transmission losses for the prototype matching circuits were around 7%, when using
m
Figure 3.28: Simulation results showing the matching from VSWR of 4:1 to 2:1 using 
capacitors (taken from [Lun99])
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FR4 glass-fibre board with a loss tangent of 0.175. Alternative circuit materials with 
considerably lower loss tangents would decrease the transmission loss in the network. As 
a comparison, the increase in forward power transferred to an antenna that has been 
matched from a VSWR of 4:1 to a VSWR of 2:1 is in the region of 30%.
However, no research has been undertaken on implementing the diode detectors, associ­
ated circuitry or search algorithms.
3.6 Conclusions
The general concept of the I-QHA has been presented along with the basic circuit com­
ponents required for its implementation. Examples of the multi-mode properties have 
been presented, while concepts for enabling technology for multi-band operation were 
also presented. Implementations for switching sections of the antenna elements were dis­
cussed with specific results for changing the length of a dipole shown. The benefits of 
PIN diodes, MMIC switches and passive trap configurations were compared and problems 
highlighted with implementing the required low values of capacitance and inductance us­
ing discrete components. The preferred method of dual-band operation may well depend 
on the exact bands and ratios between them that are required for particular systems.
The relationship between variable weights and the input impedance of the I-QHA el­
ements was developed. Adaptive matching techniques were discussed and one method 
shown to overcome some of the mismatch caused by the presence of the hand. Deter­
mining the range of input impedance caused by the variable weights will need further 
investigation based on possible values for the weights.
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Chapter 4
Polarisation Theory
4.1 Introduction
Subsequent chapters examine the performance of the I-QHA in areas of high multipath 
and depolarisation. Chapter 6 examines this via simulation while Chapter 7 examines 
the I-QHA performance in real mobile satellite communication environments, via mea­
surement.
One of the objectives of this project is to examine methods for describing the power 
coupled between an adaptive antenna and the environment in which it is located. If 
the antenna and environment can be separately described, then the performance of any 
antenna can be determined in the same environment. This will result in a simple method 
for comparing the performance of different adaptive antenna types and structures without 
the need for complicated and expensive measurement campaigns.
One method for completely describing the electromagnetic properties of an antenna or 
wave is via its polarisation state and a number of associated parameters. This chapter, 
therefore, examines how to describe the polarisation state of an antenna and electro­
magnetic wave in terms of the Poincaré Sphere and Stokes parameters. Methods for 
describing the effect of the environment on the polarisation state of the channel are also 
discussed.
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Figure 4.1: The polarisation ellipse (based on [Stu93])
4.1.1 P olarisation
An electric field vector traces out an ellipse as it progresses with time. The resulting 
polarisation ellipse is the general form, describing all completely polarised polarisation 
states. The polarisation ellipse is shown in Figure 4.1, although it may have any ellipticity 
(related to the axial ratio, R) or orientation (related to the tilt angle, r).
The shape of the polarisation ellipse is described by the axial ratio, which is the relation­
ship between the maximum and minimum electric field values of the ellipse.
^  major axis length ^  Emax ^   ^
minor axis length Emin ~
(4.1)
Axial ratio is therefore a quantity that may take the value from 1 to oo. In the former 
case, the ellipse becomes a circle and the polarisation is termed circular polarisation. In 
the later (when \R\ =  oo) the ellipse degenerates into a line and the polarisation becomes 
linearly polarised.
Axial ratio may be given a sign, which corresponds to the sense of rotation of the electric 
field. When viewing the wave approaching (as in Figure 4.1), if the electric field rotates 
anti-clockwise it is said to be have a right hand sense with sign(B)= -h. When the electric 
field rotates clockwise, the sense is termed left hand, with sign(jR) =  -. These definitions 
are according to the IEEE Standard 145-1983 [IEEE83] and are used throughout this 
thesis. Care must be taken however, as some older texts have the opposite definition of 
left and right hand sense.
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When the axial ratio is given the appropriate sign, the ellipticity angle, e, shown in Figure 
4.1 is given by
£ =  cot ^(—R) —-J < £ < ^  (4.2)
The orientation of the ellipse relative to the æ-axis is given by the tilt angle, r , where 
0 < r  < 7T.
The pair of angles (£, r) are sufficient to completely describe the polarisation ellipse. 
However, another pair of angles may be used instead, these are (7 ,^). The polarisation 
angle, 7 , is the angle from the æ-axis to the diagonal of a box with sides parallel to the x 
and y axes that just encloses the ellipse. The angle 7 is therefore the relationship between 
the maximum amplitude components of the electric field in the x  and y directions
7 =  tan~^ ^  0 <  7 < I  (4.3)
The electric field phase angle, S, is the phase by which the By component of the electric 
field leads the Bx component.
4.2 Representations Of Polarisation State
4.2 .1  T he P oincaré Sphere R epresen tation  O f P olarised  W aves
A convenient representation of polarisation is the Poincare Sphere [Stu93]. Every possible 
polarisation state for a completely polarised wave can be mapped to a point on the surface 
of a sphere. This sphere is known as the Poincaré Sphere (Figure 4.2). The northern 
hemisphere of the sphere contains all of the left hand elliptical polarisation states, while 
the southern contains the right hand ones. All linear polarisation states lie on the equator 
of the sphere. The north and south poles represent left hand and right hand circular 
polarisation states respectively. Lines of latitude represent lines of equal axial ratio, R, 
and lines of longitude represent tilt angle, r . Thus, every point on the sphere represents 
a unique polarisation state of the wave.
Any point can be located on the Poincaré Sphere using the angle pairs (e,r) or (7 , ^) 
where the spherical angle coordinates from the polarisation wave state, Wp, are (2r, 2 s)
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Figure 4.2: The Poincaré Sphere (based on [Stu93])
or ( ,^ 27). These angles and their ranges are
2 e = latitude
2r  =  longitude
27 =  great-circle distance
from HP point (a;-axis)
 ^=  angle of great-circle with
respect to the equator
- I  < 2 e < f  
0  <  2 t  <  2 7 t 
0 <  27  <  7T
—7T < S < 7T
(4.4)
All waves have two components of polarisation: a completely polarised component, which 
corresponds to the polarisation state described above; and a random polarised compo­
nent, which has no perceivable polarised state. At one end of the scale is the completely 
polarised wave, such as would be radiated by an antenna, and at the other end, random 
polarisation, such as noise. These partially polarised waves can also be represented with 
the Poincaré Sphere by using the entire volume of the sphere rather than just its surface.
The completely polarised component of the wave state, Wp, is mapped to the surface of 
the sphere as usual, a line is then extended from this point to the origin of the sphere. 
The partially polarised wave state, w, is then located at a distance, d, from the centre of 
the sphere, where d is the degree of polarisation of the wave state and 0 < d < 1.
For random polarisation, d = 0 and for complete polarisation, d = 1. Any wave state 
can be formed from a completely polarised component and a completely unpolarised
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component. The proportion of power associated with the polarised part is d, and with 
the unpolarised part is 1 — d.
It is clear from Figure 4.2, that opposite points on the sphere represent orthogonal 
polarisation. This makes the Poincaré Sphere a useful tool to visualise polarisation and 
polarisation matching. If an antenna is to be polarisation matched to the arriving wave, 
then both the wave and the antenna must have the same location on the Poincaré Sphere. 
The closer the two points on the sphere lie, the better the polarisation match.
Assuming that a wave with polarisation state w, is incident on an antenna of polarisation 
state a, then the polarisation efficiency, p, is a measure of the degree of polarisation 
matching. It can be directly calculated from the Poincaré Sphere using the following
p =  i ( l  +  dcosZtüû) (4.5)
where Zwa is the angular separation between point w on the Poincaré Sphere and point 
a.
The received power at the antenna, is therefore a function of the incident power, Pj, 
the antenna gain, G a, and the polarisation efficiency, p.
Prx =  PiGaP (4.6)
It can be seen from (4.6) and Figure 4.2 that the power received by an antenna that has a 
fixed polarisation state will vary depending on the polarisation state of the incident wave. 
If the incident wave has an arbitrary polarisation state, then the polarisation efficiency 
may be reduced, directly reducing the received power. An antenna that is polarisation 
agile may therefore receive considerably more power than one with a fixed polarisation 
state.
A partially polarised wave consists of a completely polarised component and an unpo­
larised component, which has time variant polarisation. Thus, a simple polarisation agile 
antenna that is polarisation matched to the completely polarised part of the incident 
wave will only be able to receive half of the random polarisation. For example, if the 
polarisation state of the incident wave was partially polarised, with d = 0.5, then the 
maximum polarisation efficiency that could be obtained with a perfectly matched antenna 
(from (4.5)) would he p = 0.75.
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4.2 .2  Stokes P aram eter R ep resen tation  O f P olarised  W aves
Another representation of polarisation states is Stokes Parameters. These are suitable 
for describing both completely and partially polarised wave states, but are more suited 
to partially polarised states because the parameters contain more information than is re­
quired to define completely polarised wave states. The Stokes parameters are represented 
in vector form [Stu93]
"  I
Q
U 
V
s =
where for a completely polarised wave state
1
(4.7)
I =  S  = - ^ [ \ E x Ÿ  +  \ E y Ÿ ] =  Sx + Sy 
^  ~  ~  =  S x ~  Sy
S  cos 2s  cos 2r
S  cos 2s  sin 2r 
1_
2rj
= 6" sin 2s (4.8)
U =  — 2U{ExE;) =  2\Ex\\Ey\cos6
V =  — 2^iExE*y) =  2\Ex\\Ey\smS
The parameters r  and s  are the tilt and ellipticity angles respectively, which also appear 
on the Poincaré Sphere, thus linking the two representations of polarisation state, rj 
is the impedance of free space (377fl) and %(-) and S(-) correspond to the real and 
imaginary components respectively. I  is the total power intensity of the wave, Q is the 
total power intensity in either HP or VP, U is the total power intensity in ±45“ LP and 
V  is the total power intensity in either RCP or LCP. All of the Stokes quantities have 
dimensions [W m“ 2]. Ex and Ey are the instantaneous electric field components in the x  
and y directions respectively and Sx and Sy are the corresponding power densities. The 
instantaneous electric fields are
E^{t,z) =
Ey(t ,z) = (4.9)
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where
E l ,  E 2 =  instantaneous electric fields magnitudes in the x  and ÿ directions re­
spectively (where p z  is the direction of wave propagation) 
w =  angular frequency =  27t/
P = phase constant =  27t/A
(f)i =  arbitrary phase ofiset
6  =  phase by which the y component leads the x  component.
When the wave state is partially polarised, the amplitude and phase of the electric field 
become time dependent instead of constant, for example
%  =  (4.10)
Thus in this case, the time average, {.) =  ^  ■ df, is taken over the coherence time At.
The coherence time is related to the finite bandwidth of the partially polarised wave. A /, 
by the standard relationship. A t oc Thus the partially polarised Stokes parameters 
become
I Sav = ^  [(!%!"> +  (% !")] =  (& (t)) +  {Sy(t))
=  Sav (cos 2e COS 2r)
u =
=  Sav (cos 2 e sin 2r)
=  Sav {sm2e)  (4.11)
For a completely polarised wave, the time average is not required and the wave intensity, 
I, is related to the other parameters by
72 =  Q 2 ^ 2  y 2  (4 . 12)
whereas in a partially polarised system, the relationship is
f i > Q ^  +  U^ +  (4.13)
Stokes parameters are usually normalised to the total wave intensity by dividing all of 
the vector entries by the total wave intensity, S  (or Sav in partially polarised states).
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The normalised Stokes vectors, therefore include the degree of polarisation, d, and are
so 1
Si d (cos 26 cos 2r)
S2 d (cos 2 e sin 2r)
.  3^ . d (sin 2 e)
(4.14)
The partially polarised wave can be separated into its two components, a completely 
polarised component and a completely unpolarised component, thus
s =
1 - d d
0
+
d (cos 2e cos 2r)
0 d (cos 2 e sin 2r)
0 d (sin 2e)
(4.15)
unpolarised polarised
It can be seen that the degree of polarisation can be directly determined from Stokes 
parameters by the following
J /-T - .— —— ? J y o ^ + w + v ^d =  V 1^ +  2^ +  3^ or as d =  —-------- ----------- (4.16)
Along with the Poincaré Sphere, Stokes parameters can also be used to determine the 
polarisation efficiency. The angle Zwa which is used to calculate the polarisation effi­
ciency, p, from the Poincaré Sphere is not easily determined, and although less graphical, 
Stokes parameters can offer a simple alternative
P — — -  (1 +  ttiSi +  «2^ 2 +  O3S3) (4.17)
where bF is the normalised Stokes vector for the antenna =  [1 a\ 02 ^s]? which are 
normalised in a similar way to those for the wave, s.
It is also possible to write Stokes parameters, with a simple relationship, into a 2 x 2 
element matrix known as the coherence matrix. Essentially this is just another way of 
writing Stokes parameters and the manipulations are much the same, so for clarity Stokes 
parameters are used throughout the subsequent sections. A more detailed description of 
the coherence matrix can be found in Kraus [Kra86], Stutzman [Stu93], Mott [Mot86] or 
Drabowitch et al. [Dra98].
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4.3 Analysing The Performance Of Antennas And Envi­
ronments
4.3 .1  D eterm in in g  T he Stokes P aram eters O f A  W ave
The polarisation state of an antenna in a given direction is the polarisation state of the 
wave that is transmitted by that antenna in the given direction. Thus, a test antenna may 
be excited with a transmitter and the polarisation state examined at various locations 
in the far field. Transmitting and receiving polarisation properties are identical and 
reciprocity, therefore, allows measurement of the polarisation state of the test antenna 
when it is in receiving mode.
In order to describe the polarisation state of a test antenna, which will always produce a 
completely polarised wave, a number of methods exist [Stu93]. Table 4.1 shows a list of 
methods and their measured parameters, where E lq and E rq  are the magnitude of the 
LH and RH circular polarised electric fields and 6 ' is the phase angle by which Erq leads 
E r q . El, E 2 , E 3 and E 4  are the magnitude components of the HP, VP, +45“ and -45“ 
field components respectively and S is the phase angle by which Ey leads Ex.
Method 1 in Table 4.1 is only applicable to measuring antennas, while the other three 
methods are equally applicable to measuring either antennas or waves. However, only 
methods 3 and 4 will provide complete polarisation state information.
The spinning linear polarised (LP) source yields the axial ratio magnitude(|R|), while the 
dual linear method only yields it directly if the two orthogonal polarisations are aligned 
with the major and minor axes of the polarisation ellipse.
In order to determine the polarisation state, two independent parameters are required, 
however a third is required if the wave intensity, I  or S,  is required and a fourth if a 
partially polarised wave is being measured.
The instantaneous electric fields in the x  and y directions, (4.9), are
Ey(t,z)  = (4.18)
Using Method 3a from Table 4.1, which yields the (7 , <5) representation parameters di­
rectly, both Ex and Ey are measured in an anechoic chamber as the antenna under test
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Table 4.1: Polarisation measurement methods
Method Parameters Measured
1. Radiation Pattern Methods
a. Co and Cross Patterns
b. Spinning Linear
Radiation patterns for co- and cross po­
larised patterns
Radiation pattern taken with a spinning 
linearly polarised source
2. Polarisation Pattern Method Response from a rotating linearly po­
larised source as a function of its ori­
entation
3. Amplitude-Phase Methods 
a. Orthogonal linear components and 
their relative phase E 2
b. Opposite sense circular components 
and their relative phase P l O
4. Multiple-Component Methods
a. Polarisation pattern plus sense
b. Six-Component Method
Polarisation pattern information (|R|, r)
plus sense (sign(R)) via auxiliary sense
determination
E l ,  E 2 , E s ,  E 4 , E l o ,  E r q
(AUT) is rotated through 27t radians. During the measurement of the antenna pat­
tern, the time dependency is removed as the HP8510a Network Analyser used in the 
measurement set-up takes the expectation of the fields.
{E y{ t ,z ) )  =  g g e i t - P z + W i ] (4.19)
As the radiated wave from an antenna is completely polarised, taking the expectation 
also removes the carrier frequency component) from (4.18).
Thus the varying factors are: z and <5, while is a constant offset, z  only varies if the 
phase center of the antenna is not exactly aligned with the center of the rotating table and
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(a) Transmission length at 0 =  0 (b) Transmission length at 0 =  tt
Figure 4.3: Transmission lengths involved in calculating the phase center of an antenna
6  may vary as the antenna rotates and the radiation off-boresight is measured. However 
the variation caused by z occurs in both the and Ey fields whereas the variation in 5 
occurs only in the Ey field. Thus, with time dependency removed, 7 and 8  can be easily 
calculated
7 =  tan' -1 ^  
El
(4.20)
For the determination of the polarisation state of an antenna, it is far more meaningful 
if the electric fields. Ex and Ey, are normalised to voltage gain measurements. When 
evaluating the Stokes parameters, the intensity of the wave is that which is measured over 
the transmission distance in the antenna range and is also dependent on the magnitude 
of the transmitted electric field and the gain of the source antenna. This makes the value 
of intensity fairly meaningless and a measure of absolute gain of the antenna under test 
would be more appropriate.
From these measurements, the phase center of the AUT may also be determined. Figure 
4.3 shows the two positions of the AUT required to determine the location of its phase 
center. A plot of the phase of Ex (Figure 4.4) shows the phase variation of the antenna as 
it rotates to form an elevation cut. As can be seen, the phase is not constant throughout, 
indicating that there is an offset between the phase center and the center of rotation, 
A%.
From Figure 4.3(a) the total transmission distance is Z — A z  and in Figure 4.3(b), the
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Antenna P h a se  Vs. Elevation Angle For O ne Cut Of The I-QHA
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Figure 4.4: Plot of the phase component of the electric field of a test antenna 
total distance is Z +  Az. Therefore it can be seen that
;0 (Z -A z) =  =  (Figure 4.3(a))
/3(Z + Az) =  4LEx{9 = 7t) (Figure 4.3(b))
where 9 is the angle of rotation of the antenna pattern, thus
A z — —  [^Ex{9 =  7t) -  2mr -  Z.Ex(9 = 0)]
(4.21)
(4.22)
where n is an integer value corresponding to the number of cycles in the angle between 
9 = 0  and 9 = tt. The value of n is positive if the angle is increasing and negative if it is 
decreasing as 9 goes from 0 to tt.
The phase variation presented in Figure 4.4 therefore gives
A
= 2x360  
A z = -0.47A
[-150 -3 6 0  -  170]'
(4.23)
It is also possible to derive the polarisation parameters by measuring the left hand and 
right hand polarised components of the wave rather than the two orthogonal linear ones. 
However, the accuracy of the measurements depends on the polarisation purity of the 
reference antenna. It can be difficult to get accurate phase measurements, therefore 
method 4b in Table 4.1 is often used as only the magnitude of the fields are required 
with no phase measurements necessary. However, it is generally easier to build pure 
linear polarised reference antennas than circular polarised ones, therefore the remainder 
of this section will be based on the linear components method. For a discussion on using 
circular reference antennas, see [Stu93j.
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The Stokes parameters of (4.11) may be determined directly from the measured values 
of Ex and Ey or from the polarisation parameter pair (e, r), which are related to the 
polarisation parameters (7 , <5) by [Kra86]
sin 2e =  sin 27 sin J
tan 2 r =  tan 27 cos ^ (4.24)
Thus
e = ^sin   ^(sin 27 sin^) 
sin 27 cos <51 _ iT =  -ta n
cos 27 (4.25)
When evaluating (4.25) by computer, the argument may become infinite, which implies 
r  =  45°. Thus either Ex and Ey or (e, r)  may be used to define the Stokes parameters 
in (4.8).
4.3.2 Polarisation State Prom Transmit Source To Receiver
Take the example of a single wave from the transmitter to the receiver. The diagram 
in Figure 4.5 shows the signal flow from the transmitter to the receiver in an arbitrary 
channel. It assumes that only one wave is present. The transmit signal with power Ptx 
is converted into electromagnetic radiation via the transmit antenna. This antenna has 
an associated Stokes vector representation of its gain, Axxr thus the radiated wave can 
be defined to have a Stokes vector representation, S txj where
Stx =  PtzAtx (4.26)
The polarisation state of the antenna is completely polarised, therefore, the state of the
transmitted wave is also completely polarised. This polarisation state is subsequently
affected by the channel resulting in a different polarisation state at the receive antenna, 
Srx- The receive antenna also has an associated Stokes vector gain representation in 
the direction of arrival of the incident wave, A rx- Thus the total received power is the 
product of the polarisation efficiency, p the antenna gain, Grx and the total incident 
power, Srx. Prom (4.17)
Prx =  (4.27)
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Figure 4.5: Transmitter to receiver polarisation states
where aRx and srx are the normalised Stokes vector representations of A rx and Srx 
respectively. (4.27) can therefore be simplified to
(4.28)
It is obvious from (4.27) that having an antenna with the same normalised Stokes param­
eters as those of the incident wave leads to a perfect match, (urx =  srx)- Therefore if 
the Stokes vector representation of the channel incident wave is known, then an antenna 
with associated Stokes vector gain representation may be designed.
In fact, the Stokes parameters of the received signal, S rx , and those of the transmitted 
wave, S tx  are linearly related by a 4 x 4 matrix known as the Mueller or Stokes Matrix, a. 
This matrix describes the effect of the channel on the polarisation state of the transmitted 
signal. Generally, the Mueller matrix is normally applied to the effect of reflection and 
back-scattering in a radar environment and the Stokes matrix, sometimes termed the 
scattering matrix, is applied in any other scattering environment. The scattering matrix, 
a representation will be used in all further analysis, where
<7 =
(Til (T12 (T13 <Jl4
(T21 (T22 (T23 (T24
(T31 (T32 (T33 (T34
(741 (T42 (T43 (T44
(4.29)
Thus
Srx — (4.30)
Combining (4.26), (4.30) and (4.28), the relationship between the received and transmit 
power can be determined by
Prx =  2-^Rx2:Atx-Ptx (4.31)
Ideally, in order to determine the performance of an arbitrary receive antenna, the Stokes 
vector of the receive wave must be determined and then this may be compared to the
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Stokes vector gain representation of the receive antenna to determine the performance, 
thus
S rx  — Œ.-^ 'L'x.Ptx (4.32)
It is simple enough to determine the Stokes vectors for the transmit antenna, as they can 
be easily measured using one of the techniques described in Section 4.3.1. Assuming that 
any object in the channel affecting the polarisation state of the wave is in the far-held of 
the transmit antenna and within the main lobe of that antenna, then it will be sufficient 
to measure the Stokes parameters at the antenna boresight only. Most well built and 
well designed antennas have uniform polarisation characteristics over the main lobe. One 
example is the circular polarised patch antenna that was used as the transmit antenna 
for the measurement campaign described in Chapter 7. It has an axial ratio better than 
2dB over the main lobe, thus the polarisation state remained almost circular with little 
variation.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to easily determine all sixteen elements of g_. Using 
measured data, a value of Prx may be determined. However, writing the vectors and 
matrix of (4.31) out in full leads to only four equations with, on initial inspection, a total 
of twenty unknowns (sixteen from g_ and four from S rx  which is also unknown), resulting 
in no unique solution.
Although there are sixteen elements in u, according to Van de Hulst, for a single scattering 
particle, these terms are derived from four complex scattering parameters that directly 
relate the output electric field components to the input ones [Hul57]. The complex 
scattered parameters are written as
a (4.33)
These scattered amplitudes are then related to the elements of the scattering matrix, çr 
according to [FrySl] as
(Til =  {a\ + + a \ - \ - c ^ / 2
(Ti2 =  ( —e r f « 2  ~  ^ 3  +  ^ 4)72
CTi3 =  CK2(r3 cos(j03 -  )%) +  0(10(4 COs(y0i -  ,84)
(J14 =  - 020:3 sin(^3 -  /?2) -  0104  sin(^i -  8^4)
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(721 =  ( - a f  +  «2 +  «3 -  « l) /2
0 2 2  =  (of +  o f -  -  o f )/2
023 =  02O3 cosi/Ss -  ^ 2) -  O1O4 cos(j8i -  ^4)
024 =  -02O3 sm(^3 -  ^2) +  01O4 sin(y8i -  ,84)
031 =  O2O4 cos(/?4 -  ^2) +  01O3 cos(/8i -  ps)
032 =  0204 cos(/?4 -  ^ 2)-OLiaz cos(/8i -  ,83)
033 =  0102 cos()8i -  2^) +  0304 cos(,84 -  ,83)
034 =  -0102  sin(y8i -  8^2) +  0304 sin(|84 -  8^3)
041 =  0204 sin(/?4 -  2^) +  0103 sm()8i -  ,83)
042 =  0204 sin(/34 -  8^2) -  0103 sin(/3i -  8^3)
043 =  0102 sin(j8i -  2^) +  0304 sin(;84 -  ,83)
044 =  01O2 cos(/3i -  ^ 2)- 0304 sin(^4 -  ^3) (4.34)
Prom (4.34), it can be seen that the sixteen coefficients may be described by seven 
independent variables, four amplitudes and three phase differences. Fry and Kattawar 
[FrySl] then proceed to state nine independent equalities that relate the various elements 
of g_ based on the original work by Van de Hulst [Hul57]. When the scattering matrices 
from an ensemble of scattering objects are added incoherently, the equalities become 
inequalities. Fry and Kattawar originally intended these inequalities to be applied to
measurement values of Oÿ determined for scattered light to act as a consistency check
on the experimental results.
Determining the complex scattering amplitudes and thus the scattering matrix for a 
practical communications channel will not be straightforward but, the scattering matrix, 
a, may be reduced to less than sixteen elements by making some assumptions about 
the scattering medium. In certain mediums, certain elements of the scattering matrix 
become zero.
The number of non-zero elements on the scattering matrix may be reduced by making 
various assumptions about the scattering medium. These various effects are related to 
the principle of light propagating in a linear medium [Dei69]. These principles apply 
equally to electromagnetic propagation at mobile communications frequencies.
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The discussion in [Dei69] is based on the derivation and associated discussion of the scat­
tering matrix of Perrin [Per42] based on the ideal optical properties of the Mie scatterers 
(spherical scatterers that are large compared to a wavelength). The derivation is based 
on the assumptions that scattering is a linear and homogeneous process that transforms 
one set of Stokes parameters to another. It has been shown in Perrin [Per42] and sum­
marised by Deirmendjian [Dei69], that the sixteen independent coeflScients necessary to 
describe this process may be reduced to:
• 10 by considering the principle of reciprocity
• 8 by considering symmetry in the medium (no rotary power)
• 6 by considering reciprocity and symmetry in the medium
• 4 by considering spherical symmetry in addition to the above
A mobile communications environment does not have all of the above properties, however, 
it is important to remember that the scattering matrix describes the scattering at each 
scattering event and the resultant fading environment is the resultant of many scattering 
events. In a mobile communications environment, only the principal of reciprocity may be 
considered. Although the mobile communications environment would, on first inspection, 
appear symmetrical, the definition of symmetry according to Perrin is that there is no 
rotary power in the scattering. This is not the case, for example, the scattering caused by 
a grating does allow power to be rotated to an alignment normal to the elements of the 
grating. Thus, the scattering matrix has ten independent coefficients and the coefficients 
of (4.29) are related, according to [Per42], by
(712 =  (721 
(714 =  (T41 
(724 =  (742
(713 =  —(TSl
(T23 =  —(T32 
(T34 =  —(T43 (4.35)
The scattering matrix may then be written, in the notation of Perrin [Per42] and Van de 
Hulst [Hul57] as
a =
ai bi bz bz
bi 0>2 64 bz
—63 -64 03 62
bs bs —62 Û4
(4 .36)
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The relationships between elements of the scattering matrix, when referred to (4.34) 
implies a relationship between the scattering parameters A 3 and A4 such that
A3 =  A4e^'' (4.37)
Thus
«3 =  «4 and ^3 =  /34 +  7T (4.38)
4 .3 .3  T h e P olarisation  P erform ance In A  P ractica l C hannel
The problem of determining the scattering matrix of (4.31) and subsequently the Stokes 
parameters of the wave incident on the receive antenna is compounded by the multipath 
environment in which the mobile terminal is so often located. In these multipath envi­
ronments there are multiple waves causing constructive and destructive interference at 
the mobile terminal.
One important point about a Stokes vector representation of a wave is the superposition of 
parameters. When there are multiple independent waves propagating in an environment, 
each has an associated Stokes vector, S;. When multiple waves in an environment interact 
they superimpose to form constructive or destructive interference. In a similar way, the 
Stokes vector representation of the resultant wave is the addition of the Stokes parameters 
of the individual waves, thus for N  waves
N
Sibt =  X ;S i (4.39)
i —1
Unfortunately however, the waves in a multipath environment are not totally independent 
and arrive from all different directions. The result is that there are N  waves arriving from 
up to N  different directions, all incident on the receive antenna element simultaneously.
In this multipath environment, the gain and polarisation state of the antenna elements
are functions of the spherical coordinates 6  and cf). Thus the received power by the 
antenna element of (4.31) becomes
1 ^
Prx =  9 X ! -^RxiffiATx-Prx (4.40)
i= l
where N  is the number of incident waves or rays. More generally,
-Prx =  ARx(^^)^£(f^)ATxdn (4.41)
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This general form of received power in a mobile communications environment indicates 
the potential complexity of analysing the performance of an adaptive antenna. It can 
be seen that both the antenna polarisation state and the channel scattering matrix are 
functions of spherical coordinates, ü  and both appear in the integrand of (4.41).
The general form of received power in (4.41), only has a reference to the ability of the 
adaptive antenna to utilise the unpolarised component of the received signal if the Stokes 
parameters of the antenna are allowed to take a partially polarised form. It is however, 
known that a conventional antenna is totally polarised. In terms of polarisation diversity, 
a diversity antenna may consist of two orthogonal linear polarisations, in a plane normal 
to the direction of propagation.
At any instance in time, a partially polarised wave has a set of values, Ei, E 2  and 5, that 
describe a polarisation state. If, at that same instance in time, the polarisation diversity 
antenna (which may be thought of as a polarisation agile antenna) can match those 
values of E\, E 2 and 6 , then there is perfect polarisation matching. In practice however, 
the polarisation diversity antenna, cannot change its state as rapidly as the partially 
polarised wave. Therefore, when taking the expectation of the Ex and Ey components 
in (4.11), the time average should be taken over the time period of one state of the 
polarisation antenna and not the coherence time of the partially polarised wave.
However, from the above analysis and discussion it is unclear how to describe the benefits 
of other forms of diversity in terms of the polarisation states of the received signals. For 
example, how can a space diversity antenna be described?
The result of this means that unless certain assumptions, simplification or further analysis 
are undertaken that it is not possible to determine a method for analysing the perfor­
mance of an adaptive antenna in a series of environments without detailed simulation of 
the both the antenna and the environment as a complete system. A simulation package 
such as ray-tracing may be an appropriate tool for this kind of analysis (further details 
are given in Chapters 6 and 7). It was originally hoped that the environment and the an­
tenna could be simulated or measured separately and then combined together afterwards 
to determine the performance.
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4.4 Conclusion
The basic parameters of polarisation have been presented along with the representation of 
the polarisation state as Stokes parameters or on the Poincaré Sphere and the relationship 
between the two. The Stokes vector can be used to easily describe partially polarised 
wave states and a methodology for measuring the wave state and calculating the Stokes 
vectors was presented.
The polarisation state, described by its Stokes vector is transformed between the trans­
mitter and the receiver. The relationship between these states has been shown to depend 
on the Stokes gain vector of both the transmit and receive antennas as well as a 4 x 4 
scattering matrix describing the environment. The sixteen elements of the scattering 
matrix may be reduced to ten, independent elements in certain situations, however they 
are all related to four complex scattering parameters. The practical implementation of 
a method of describing the environment has been discussed and the associated problems 
highlighted.
It is clear from the presented analysis, that further investigation is required in order to 
be able to describe and analyse the diversity performance of antennas. The Stokes pa­
rameters and relationships described in this chapter are intended to provide a framework 
for future studies on describing and modelling diversity. Stokes parameters are a useful 
tool for describing the polarisation effects in depolarising environments.
Some of the parameters discussed in this chapter are used subsequently in Chapter 7 to 
describe the general degree of depolarisation in various environments.
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Chapter 5
Performance Enhancement In The 
Up-Link Using The I-QHA
5.1 Introduction
The concept of the I-QHA has been shown in Chapter 3, with specific reference to utilising 
the variable weight components to improve one of the received parameters, SNR, SINK 
etc. Further details on this are given in Chapters 6 and 7. The variable weights of the 
I-QHA also allow a performance enhancement of the antenna system in the up-link. This 
is important, as increased performance in the down-link may cause very asymmetric links 
if there is no increase in performance in the up-link. These performance increases may be 
a combination of both base station and mobile terminal gains, one on receive, the other 
on transmit.
The elements of the I-QHA may be treated as four coupled elements of an array. It is 
well known that an array of elements may have increased directivity over a single element 
in some directions at the cost of directivity in others, depending on the layout and feed 
arrangement. Although the I-QHA, configured as a standard QHA, is utilising all of the 
elements in the array there is the potential to improve the gain in some of the directions 
by applying different complex weights to the element feed ports.
The potential benefits of being able to steer the main beam of the I-QHA in a given 
direction are clear for a satellite communication system. When operating in a line-of- 
sight environment, any improvement in the gain of the antenna in the direction of the
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satellite will have a direct impact on the SNR of both the up-link and down-link. In 
areas where there is little multipath, radiating the power of the antenna in the direction 
of the satellite could still improve the link.
The benefits of being able to steer the main beam of the I-QHA are at first unclear in 
an environment of high multipath, where the direction of arrival of the signal is uni­
formly distributed in azimuth. However, the I-QHA is based on the circular polarised 
QHA, which has hemispherical coverage. If utilising the I-QHA as a diversity antenna 
as described in Chapters 6 and 7, it has the potential to be used in terrestrial cellular 
environments, where the polarisation state is linear. In these terrestrial environments, 
monopole type, or toroidal, patterns are traditionally used which have gain that is uni­
form in azimuth but have no gain towards the zenith. If the I-QHA can be configured to 
have similar patterns to this toroid, it will become more of an attractive proposition for 
use in terrestrial environments.
As has been described in Chapter 2, and will be seen in more detail in the following 
chapters, diversity can be used to reduce signal interference as well as utilise the multipath 
in the environment to improve the overall SNR. Beam-steering, in contrast, directs the 
gain of the antenna in a given direction, again it can be used to reduce interference to 
other users and basestations.
In an environment where there is no direct line-of-sight component, such as urban areas or 
in the majority of terrestrial mobile communication environments, the multipath causes 
fading. Two forms of fading occur, fast fading, which is rapid fading on the scale of 
half a wavelength and slow fading, which is much slower position dependent fading on 
the scale of tens of meters due to obstructions. Most mobile communication systems are 
frequency division duplexed, i.e. the up and down-links are separated in frequency. A 
diversity antenna system at the mobile can counter both fast and slow fading on the down­
link, however the weights derived cannot be re-utilised on the up-link as the frequency 
separation of most systems is outside of the coherence bandwidth. It is however likely 
that the weights on the down-link may be filtered to remove the fast fading variation 
and then re-utilised on the up-link as a means of partially counteracting slow fading 
and matching the antenna to the mean angular distribution of waves. This could then 
occur in an environment that was either low or high in multipath and is a good way of 
determining the weights required for the up-link.
With the increased development of adaptive basestation antennas for mobile communi­
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cations, investigations are being made into the issue of how to determine the optimum 
weights on the down-link when only the channel estimations on the up-link are known. 
Goldberg and Fonollosa propose a method based on averaging signal, noise and interfer­
ence correlation matrices over the fast fading terms [Gol97]. They also suggest that a 
further developed version was used in the TSUNAMI(II) field trials.
Developing the procedures and algorithms to implement this form of array gain in the 
up-link for the I-QHA is a complex process. The first part of this process is shown in this 
chapter. An investigation, via simulation, into the potential gains available in a line-of- 
sight environment from using the I-QHA as a beam-steering array is undertaken. It is 
assumed throughout, however, that the required direction of maximum gain is predefined. 
This situation is typical of a maritime or aeronautical application, where the location of 
the satellites within their constellation are tracked and the location and heading of the 
mobile unit (ship or plane) is also known and thus the location of the satellite relative 
to the I-QHA may be easily computed. The results could also equally apply to a mobile 
satellite communication system where the location of the satellite relative to the antenna 
is assumed to be known.
Different designs of basic I-QHA structure are investigated to examine the differences in 
gain available, and in all cases, the directed gain is compared to that of a standard QHA 
configuration of the elements. This resultant gain difference is termed beam-steering gain. 
Right hand circular polarisation is assumed throughout.
The effects of using non-ideal weights in the implementation of the antenna are examined. 
Discrete phase and amplitude shifters are the most likely implementation of the weights, 
thus, the amplitude and phase will be limited to a series of discrete steps and some 
quantisation noise will be introduced.
It is important to note that at low elevation angles, the path distance to the satellite 
is greatest and therefore the free space path loss is higher and an improvement in this 
region could be significantly beneficial. A net improvement of 3dB for example would 
allow for a two fold increase in data rate or a 50% decrease in transmit power of the 
mobile and satellite.
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5.2 Beam -Steering Theory
This chapter presents some of the background theory utilised in applying the I-QHA as 
a beam-steering array antenna.
5.2 .1  D eterm in in g  T he O ptim um  W eights
Figure 5.1 shows a graphical representation of an adaptive antenna system designed for 
transmit, where there are four antenna elements utilised at the mobile terminal. Due to 
reciprocity, array gain or beam-steering gain may be obtained on either the transmit or 
receive configuration of the antennas. On transmit, the combiner may be thought of as 
superposition in free space and the weights are applied to the elements prior to transmit.
Transmit
Signal Satellite
Figure 5.1: Propagation from I-QHA to satellite 
W ith reference to the four antenna system of Figure 5.1, the following occurs
X l =  SWi  
X2 =  SWz
X2  — SW2  
X  ^ =  SWé^ (5.1)
where x i " ' X a are the radiated signals, s is a common transmit source and tui • • • 1^ 4 are 
the complex weights applied to the transmit signal prior to the antenna elements. Thus, 
at the input to the combiner (superposition in space)
p  = x i r i i  H- X2V12 + x z r u  4- x /p r u  
= s w i v i i  4- s w 2 r i 2  + s w s r i s  4- s w 4 r u (5 .2)
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where p  is the output from the free space combiner and r n  • • • r i4 are the complex nar­
rowband channel responses comprising both the individual element patterns and any 
propagation effects, such as depolarisation, multipath fading etc. Propagation effects are 
utilised in terms of obtaining diversity gains in Chapters 6 and 7. This chapter however, 
studies the use of the element patterns for obtaining extra gain and as such any propaga­
tion effects are neglected. The channel responses therefore become the field magnitudes 
radiated in a given direction from a common source s.
It is known that the optimum signal-to-noise ratio at y in a system can be obtained 
by using a maximum ratio combiner [Jak74]. An implementation of this in software 
(assuming equal mean SNR on all the branches) is that
wi = r h  W2  =  r*2
tus =  1^3 W4 = r 4^ (5.3)
where * denotes the complex conjugate. Similarly for any number of elements, N
Wi = rli where i e [1-'-N] (5.4)
For the purposes of this investigation, it is not sufficient to simply maximise the total 
radiated power in a given direction, but to maximise the total circular polarised power 
in that direction. Assuming no propagation effects, the transmit and receive polarisation 
must be polarisation matched for maximum power transfer (See Chapter 4). In any 
direction, the radiated electric field consists of a component in the 0  direction and a 
component in the ^  direction as
E = Ee0 + E^^  (5.5)
where the 9 and 0 directions are referenced to the coordinate system shown in Figure 
3.1. The amount of polarised field in a given direction may be determined by taking the
dot product of the electric field, E, and the unit vector of the polarisation state, Spoi,
where
Spoi =  S00 -f (5.6)
Assuming an RCP satellite communications system, according to [Bal89]
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However, in order to keep the analysis suitable for any polarisation state, the general 
form of Spoi will be used throughout. Thus
Epoi =  E  • Spoi =  S 0 E 0 +  S(i,E(f, (5.8)
For the I-QHA in a given direction
E 0 =  w \E 0 i 4- W2 E 0 2  4- w$E0  ^4- W4 E 0 4
E(j) =  wiE^i -b W2 E(j)2 4- w^E^^ 4- W4 E(ff4  (5.9)
where w i " - W 4  are the weights for elements one to four respectively and E 0 1  • • • E 0 4
and E^i • • • are the 9 and (j) components of the electric field from those elements
respectively.
Substituting (5.9) into (5.8) and rearranging, yields
Ercp — wi{S0 E 0 i 4- S(f)E,pi) -f W2 {S0 E 0 2  +  S^E(f/2 )
+w:i{S0E0z 4- S(j)E(p^ ) 4- W4{S0E04 4- S^E^4) (5.10)
Thus, it can be seen that for the general case in (5.4)
=  {S0 E 0 i 4- S(j,Etj,i)* where i G [1 • • • AT] (5.11)
For the specific case of RCP, the weights therefore become
w* =  where « G [1 • • • iV] (5.12)
5.2 .2  D irec tiv ity  A nd G ain
The concept of directivity and gain in antenna systems is well known [Bal97], but is 
briefiy revisited here with reference to its application in this study.
As can be seen from the values of the weights in (5.4) or (5.11), no restrictions have 
been applied to keep the power in the system constant, therefore there will be different 
radiated power for different sets of weights. One solution is to present the results as 
directivity. The calculations for directivity take into account any differences in the power 
in the weights, including any small discrepancies when the weight values are implemented 
in discrete values.
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Directivity, D, may be defined as the radiation intensity, Ï7, of an antenna over the 
radiation intensity of an isotropic source, C/q, with the same radiated power, P^od
Directivity is usually referred to as a function of elevation angle, 6  (defined as the angle 
from the z-axis towards the xy  plane), and azimuth angle, 4> (this is the case for the 
results presented in Section 5.4). The polarisation of the antenna is also taken into 
account, thus, the radiation intensity becomes
Upoim = ‘^ \S e E e (n ) + (5.14)zr}
The total power radiated is determined by performing the surface integral over 4 7 t stera- 
dians of the total power radiated, which is independent of polarisation, thus
Prad = ^ < f  |% (n)|^  +  iÊÿ,(fi)|^dfi (5.15)
Jü
Since
dQ =  sin^d^d^ (5.16)
(5.15) may be written as
„2 n2 -K PIT
Prad = 7T /  (|Be(«,'^)l^ +  |S # ,'^ )P )s in 0 d 0 d ^  (5.17)
Jo Jo
There is no exact expression for the integrand in (5.17) so it is necessary to evaluate the 
double integral numerically. As the values for Eg and define the spherical coordinate 
system, then (5.17) may be written as
2 M  N
Prad -  A 0 A (f)^  ^  ^  [\Ee{m,n)\^ +  |P^(m,n)|^) sin^rn (5.18)
where
2M
m=0 n=0
AO =  — and A(f) = —  (5.19)
and the approximation is valid if M  and N  are sufficiently large. In the case of the 
I-QHA, Eg and E^  are sums of the individual field components of the four elements of
the I-QHA, denoted Eg\  • • • and E^\  • • • P 4^ respectively. Thus, from (5.9), assuming
angular dependence throughout
Eg =  WiEgi  -j- W2Eg2 +  tU g P g g  - f  W^Eg^
E(j) = wiE(j,i 4" W2 E(j)2 4- w^E^^ 4- W4p^4 (5.20)
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Taking the square of the field magnitudes
\Ee\^ — \wiE$i 4- W2 EQ2 4- wsEqs 4- w^Eg^l^
=  {wiEffi 4- W2 EQ2  4" w^Egs 4- w^Eg/^
X [ w i E g i  4- W2 E g 2 4" W^Eg^ 4" W^Eg/^)* (5.21)
Since (o 4- 5)* =  (o* 4- 6*), (5.21) becomes 
\Eg^‘ — {wiEgi 4- W2 Eg2 4" W^Egz 4~ W4 Egj^{w\Egi 4- W2 E 0 2  4" W^Eg^ 4- W4 EQ4 ) (5.22)
Multiplying out the terms and using the relationship a 4- a* =  2%(u), where % denotes
the real part, (5.22) becomes
=  lu;ip |P0ip  4- |u;2p |p 02l^  4- 4- lu;4p|P04p
4-2%(u;iW;P0lP;2) +  2%(w2!D^Pg2%) 4- 2%(w3W;Pg3%) 4- 2%(W4WlPg4%)
4-2%(wiw;;P0iP;3) 4- 2%(w2w ;P02% )  (5 .23)
Substituting (5.23) into (5.18) with a similar expression for |P^|^ and using the knowledge 
that for the I-QHA the fields produced by element 2 are the same as those produced by 
element 1 with a rotation in (f>, so the integral over 47t steradians is the same in both 
cases. Rearranging the summation so that the weights, Wi - "W 4 , which are not functions 
of 0 and (f), are outside of the summation, (5.18) becomes
Prad — ^[o(|«^lP 4- |u;2p 4- |u;3|^  4- |u;4i^ )
4-2%(wiw;6) 4- 2%(w2W^6) 4- 2%(w3w;6) 4- 2%(w4WÎ6)
+2di(wiwlc) -f 2^{w2W4c)] (5.24)
where
M N
a =  A6>A(/> y ]  (|P0i(m ,n)|^ 4- |P«^i(m,n)|^) sin^^
m=0 n=0 
M N
b = A 6 A(f) ^  {Egiim,n)EQ2 im ,n) + P^i(m,n)P^2(»^j?^)) sin^rn
m=0 n=0 
M N
c = A9A(j) ^  ^  (Pgi (m, n)Eg^ (m, n) 4- P^i (m, n)P^g(w, n)) sin 9m (5.25)
m=0 n=0
Thus, regardless of their value, the power of the weights is included when determining the 
total radiated power, which is used to convert the polarised radiated power to directivity.
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This result, however, is contradictory the generally held view that in order to maintain 
unity power in a system, the sum of the squares of the weight magnitudes must equal 
one [Sch66]
N
1 (5.26)
i = l
For the four element case of the I-QHA, this corresponds to the first term in (5.24) 
and (5.26) would only hold true if the cross coupling terms between elements in (5.24) 
summed to be zero, i.e.
0 =  2^{wiw^b)-^2U{w2W*sb)4-2^{w3wlb)-h2^{w4wlb)
4-2%(wiw^ c) + 2 ^ { w 2w I c) (5.27)
This may be the case for certain combinations of weights, but is not so for the general 
case of the I-QHA. However, it has been seen in Section 3.5 that the input impedance 
of the elements of the I-QHA are directly related to the coupling between the elements, 
this gives further confidence to equations in (5.24).
5.3 The Simulation Procedure
5.3.1 T he Packages
Two software packages were used during the course of this investigation. Numerical Elec­
tromagnetics Code (NEC)^ and MATLAB^. A brief introduction to each of these packages 
is included before the structure of the simulation procedure is discussed in more detail.
5.3.1.1 Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC)
The software used to simulate the antenna, Nec-Win Pro, is a series of functions that are 
wrapped around the the powerful Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) core. This 
core is a method of moments based computer code for analysis of the electromagnetic 
response of antennas and other metallic objects. The code is based around the numerical 
solution of integral equations for the currents induced on the metallic structure by a 
source voltage or incident field. Version 2 of the core (NEC-2) was used.
^NEC is written by Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, USA 
^MATLAB is a trademark of The Mathworks Inc., USA
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The simulated radiated fields of the I-QHA were obtained using NEC, however, the NEC- 
2 core has no ability to account for dielectric material in the vicinity of the antenna, so 
the I-QHA was modelled as wire elements.
The geometry of the I-QHA is made up of a series of discrete linear segments, which 
approximate the helix structure of the antenna. The input file, consisting of the loca­
tions of all of the wire segments was created by an application written in MATLAB 
(termed “HelixC”). Further parameters such as the excitation and output requirements 
are added using NEC-Win Pro.
5.3.1.2 MATLAB
MATLAB is a high-performance technical computing language. It integrates computa­
tion, visualisation and programming into one environment. One of the main advantages 
of MATLAB as a software package is that it is extremely good for both visualisation of 
results as well as its ability to manipulate data in an easy and efficient way with its use 
of matrix mathematics.
All of the manipulation of output data obtained from NEC, and visualisation of results 
has been implemented using code written by the author. The input file for NEC was also 
generated in MATLAB.
5.3 .2  T h e S im ulation  P rocess
The entire simulation process involved in this investigation is shown in Figure 5.2. The 
antenna under investigation has its geometrical parameters entered into “HelixC”. The 
output file of this MATLAB function is an ASCII file, which is in an appropriate format to 
act as a NEC-Win Pro input file. The excitation sources, with the appropriate amplitude 
and phase and the output plots required are added to the input file using one of the 
functions within the NEC-Win Pro package. To create the radiated fields from each 
element of the I-QHA, just one of the four elements was excited with a unity voltage, 
zero phase waveform. The other three elements are, however, present in the simulation, 
although with zero excitation, so that any coupling effects between elements are taken 
into account. The requested outputs, Eg and were specified at every 1° elevation 
and every 5° in azimuth. Elevation cuts that were more closely spaced than 5° had to 
be created from more than one simulation due to limitations in the number of patterns
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that could be created in NEC, however, these more closely spaced patterns in azimuth 
were found not to affect the results by any noticeable amount. The electric field values 
are written by NEC into another text file that could easily be read into MATLAB for 
subsequent processing.
Geometry
Description
Excitation 
Output Info
3D Pattern 
as text
Recombine
QHA
Limit
Phase
Determine 
4 Patterns
Read
Text
Limit
Amplitude
Optimum
Weights
HelixC
MATLAB NEC
Calculate
Directivity
Plot
Results
Calculate
Directivity
Smallest 
Phase Step
Smallest 
Amplitude Step
Figure 5.2: The simulation process
All of the subsequent processing was performed using MATLAB to manipulate the data 
as appropriate. This processing took a number of forms as can be seen in Figure 5.2. 
Firstly, the radiated electric fields from each of the elements of the I-QHA are determined 
from the those of just one element. The electric field components radiated by element 2, 
3 and 4 are the same as those radiated for element 1 with a 90°, 180° and 270° rotation 
in (f) respectively. Element 1 is defined as the element whose helical portion starts at the 
feed end on the positive rr-axis, element 2 has its helical portion starting on the positive 
y-axis, element 3 on the negative æ-axis and element 4 on the negative y-axis.
The four elements of the I-QHA may be combined with the appropriate weights,
of 1, — J, —1 and +j  respectively. These weights apply to the combination of both the
E q component and the component, thus
Egsd = -  3 E 0 2  -  Ees +
=  ^ 4>i ~  jE(j)2  — E -^^  4- jE(f)4^ (5.28)
Using these electric field components in (5.8), yields the resultant polarised electric field. 
In all of the presented results in this chapter, the polarisation is assumed to be RCP
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unless otherwise stated. It is found however that the output fields from NEC have a 
different definition of the direction of one of the field components, thus, the polarisation 
vector for RCP is
Sp„i =  ^ 0 + ^ ^  (5.29)
This can easily be verified, as a QHA with left hand wound elements will radiate with 
right hand circular polarisation [Agi99a]. Constructing the standard QHA pattern, from 
a left hand wound QHA, as above and applying (5.29) will yield considerably higher 
radiated polarised power than applying (5.7).
The total power is calculated according to (5.18), and the directivity, with respect to the 
total radiated power, of the RCP component of the radiated field may be found.
In a theoretical simulation it is difficult to quantify radiation efficiency. The simulation 
in NEC assumed perfect wires, so there is no resistive loss. It can be assumed therefore, 
that radiation efficiency, n, is 1. It is well known that antenna gain, G, is related to 
directivity, D,  and antenna efficiency by
G = iyD (5.30)
Since n = 1, the calculated value of directivity is therefore the gain of the antenna, 
which can be converted to logarithmic form and presented as dBic. Gain values taken 
from a measured antenna of the same design may be found to be slightly lower than 
the simulated values, due to the antenna having a lower efficiency. It has been found in 
previous studies that measured values for gain and those reported by NEC for the same 
antenna design correspond closely [Agi99a].
Constructing the standard QHA configuration from the elements of the I-QHA, also 
serves as a good confidence check when compared to a NEC simulation with all four 
elements fed appropriately.
The electric fields radiated by the I-QHA are used to determine the optimum weights 
for maximum RCP radiation in any given direction as described in Section 5.2. In fact a 
whole matrix of weights may be determined so that every given location in the discrete 
spherical pattern can be optimised. The patterns displayed in Section 5.4 are not radiated 
gain patterns of the conventional form, but plots of the maximum available gain in any 
given direction, thus the values of gain (or directivity) cannot all be simultaneously ob­
tained. The directivity of the standard QHA configuration is compared to that produced 
by the optimum weights and thus the available beam-steering gain is determined.
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The standard QHA may be thought of as consisting of two bifilars. A bifilar is a pair of 
opposite elements of the I-QHA that are fed with a fixed 180° phase difference. Config­
uring the I-QHA as two bifilars, limits the number of elements that the array may use 
for beam-steering.
The configuration of the I-QHA that utilises two bifilars has some significant advantages. 
Prom personal communications of the author with mobile terminal manufacturers, there 
seems to be growing use of, or plans for, balanced RF networks. The RF technology 
that is currently being developed is often fabricated with balanced lines. A bifilar could 
interface directly to a balanced output from a power amplifier or other RF components 
without the need for any balun. This, in conjunction with the requirement for only two 
variable weight components, makes the two bifilar implementation an attractive solution.
In the aforementioned scenarios, the values of weights for the optimum configuration 
are allowed to run free, thus any value of amplitude and phase (up to the precision of 
MATLAB) can be used. Another area of investigation is the assumption of fixed values 
of phase and amplitude. The phase and amplitude of any real implementation of the 
weights will be limited by certain criteria. It seems that practical implementation of 
phase shifters will center around four, five or six bit digital control, corresponding to 
22.5°, 11.25° and 5.625° respectively. The phase of the weights are therefore rounded to 
be an integer multiple of these smallest steps.
The amplitude will be limited in a similar way by any practical implementation of the 
feeder or combiner circuit. It is unlikely that a practical implementation of the feed 
network will incorporate separate power amplifiers with variable gain for each element, 
this would not utilise all of the available transmit power, making the antenna inefficient. 
A possible implementation may be a variable splitter that splits the power unevenly 
between the antenna elements. It is therefore assumed, for the purposes of this investiga­
tion, that the variable power splitter will only split in discrete steps. This smallest step 
size is assumed to be 1 or 2dB and the amplitudes are therefore rounded to the nearest 
integer multiple of this step. To limit the magnitude of the weights, it was converted 
from linear to logarithmic form, limited to the nearest amplitude step, in dB, and then 
converted back to linear form.
Another limitation on the weight values that is investigated is the use of equal gain 
combining (EGC) applied to the elements of the I-QHA. This method only weights the 
phases, such that the signals from the four elements are co-phased before being summed
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whilst each element is weighted with equal amplitude. This scheme has the advantage 
that variable amplitude components in the weights are not required, making construction 
of the feed or combiner networks considerably simpler.
Any combination of amplitude and/or phase limitation may be implemented, but the 
above examples will be investigated, with an emphasis on implementing EGC. The direc­
tivity is calculated as before. The benefit of combining opposite elements of the I-QHA 
with a fixed phase (180°) to form two bifilars is also examined under free weight and 
limited weight conditions. This again simplifies the entire implementation of the I-QHA.
The final stage in the software process is the presentation of the results in graphical form 
and the outcome of the plotting routines are seen in the figures in Section 5.4. There is 
a second part to the presentation of results, which is the presentation of example gain 
patterns that would be created with a fixed set of weights, thus the actual beam-steering 
properties of the I-QHA can be visualised.
5.4 Results
This results section is split into four main parts. The first, shows the validity of the 
pattern combining technique by presenting antenna patterns directly from NEC and 
those that have been constructed from the pattern of a single element.
The second, shows a comparison of different antenna designs and how each affects the 
beam-steering potential of I-QHA. A mean effective beam-steering gain is also presented 
where the probabilities of satellite location for the ICO constellation are used in conjunc­
tion with the optimum gain and standard QHA configuration gain in order to determine 
a system specific improvement. This parameter is simply a multiplication of the linear 
gain at a particular elevation angle with the probability that a satellite will be at that 
location. Summing these contributions leads to a mean effective gain for the system.
The third part, compares the effect of limiting the amplitude and phase of the weights, 
according to a discrete implementation of their values. The effect of EGC is also discussed. 
The final part of this results section presents some example radiation patterns optimised 
for different directions. This helps to visualise the effect of beam-steering on the antenna 
pattern.
All of the antenna designs used in this section are designed for 2.385GHz. This frequency
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was chosen as it corresponds to the frequency that was used in the measurements of a 
depolarising environment in Chapter 7. The exact frequency was determined by the 
availability of a test and development license.
In all of the presented plots in this section, the elevation angle, 6, is defined as 0 =  0° 
being the antenna axis with 0 = 90° towards the horizon, unlike the satellite system 
convention, which assumes ^ =  0° to be the horizon.
5.4 .1  V erifying T he P a ttern  C onstruction  A lgorithm s
A verification of the pattern construction algorithms may be performed by comparing 
some standard QHA patterns. A half turn I-QHA was designed which had a radius of 
10.4mm, and an axial length of 62.7mm with open circuit top radiais. In the subsequent 
analysis this is termed “I-QHA-05”. This is the same design as is later used in the 
simulation and measurements in a depolarising environment (Chapters 6 and 7). This 
antenna was modelled in NEC with the four elements excited with the appropriate 90° 
phase differences to produce end-fire radiation from the antenna.
The same antenna was modelled in NEC with only one feed excited and the standard 
configuration pattern calculated from this. This antenna design was also fabricated with 
printed elements on a flexible substrate 50//m thick, which was rolled into a hollow 
cylinder. The RCP gain of this antenna was measured in an anechoic chamber facility 
and the result can be seen compared to the RCP gain determined from the simulations 
in Figure 5.3. There is no back-lobe on the pattern as this will be LCP. In Figure 5.3 
and all of the subsequent polar plots in this chapter the radial scale indicates dBic.
As can be seen in Figure 5.3, the simulated and measured gain patterns are very similar 
in shape and value. The accuracy of the equipment and techniques used in determining 
the gain of the experimental QHA mean that a gain accuracy in the order of 1 to 2dB is 
expected. The experimental data has a slight fluctuation of around 2dB around the pat­
tern, which may be accounted for in the positioning of feed cables and small inaccuracies 
in the geometry of the antenna.
The standard QHA configuration of the I-QHA can often be a special case of feed ar­
rangement, so a second check on the pattern combining methodology is shown in Figure
5.4. A set of weights, optimised for maximum RCP power at 6 = 60°, 0 =  0° are used as 
the complex feed voltages in a four element simulation of the antenna, using NEC. The
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Standard Pattern Comparison
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resultant gain is compared to that which was calculated by combining the electric fields 
of all four elements and computing the directivity.
It is difficult to verify that the weights that are chosen are the optimum ones. One check 
is to examine plots of maximum gain to show that the required RCP gain produced by 
the optimum weights is not less in a given direction than that which is produced by 
the standard QHA configuration. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show two such plots where the 
weights are changing with angle in order to maximise the radiated polarised power in 
that direction. Figure 5.5 shows the RCP gain from a standard QHA configuration of 
I-QHA-05, compared to the maximum gain in every direction, from the optimum weights. 
As can be seen, the optimum weights produce gain in a direction that is at least as good 
as the standard configuration, with significantly better results at a number of locations. 
A more detailed analysis is given in the following section.
Figure 5.6 shows similar data for a different antenna design. This new design, I-QHA- 
025-SC, has 0.25 turns, a radius of 7.2mm, axial length of 39.5mm with short circuit 
radiais at the far end. As can be seen from zenith down to 6 = 60°, the gain obtained 
from optimum weights is less than that which may be obtained from the standard QHA 
configuration. In the worst case, at 9 = 30°, the optimum weights produce gain that is 
around l.ldB  less than the standard QHA configuration. This indicates a problem with 
the way in which the the optimum weights are chosen.
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Elevation cut 0 deg azimuth (dBic) 
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Figure 5.5: Maximum RCP gain and stan­
dard QHA RCP gain for I-QHA-05 (gain 
in dBic)
Figure 5.6: Maximum RCP gain and stan­
dard QHA RCP gain for I-QHA-025-SC 
(gain in dBic)
Maximising the radiated field of a given polarisation in any direction will maximise the 
polarised radiated power in that direction, however, maximising the total polarised power 
in a direction does not necessarily maintain constant radiated power in the system. It 
would therefore appear that the polarised electric field in a given direction must be 
maximised, whilst maintaining constant power in the system. Describing it another way, 
the weights must be chosen to maximise polarised gain in any given direction rather than 
electric field.
The radiated electric fields are determined by applying a feed voltage of IV to the input 
terminal of element 1 of an I-QHA design, with no excitation applied to the other three 
elements. It can be seen from comparing the total radiated power of I-QHA-05 and 
I-QHA-025-SC that they differ significantly (Table 5.1). One possible explanation for 
the variation in radiated power is the influence of the antenna impedance. Considering 
that the applied voltage is a perfect voltage source of IV, then the difference in radiated 
power is due entirely to difi'erences in the input impedance of the two designs.
Table 5.1: Radiated power of element 1
Name Radiated Power (mW)
I-QHA-025-SC 2.41
I-QHA-05 5.61
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It has already been seen in Section 3.5 that the input impedance is directly related to 
the values of the complex excitation. Therefore, it can be accepted that the currents 
flowing at the feed terminals are directly affected by the complex feed voltages at the 
other terminals as well. If the feed current is affected then it is likely that the current 
distribution over the entire element is also affected and thus the total radiated power. 
Maintaining the power in the weights to be unity may therefore not lead to constant 
radiated power due to the coupling terms between elements. This accounts for the 
coupling terms b and c in (5.25).
Setting (5.24) equal to unity and solving to determine the relationship between the 
weights such that the total radiated power remains constant, is a very complex pro­
cedure. It is believed that a more likely solution will be to set a recursive routine to 
determine the optimum weights must be for maximum gain. Routines such as LMS, 
N-LMS or RLS may also prove useful in this area.
As mentioned in the previous section, each discrete value of 6 and (f) has associated 
with it a set of weights that produce maximum RCP electric field in that direction and 
correspondingly a value for the total radiated power with those weights (from (5.25)). 
After much analysis, it has been found that antenna designs, which produce a small 
range in the radiated power do not produce optimum gain that is lower than that from 
the standard QHA configuration. This is termed negative beam-steering gain and may 
well be a problem introduced by NEC. Designs with a higher variation in radiated power 
tend to produce a negative beam-steering gain. It has also been found that short circuit 
radial designs fall into the negative beam-steering gain category. In the above examples, 
I-QHA-05 has a radiated power variation of 5.55/iW to 13.13/zW, where the maximum 
power is 2.4 times the minimum. The short circuit radial design, I-QHA-G25-SC, has a 
variation of 0.35/iW to 2.56/iW, where the maximum power is 7.3 times the minimum. 
This may be related to the influence of impedance and current distributions on the 
antenna elements as discussed above. The current in one element of an I-QHA with a 
short circuit design will flow on the other elements, whereas in an open circuit design, the 
current flowing on the other elements is that which is induced by coupling effects between 
the elements and therefore, will be lower in magnitude. This effect can be clearly seen 
in Figures 5.7 and 5.8.
One of the key aims of this chapter is to demonstrate the capability of the I-QHA for 
beam-steering and to examine the differences when using four elements or the two con-
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Figure 5.7: Current on I-QHA-05
stituent bifilars. Also the effect of EGC and discrete implementations of the amplitude 
and phase of the weights are investigated. It is therefore asserted that a series of an­
tenna designs, that have a low radiated power variation, of around 2 or less, will produce 
a reasonable indication of the potential of the I-QHA. With these designs, there is no 
negative beam-steering gain. It has also been noted that the sets of weights that pro­
duce the minimum radiated power also produce the minimum gain in a given direction 
and vice versa. Therefore if the radiated power is maintained constant throughout, the
J
Figure 5.8: Current on I-QHA-025-SC
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impact on the maximum obtainable gain in a given direction would be to increase the 
ripple. With reference to Figure 5.5, the maximum polarised gain available of all direc­
tions is at 0 =  72°, with the minimum at 0 =  0° or 180°. These locations also correspond 
to the maximum and minimum total radiated power. So if the total radiated power is 
maintained constant, the maximum possible polarised gain could be expected to increase 
slightly at 6 = 72° or decrease slightly at 0 =  0° and 180°. A factor of two variation in 
the radiated power could lead to an increase of up to 3dB at the maximum gain location, 
although it is expected not to be as severe.
5.4 .2  C om parison O f A n ten n a D esign s
5.4.2.1 Optimum Combining Of Four Elements
The results presented in this section show the effect of using different designs of I-QHA. 
The antennas used, and their dimensions are given in Table 5.2. Also listed is the radiated 
power variation factor as described above. The choice of antenna design was arbitrary 
so they may not be the best designs for a beam-steering I-QHA.
The RCP gain for the standard QHA configuration of the antenna designs in Table 5.2 are 
shown in Figure 5.9. It can be seen that I-QHA-05 has a standard RCP gain pattern that 
is slightly conical in shape, with the gain at the zenith having been reduced so that the 
gain at 6 = 90° may be increased. The other three designs have roughly the same shape 
and gain value, although their physical structure and dimensions differ considerably.
Figure 5.10 shows the plots of maximum available RCP gain for all values of 0 at ^  =  0° 
from the four antenna designs. All of the designs allow an almost constant value of
Table 5.2: Parameters of the various antenna designs
Name No. of Turns Radius 
(mm) [A]
Ax Length 
(mm) [A]
Radiais Power Var
I-QHA-025 0.25 5.8 [0.046] 17.4 [0.138] open 1.4
I-QHA-05 0.50 10.4 [0.083] 62.7 [0.500] open 2.4
I-QHA-075 0.75 7.2 [0.057] 65.5 [0.521] open 1.2
I-QHA-10 1.0 6.0 [0.048] 72.6 [0.576] open 2.0
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standard QHA patterns for designs Maximum available gain for designs
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Figure 5.9: Standard RCP patterns for an- Figure 5.10: Maximum RCP gain in for an­
tenna designs (0 = 0°) (gain in dBic) tenna designs (0 =  0°) (gain in dBic)
maximum gain to be achieved. The exact value fluctuates by approximately 2dB. I-QHA- 
05 and I-QHA-075 provide maximum gain at ^ =  90" while I-QHA-025 and I-QHA-10 
have their maximum gains closer to the zenith (0 =  0°). The penalty for high gain at 
0 — 90° is lower gain on the zenith, which can be clearly seen in the trace for I-QHA-05. 
All of the antenna designs have RCP gain available in the lower hemisphere, or back-fire 
direction. This is expected, as a standard QHA can radiate in the back-fire direction 
when the rotation of the phase difference is reversed (i.e. wi = 1, u>2 = + j, ws = —1,
m  = - j) -
Normally, the dimensions of a standard QHA are determined from basic rules set out by 
Kilgus [Kil70] and then optimised to give the desired gain response. An indication of the 
required dimensions for specific radiated patterns can be obtained from the design charts 
in another publication by Kilgus [K1175]. It can be seen from Figure 5.10 that the design 
of the I-QHA also affects the elevation angles where the maximum gain can be directed. 
If an I-QHA is required to work in conventional mode in some situations and adaptive 
mode in others, then both requirements need to be taken into account during the design 
phase.
The symmetry of the I-QHA results in the maximum available gain at 0 =90°, 180° 
and 270° being the same as at (f) =0°. Due to the placement of the I-QHA elements, 
the maximum gain available differs slightly between (/> =  0° and < p  = 90°, with ( f )  = 45° 
giving the largest difference. Figure 5.11 shows the elevation cuts for two values of 4> for
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designs I-QHA-05 and I-QHA-075^. The patterns are presented on a different radial scale 
to those used previously, so that the slight variation in maximum obtainable gain may 
be seen. I-QHA-075 has no perceivable difference in the values (the cut at 0 =  0“ lies 
directly above the one at (/) = 45°). There is a slight difference in maximum gain between 
the two azimuth cuts for I-QHA-05. A much larger difference, up to 0.5dB, has been 
seen in designs that have a larger radius. The symmetrical properties of these I-QHA 
designs are, therefore, very good, thus, all of the subsequent plots are of the elevation 
cut at <^ = 0°.
Maximum available gain for designs
-3 0
-6 0
-9 0
120- 120'
  I-QHA-05 (t)=0
 I-QHA-05 $=45
  I-QHA-075 $=0
 I-QHA-075 $=45-1 5 0
±180
90
B eam -steering  gain tor d esig n s
—  I-Q H A -025
—  l-Q H A -05
—  I-Q H A -075
—  I-Q H A -10
I
120100
e (deg)
Figure 5.11: Maximum RCP gain for 0 =  0° Figure 5.12: Beam-steering gain with re-
and 45° (gain in dBic) spect to the standard QHA configura­
tion for different I-QHA designs
An alternative approach to visualising the results presented in Figure 5.10 is to examine 
the beam-steering gain versus angle Û (Figure 5.12). The standard QHA configuration 
usually has extremely low gain in the back lobe, so when calculation beam-steering gain, 
it tends towards infinity, therefore the 0 axis in Figure 5.12 has been limited to 120°. 
The thickness of the plotted trace in Figure 5.12 represents the variability of the beam- 
steering gain around the azimuth. Again, I-QHA-05 has the largest variability as it is 
the design with the largest radius.
^The I-QHA-075 cf) =  45° plot (black) has been over-layed with the I-QHA-075 (j) —  0 °  plot (green) so 
is not visible
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5.4.2.2 O ptim um  C om bining O f Two Bifilars
The standard QHA may be thought of as consisting of two bifilars^. Configuring the 
I-QHA as two bifilars limits the number of elements that the array may use for beam- 
steering. The two bifilar configuration is attractive as only two complex weights are 
required, which simplifies the implementation. The associated performance is examined 
in Figures 5.13 to 5.15, using two example designs, the I-QHA-05 and the I-QHA-10.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 both show that the beam-steering capabilities are reduced in the 
main lobe when using only two bifilars. For each design the maximum gain obtainable 
is reduced by 1.5 to 2dB in the upper hemisphere. However in the lower hemisphere 
(back-fire direction), the bifilar configurations perform almost as well as the full four 
element adaptive configuration.
Comparison o^r I-QHA-05 Comparison o^r I-QHA-10
-3 0
-6 0
-9 0
  Standard QHA
—  Max Gain Full
—  Max Gain 2 Bits 120-1 2 0
150-1 5 0
±180
-3 0 30
-6 0
90 -9 0
  Standard QHA
  Max Gain Full
—  Max Gain 2 Bits
- 120 ' 120
-150 150
±180
90
Figure 5.13: Performance of the I-QHA- Figure 5.14: Performance of the I-QHA-
05 bifilar configuration { ( f )  =0°)(gain in 
dBic)
10 bifilar configuration {(f) = 0°)(gain in 
dBic)
Figure 5.15 shows the comparison of beam-steering gain, using both the full four element 
configuration and the simpler two bifilar one. It can be seen that the bifilar configu­
ration of both designs do not produce any noticeable benefit over the standard QHA 
configuration until 9 — 50° and 9 = 70° for I-QHA-05 and I-QHA-10 respectively. The 
performance of the two bifilar configuration for I-QHA-10 does seem to match that of its 
four element counterpart at lower values of 9 than the I-QHA-05 design.
bifilaj is a pair of opposite elements of the QHA that are fed with a fixed 180° phase difference
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Figure 5.15: Beam-steering gain for the bi- Figure 5.16: Probability distribution of ICO
filar configurations satellite locations
The performance of the bifilar configurations may not be as poor as it would first appear. 
The majority of shadowing occurs at low elevation angles (corresponding to between 
0 = 60° and 6 = 90° in the figures) where the bifilar configurations have only around IdB 
less performance than the full four element configurations.
One application for a beam-steering I-QHA is the indoor picocell environment, where an 
I-QHA placed vertically in the centre of a ceiling could cover the floor above by flipping 
the direction of the main beam. It can be seen in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 that the bifilar 
configuration would perform very well in this situation.
5.4.2.3 Perform ance Gain In A R eal System
One of the many applications for an I-QHA is as a terminal antenna for mobile satellite 
communication systems. Many mobile satellite communication systems employ constel­
lations of low or medium earth orbit satellites, where the elevation angle relative to the 
mobile is constantly changing.
A figure of merit, termed mean performance gain, can be used to analyse the performance 
of different antenna designs and configurations in real systems. This figure of merit is 
based on mean effective gain [Sau99].
A satellite constellation orbit generator was used to determine the locations of a constel­
lation of satellites corresponding to the ICO constellation. The locations were determined 
relative to a latitude of 50°, which approximately corresponds to a geographical location 
around London in the UK. The probability of the highest and second highest satellites
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Table 5.3: Mean performance gain for the highest ICO satellite (dB)
Name I-QHA-025 l-QHA-05 I-QHA-075 I-QHA-10
Mean Opt. Gain 3.14 3^3 4.08 4.64
Mean Std. Gain 2.70 1.65 3.15 3.87
Mean Perf. Gain 0.45 1.58 -.93 0.77
Table 5.4: Mean performance gain for the 2nd highest ICO satellite (dB)
Name I-QHA-025 l-QHA-05 I-QHA-075 I-QHA-10
Mean Opt. Gain 2.58 4.60 3.93 3.43
Mean Std. Gain 0.33 1.86 1.77 1.61
Mean Perf. Gain 2.46 2.74 2.16 1.82
being within 5° ranges in elevation angle were recorded. The resulting probability distri­
butions are shown in Figure 5.16. The author is grateful to Dr. A. Sammut for providing 
the data.
The average gain from the optimum and the standard QHA configurations of the various 
I-QHA designs were taken over the 5° ranges. The average gain for each elevation angle 
range was then multiplied by the corresponding probability of a satellite being in that 
elevation range. The sum was taken and the mean effective configuration gain was 
determined. Comparing these two mean gains, one for the standard QHA configuration 
and the other for the optimum weight configuration, leads to the mean performance gain 
of the I-QHA over its standard configuration. The results can be seen in Tables 5.3 and
5.4.
For the highest available satellite, there is not a large mean performance gain, obtained by 
using the I-QHA as a beam-steering antenna in an ICO satellite communication system. 
The second highest satellite, which is located closer to the horizon, is in the area where 
the I-QHA designs are able to provide a greater gain improvement over the standard QHA 
configuration. I-QHA-05, which has the highest gain at angles of Û close to the horizon, 
gives a mean performance gain of 2.74dB relative to the standard QHA configuration, 
which is a considerable. This may allow an increase in data rate of up to two times whilst 
maintaining the same bit error rate.
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5.4 .3  L im iting  T h e W eights
This section highlights the effect on the maximum obtainable gain when the weights 
are limited to discrete values of phase and amplitude. Taking a low or medium earth 
orbit satellite constellation as an example the path loss from the mobile terminal to the 
satellite is greater at low elevation angles (towards the horizon) than at those towards 
the zenith. This usually requires the mobile antenna to have more gain available at low 
elevation angles. I-QHA-05 fulfills this requirement to some extent, therefore, this is the 
only design that is represented in this section on limiting the weights. The performance 
of the full four element and the two bifilar configurations are both analysed.
The weight limitations that are analysed in this section have previously been discussed 
in Section 5.3.2. They are: equal gain combining (EGC), where the weights all have 
the same magnitude; phase limitations, caused by four, five or six bit implementations; 
amplitude limitations of 1 or 2dB.
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the degradation in maximum available gain when the phases 
of the optimum weights are limited to discrete values. Figure 5.17 shows the effect on 
the four weights of the I-QHA elements while Figure 5.18 shows the effect when the two 
bifilar configuration is used. There is very little degradation caused by limiting the phase 
of the optimum weights in either case, therefore the worst case of the largest phase step 
(22.5°, corresponding to a 4 bit control device) is presented in Figures 5.17 and 5.18.
Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the effect on the four element and two bifilar configuration 
respectively of limiting the weight amplitudes. Again, there is no perceivable variation 
in the maximum obtainable gain in either case, so the 2dB limit in amplitude has been 
presented.
Figures 5.17 to 5.20 show that the optimum gain is fairly robust to limitations applied 
to the amplitude and phase of the weights, in both the case of the four element and two 
bifilar configurations. An extreme case of amplitude limiting is EGC, where the weights 
are all set to have a magnitude of one. Figures 5.21 and 5.22 show the degradation in gain 
performance when EGC is applied. The effect of limiting the phase with a 4 bit control 
device (22.5°) is also presented. The degradation is clear in the case of the four element 
configuration (Figure 5.21), with a degradation in gain of between 0.5 and IdB. However, 
phase limitation does not seem to affect the achievable gain significantly. Slight ripple, in 
the order of a few tenths of a dB, can be seen in the phase limited EGC trace in Figure
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5.21. Figure 5.22 in contrast does not show any perceivable performance degradation.
Finally, the worst cases are compared in Figures 5.23 and 5.24. The four bit phase 
implementation with 2dB amplitude limits on the weights are compared to EGC, also 
with phase limiting. The four element implementation shows that EGC with phase 
limiting performs IdB worse than limiting the amplitude to 2dB with four bit phase 
implementation (Figure 5.23). The performance of the two bifilar configuration is hardly 
degraded by any of the implementation methods. When the limitations to amplitude 
and phase are applied, the performance of the two bifilar configuration and the full four 
element one are closer. Referring back to Figure 5.13, the performance of the bifilar 
configuration is 2dB worse than that of the four element one at ^ =  40° to 80°. The same 
angles are more affected by performance degradation in the four element configuration 
than in the two bifilar case. Therefore, when the weights are limited, the two bifilar 
configuration is only IdB inferior to the full four element case and the implementation 
of an antenna system based on two bifilars is simpler.
5.4.4 Example Radiation Patterns
Some example gain patterns obtained from I-QHA-05 are shown in Figures 5.25 and 5.26. 
Figure 5.25 shows the 0 =  0° cut for I-QHA-05 optimised for 0 =  0° and 0 =  30°, 60° 
and 90°. Patterns that are optimised for elevation angles below the horizon {9 > 90°) are
Optimum limited weights on l-QHA-05 Optimum limited bifila^weights on l-Q H A-05
-3 0 -3 0
-6 -6-6 0-6 0
-9 0 90 -9 0
—  Standard QHA 
^— A Optimum Bit. Gain 
*— X Optimum 4bit Phase
  Standard QHA
&— 6  Optimum Gain 
"— K Optimum 4bit Phase 120 - 120' 120-120
-1 5 0 150 150 150
±180 ±180
90
Figure 5.17: Optimum gain performance Figure 5.18: Optimum bifilar configuration
with phase limitation (gain in dBic) performance with phase limitation (gain 
in dBic)
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Optimum limited weights on l-QHA-05 Optimum limited bifilar^weights on l-Q HA-05
-3 0
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A,— A Optimum Gain 
X— K Optimum 2dB Ampl. 120-1 2 0
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90
Figure 5.19: Optimum gain performance Figure 5.20: Optimum bifilar configuration 
with amplitude limitation (gain in dBic) performance with amplitude limitation
(gain in dBic)
mirror images about 9 = 90°.
Figure 5.26 shows a 3D logarithmic gain plot, for I-QHA-05 optimised for cj) = 0° and 
9 = 90°. It can be seen in both Figures 5.25 and 5.26, that the gain in the opposite 
direction to the required one is also high. In Figure 5.26, there are deep nulls at 4> = ±90°, 
rather than directly opposite the desired direction.
The patterns presented in this section are examples of those that can be obtained from
EGG limited w e i^ ts  on l-QHA-05 EGC limited bifilar v^ights on l-Q HA-05
-3 0
-6 0
-9 0
  Standard QHA
A— A Optimum Gain
X— K eg o
V— V EGC 4bit Ptiase 120-1 2 0
-1 5 0 150
±180
-3 0
-6-6 0
90 -9 0
—  Standard QHA 
A— A Optimum Bit. Gain 
X— K EGC
V— V EGC 4bit Phase 120-1 2 0
-1 5 0 150
±180
90
Figure 5.21: Gain performance with EGC Figure 5.22: Bifilar configuration perfor- 
and phase limitation (gain in dBic) mance with EGC and phase limitation
(gain in dBic)
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Limited weightg on l-QHA-05 Limited bifilar weights on l-Q HA-05
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Figure 5.23: Gain performance with phase Figure 5.24: Bifilar configuration with 
and amplitude limitation (gain in dBic) phase and amplitude limitation (gain
in dBic)
I-QHA-05. It is obvious from these results that when using the I-QHA in a beam-steering 
configuration, detailed analysis of the impact of ground reflections must also be taken 
into account.
Optimised patterns at (]) = 0 for different 9
-3 0
-6 0
-9 0
120-120
  Optimised for 0 = 30
  Optimised for 8 = 60
—  Optimised for 9 = 90 150-1 5
±180
Logarithmic gain for 0  =  90 , <t> = 0
2 0 -
1 0 -
90
- 1 0 -
-2 0
-20
-20
-1 0
Figure 5.25: Gain patterns optimised for Figure 5.26: 3D gain pattern optimised for 
various angles of 0 (gain in dBic) ^ =  0° and 0 = 90°
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5.5 Conclusions
This chapter has demonstrated the potential of the I-QHA as a beam-steering array. 
Significant gain improvement over the standard QHA configuration has been shown, 
especially at elevation angles towards the horizon and in the back lobe of the antenna. 
A number of designs, consisting of different fractional-turn QHAs have been compared, 
with no significant differences. However, the different designs have slight variations in 
the elevation angles in which maximum RCP gain may be obtained.
All of the presented designs can be configured to optimise the gain for either end-fire 
or back-fire configurations. One example of a suitable application for this is the use in 
picocells where the antenna can be ceiling mounted and used to cover the floor above as 
well as the floor in which it is mounted.
The performance of the I-QHA in a mobile satellite communication environment has 
been demonstrated. Design I-QHA-05 exhibited a mean system gain improvement of 
over 2.7dB when used with an ICO satellite constellation.
All of the analysis in this chapter has shown the performance of the antenna in free 
space. In reality, the presence of the ground and surrounding objects must also be 
considered when analysing the beam-steering performance of the I-QHA. For example, 
the antenna may be placed over a ground plane, which will certainly affect the pattern 
shape and possibly the achievable gain also. The resultant patterns, which are produced 
are generally not very directive, resulting in large portions being directed towards the 
ground. Further analysis in certain critical situations will be required to analyse the gain 
upon noise performance of these configurations [Agi99a].
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Chapter 6
Simulation Of The D iversity  
Potential Of The I-QHA
6.1 Introduction
A large proportion of the satellite to mobile down-link signals have right hand circular po­
larisation (RCP) at the source but are depolarised slightly by various atmospheric effects 
[How62]. Diffraction and scattering from the trees in rural environments, diffraction and 
reflections from building edges and surfaces in urban environments are expected to have 
a considerably greater effect on the polarisation state of the down-link signal [Agi98]. 
Significant polarisation cross coupling can occur in urban environments [Siw98], causing 
increased ellipticity plus a degree of incoherence.
If the receive antenna is polarisation matched to the transmitter rather than the incident 
wave, then there will be some polarisation mismatch loss between the antenna and the 
incoming wave, with consequential degradation in the system performance (see Chapter 
4). An antenna system that is able to adjust its polarisation to that of the incoming signal 
could achieve significant extra gain, depending on the level of polarisation matching. 
Furthermore, an antenna, which can switch from circular to linear polarisation, or the two 
linear components of elliptical polarisation, can establish communication in all situations: 
circular polarisation for line-of-sight; linear when in shadow, receiving the diffracted 
(elliptical co-polar) or the reflected (elliptical co- or cross-polar) signal; or even the 
opposite hand of circular polarisation when receiving reflected signals. This extra gain 
from simple polarisation matching is available even when the signals on all the branches
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of the I-QHA are completely correlated. There may also be a second source of gain 
obtainable by combining the decorrelated signals on the branches of the I-QHA to combat 
fading on the channel. In terms of polarisation diversity, this makes use of a degree of 
random polarisation, which has been introduced by the environment.
In order to determine the amount of improvement in signal-to-noise ratio which may be 
obtained when using the I-QHA in an environment of depolarisation and scattering, a 
narrowband simulation and measurement campaign were designed and undertaken. The 
experimental set-up and results are described in Chapter 7, while the simulation, which 
was undertaken as part of a collaborative project is described in this chapter.
The simulation procedure consisted of two main parts, the first is a ray-tracing tool 
developed at the University of Karlsruhe and the second is the analysis performed on the 
resulting output from the ray-tracing tool. This ray-tracing tool is described in Section 
6.3, while the subsequent analysis is described in Section 6.5. Prior to this however, a 
brief overview of published work in this area of diversity and environment analysis is 
made.
6.2 Existing Work In This Area
There are a number of published papers on studies that have been undertaken in the 
past on utilising diversity. From Chapter 2 it is seen that three forms of diversity that 
are relevant to this study are spatial, polarisation and pattern diversity.
Polarisation diversity has been studied in many terrestrial systems, to alleviate the need 
for the large separation distances between antennas that are required in a spatial diversity 
system. The spatial separation of antennas required at a base station site in order to 
keep the correlation coefficient between the branches below an acceptable 0.7 (see Section 
2.5) can be in the order of 20 wavelengths, which for GSM900 is 6.5 to 7m. All of the 
studies have used linear polarisation for transmit and receive antennas.
Lee and Yeh proposed polarisation diversity for mobile radio in 1972 [Lee72]. They used 
vertical and horizontal polarised antennas at both the base station and mobile station 
ends of the link for transmit and receive. They suggest that, due to the random nature 
of specular reflections between the base and mobile stations, the polarised signals will be 
uncorrelated. Their results showed that with the antennas spaced as close as is reasonably
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practical, there was significant benefit from utilising polarisation diversity at both the 
base and mobile stations in a system.
Kozono et al. proposed a dual linear polarised base station diversity system, where the 
two antennas are colocated and oriented in an X configuration [Koz84]. They analyse the 
performance of this diversity system in a typically urban environment and compare with 
measurements made in the Tokyo area. They show that polarisations of ±45° are suitable 
to produce signals with correlation coefficients below 0.6, provided that the offset of the 
mobile from the main beam of the antenna system is no more than ±45°. Donaldson 
et al. compared the performance of horizontal space diversity with polarisation diversity 
using MRC at the base station in a 1900MHz system [Don96]. Their results showed 
that for typically oriented mobile terminals, polarisation diversity performed favourably 
compared with spatial diversity.
Vaughan [Vau90] disagrees with Lee and Yeh [Lee72] about the benefits of straight po­
larisation diversity at the mobile highlighting that they used colocated antennas placed 
above a vehicle roof, which had the effect of creating an array pattern causing increased 
decorrelation. He examines the potential polarisation diversity using orthogonally po­
larised antennas at the base station and concludes that there is significant benefit in 
urban areas. However, the signals at the base station in rural areas are predominantly 
vertically polarised due to the almost vertical orientation of the mobile antenna.
In contrast to Vaughan’s comments, Dell’Anna et al. [Del97] and Deock and Sung [Deo97] 
suggest that in microcellular and indoor environments, significant diversity gain at the 
mobile can be achieved. Dell’Anna et al. used a ray-tracing tool to model an urban 
corridor, or street canyon, environment. They studied different combining techniques 
and found significant diversity gain available on the up-link and suggest that similar 
benefits should be obtainable when implementing diversity on the down-link.
Deock and Sung studied the effect of using circular as opposed to linear transmit polarisa­
tion in an indoor environment with polarisation diversity at the mobile terminal [Deo97]. 
They examine the benefits of circular polarisation both theoretically and experimentally 
in both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight situations. They conclude that, when using 
circular transmit polarisation and receiving at the mobile with orthogonal vertical and 
horizontal polarisation, the fading effect can be significantly reduced.
Lemieux et al. compare the use of spatial, polarisation and frequency diversity in an
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indoor environment [Lem91]. They conclude that, at least 5MHz separation in frequency 
is required for effective frequency diversity. Both spatial (0.75A) and polarisation diversity 
produce benefits in this environment.
It has also been shown that small separations in antenna spacing can lead to signifi­
cant spatial diversity when employed at the mobile station. Lee shows by mathematical 
analysis that, when the angle of arrival is uniformly distributed, as it is at the mobile 
station, that only low spacing between antennas is required for good diversity reception 
[Lee71]. He shows that spacings of 0.5A or more have virtually no impact on the amount 
of diversity gain that is available.
Leather and Parsons undertook a more detailed study on the correlation between closely 
spaced antennas and the diversity gain available [Lea96]. Prom their experimental results 
and other published work, they conclude that 7dB of diversity gain can be achieved when 
using antennas separated by only 0.08A, which at their investigation frequency of 456MHz 
is only 53mm. This reduces significantly at GSM900 frequencies and above.
Thus, combining both spatial and polarisation diversity has the potential for some ben­
eficial results. Yamada et al. look at the correlation coefficients when utilising a number 
of diversity antenna configurations [Yam91]. They show correlations of 0.5 when using 
a stacked monopole configuration, with 0.5 to lA spacing, on a vehicle roof. They also 
show that a whip and FIFA combination on a mobile handset can have correlation coeffi­
cients as low as 0.2. Kukushkin and McCarthy have studied both space and polarisation 
diversity in a microcellular environment via computer modelling [Kuk96]. They report 
considerable diversity gain with antenna separations at the mobile terminal of 0.5A. They 
also studied diversity using cross-polar antennas with either zero or 0.5A spacing between 
them. It was found that the configuration with no spacing performed slightly better than 
the one with separation, but the difference was small.
Eggers has studied the use of diversity antenna systems at basestations in both small 
urban and micro-cell environemnts [Egg93]. One of his key findings is that the polarisa­
tion and spatial decorrelation effects are independent and multiplicative, resulting in a 
combination of space and polarisation diversity providing the most gain.
Another form of diversity is pattern diversity. This has been examined by Takeuchi et 
al. in conjunction with a variable threshold switched diversity combiner [Tak90j. They 
show that that there is a benefit in using these methods.
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Having examined some of the research in areas of diversity, mainly for terrestrial sys­
tems, however, basic mobile satellite propagation at L- and S-band is also an area of 
interest for the application of the I-QHA. Many studies have been undertaken in this 
area covering several aspects of fading using a number of different transmit platforms in 
different environments. The majority of these measurements examine the fade statistics 
of either narrow or wide-band channels at frequencies from UHF to S-band in a variety 
of environments from rural to urban. A few examples are given below.
Yamamoto et al. used the ETS-VI non-geostationary satellite as a transmit source at high 
elevation angles, 50° - 60° to study the effect of shadowing in land mobile satellite systems 
[Yam97]. They measured the shadowing effects in three areas ranging from suburban, 
with not many tall buildings, to inner city urban, with a significant proportion of buildings 
with over ten floors and overpasses, which will cause significant shadowing. The study, 
undertaken at 2.1GHz showed, as would be expected, that there is much less shadowing 
when the satellite is at higher elevation angles, with the corresponding fade durations 
reduced.
Vogel and Goldhirsh used the MARECS-B2 Inmarsat satellite for propagation measure­
ments at L-band in central Maryland [Vog90]. The satellite and location gave low eleva­
tion angles in the region of 21° and it was found that significant fading was caused by 
roadside shadowing. It was also found that the area, suburban, open, or wooded, had a 
significant impact in the level of fading, as did the direction of travel along the roads. 
The measurements did agree well however with previous ones by the authors that used 
a helicopter as a transmit platform, but at slightly higher elevation angles.
The effect of fading relative to the elevation angle of the transmit satellite was studied by 
Le-Menn et al. [LeM94]. A helicopter was employed as a substitute transmitter platform 
due to the unavailability of a suitable satellite and data was collect for elevation angles 
between 10° and 50°. The measurements were at a carrier frequency of 1.47 GHz with a 
bandwidth of 25MHz.
Butt et al. undertook a multi-band propagation study at L-, S- and Ku-band, again using 
a helicopter as a transmit platform [But92]. They examined high elevation angles (greater 
than 50°) and showed that at these angles the attenuation, due to roadside foliage and 
multipath, reduces as the elevation angle increases. Similar to Vogel and Goldhirsh, Butt 
et al. found that the attenuation was strongly related to the type of environment, they 
studied wooded, open and suburban areas.
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A third type of transmit platform was used by Vogel and Hong in their UHF and L-band 
measurements [Vog88]. A stratospheric balloon was used to mimic a satellite and its 
elevation angle was typically 35°. Fade durations were examined along open highways 
and the results indicated, as would be expected, that multipath effects were much more 
prevalent than shadowing in these environments.
Beach et al. studied the potential for utilising the multipath that inevitably exists in land 
mobile satellite systems [Bea89]. Two patch antennas, separated by approximately half 
a wavelength at 1.5GHz were used to receive the signal from the Inmarsat MARECS-B2 
satellite in a suburban environment. Correlation coefficients of 0.6 and 0.1 were found 
in predominantly line-of-sight and multipath environments respectively, indicating that 
significant diversity gain should be available.
Kalliola et al. have developed and undertaken spatial-temporal dual polarised wide band 
measurements at the mobile station [KalOOj. Their method uses a spherical array of 
thirty two dual polarised patch antennas. This array and the associated post processing 
can resolve the direction of arrival of multipath components, provided they are separated 
by at least 40° and have a path loss difference of more than 12dB. The dual polarised 
receive signals, from a vertical polarised transmit antenna, were analysed.
The benefits of spatial, polarisation, pattern and frequency diversity have been demon­
strated in the various published works. Eggers showed that the decorrelation effects of 
spatial and polarisation diversity are independent and multiplicative [Egg93]. There­
fore, combining these effects using the I-QHA in a land mobile satellite environment 
should lead to significant diversity gain. Using diversity combining algorithms on the 
four branches of the I-QHA has the ability to not only utilise the independent fading 
characteristics of the environment, but also to match the polarisation state of the an­
tenna to that of the incident wave, which will improve the signal-to-noise ratio still 
further.
6.3 Description Of The Ray-Tracing Simulator
The ray-tracing simulator was designed and coded at the University of Karlsruhe in 
Germany as part of the PhD of Martin Dottling [DotOOa]. Dottling’s thesis is in German, 
but the ray-tracing tool, which he has developed is well documented in a number of other 
publications [Dot99a, DotOOb, Dot99b].
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Originally designed for rural satellite communication systems, the ray-tracing tool is usu­
ally used in conjunction with a satellite orbit generator, so that both propagation effects 
and system use parameters, such as satellite diversity and handover, can be analysed 
for given satellite constellations. The input data consists of topographical and land use 
data, which is widely available for rural areas. In addition to this data further informa­
tion is required to compensate for the trees and buildings within the vicinity of the mobile 
terminal. This data is generated stochastically with statistics for density, location and 
height determined from the land use data and represented as screens, with associated pa­
rameters, along each side of the mobile’s path. Vegetation layers are distinguished from 
buildings, since the former result in vegetation loss while the latter cause diffraction or 
reflection.
The ray-tracing tool is based on a full 3D model that has been found to be more accurate 
at creating time series than a 2D version, in areas where there is a large line-of-sight 
component [DotOOb]. It is therefore, expected that in areas of greater shadowing, such as 
the intended scenarios in this study, the 3D model will have significantly greater accuracy 
than the 2D one. The 3D model considers corner diffraction as well as wedge diffraction, 
which ensures continuity at shadow boundaries. Free space propagation, vegetation loss, 
ground and object reflections are also accounted for as well as for single scattering from 
topography. The obstacles are not assumed perpendicular to the propagation direction, 
their orientations are taken into account. According to Dottling, this propagation model 
has been successfully validated with land mobile satellite propagation measurements 
[Dot99a, DotOOcj. The ray-tracing tool has also been used to look at the benefits of using 
polarisation diversity at the mobile terminal as well as just satellite diversity.
There are some inaccuracies in the input data and neglected effects due to the simplified 
building structures. These factors mean that the ray-tracer cannot be expected to yield 
exact phase and phase differences between rays. A phase randomisation process is there­
fore performed. The phase of each ray at every time step is randomised according to a 
uniform distribution.
This phase randomisation process is the only real source of noise in the simulated scenario 
as thermal noise is not considered anywhere. The dynamic range of the system is limited, 
as rays that have an excess path loss over line-of-sight greater than 70dB are ignored as 
their contribution is deemed by Dottling to be negligible. This limited dynamic range 
may be thought of as a source of noise.
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6.4 Simulated Scenarios
The nature of the ray-tracing tool used in this study limits the scenarios that it is 
practical to simulate, therefore, two simple scenarios were chosen. These two situations 
were chosen to represent two key propagation mechanisms: rooftop diffraction (A only in 
Figure 6.1); and reflection from a building (B only in Figure 6.1). The geometry included 
in the simulation was modelled to represent two of the locations used in the measurement 
campaign so that results could be directly compared at a later stage (Chapter 7). The 
exact scenario that was used is based on the plan view shown in Figure 6.2. The transmit 
antenna was located at a height of 27.3m above the ground with the antenna boresight 
aligned with the diffracting edge or reflecting face. The receive antennas were located at 
a height of 1.6m above the ground
Transmit
Antenna
Diffracting
Building
Reflecting
Building
D m facted
. Reflected
Direction Of 
Movement
building
CB
BC
diffraction
Figure 6.1: The simulation set-up Figure 6.2: Plan view of the simulation set­
up
The model of the building used for reflection and diffraction was simplified in order to 
make the simulation feasible. The relevant building faces were constructed from a series of 
screens as shown in Figure 6.3. As can be seen in the figure, the buildings were simplified 
to have only the most important walls included, this is a reasonable simplification as 
multiple diffraction or reflection is not considered in the ray-tracing tool. Figure 6.3 
does not show the roof, but this was included in the simulation as inclined panels. For 
the diffraction case, the transmitter was located at (0,0) in the xy  cartesian plane. The 
screens were assumed to be simple brick walls, described with associated properties: 
relative permittivity, =  7; and conductivity, a = lOmU. The ground was modelled 
with a relative permittivity £r = 3.9 and a conductivity, a = 80mU. It was also assumed 
that the ground had a standard deviation of surface roughness of 1cm.
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Figure 6.3: Modelling of the building (cour- Figure 6.4: Flow chart of the data process- 
tesy of M. Dottling) ing procedure
These simplified geometry environments were designed to demonstrate the potential for 
using the I-QHA as a diversity antenna and to validate the more detailed measurement 
campaign which follows in Chapter 7.
Two antennas were used in the simulation and experimental studies, a dual linear po­
larised patch and an I-QHA. The dual linear polarised patch had ISdBi boresight gain 
and a 40° half power beamwidth. The isolation between the two ports was in excess of 
25dB. The I-QHA had 0.5 turns, a diameter of 20.8mm and an axial length of 62.7mm 
(Figure 2.4), which corresponded to design I-QHA-05 in Chapter 5. The radiated electric 
fields of the elements of the I-QHA were determined from a simulation using NEC (as 
in the Chapter 5). The patch antenna was a commercial design from European Anten­
nas, therefore no design information was available to enable simulation of the electric 
field patterns. Consequently, the field patterns of the dual polarised patch antenna were 
determined experimentally in an anechoic chamber. In this case, elevation cuts every 
15° in azimuth were used, whereas the I-QHA had a finer precision with cuts every 5° 
in azimuth. The electric field patterns of these antennas were then used in the post 
processing of the simulation data.
6.5 Data Analysis
The ray tracing simulations were performed at Karlsruhe University and the output 
data files were then passed to the author for post processing. The processed results are 
included in the following sections. The outputs from the ray-tracing tool are a list of 
rays with associated path losses and phase delays. The post processing procedure can be
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seen in Figure 6.4.
Each ray has associated with it four polarisation combinations of path loss at each time 
step. These polarisation combinations are the paths from right and left hand CP transmit 
to right and left hand CP receive (i.e. R — R- > L ,  L —> R and L —> L). All of the 
polarisation combinations for a particular ray at a particular time-step had the same 
phase shift applied in the randomisation process.
For each ray at every time-step in the simulation, the four polarisation combination 
losses were converted from dB loss into voltage gain and then converted from circular 
combinations to circular-linear hybrid combinations (i.e RCP -> Eg, RCP —)■ LCP 
— E q and LCP —^
The rays were then weighting by antenna factors according to the direction of arrival 
of the ray. The antenna factors were in polarised complex form so as to include phase 
information for each direction and the polarisation of the antenna.
The antenna patterns used in the post processing were those discussed above and the 
antennas correspond to those used in the experimental set-up (Chapter 7), so comparisons 
may be made at a later stage. Each antenna has two three-dimensional complex patterns 
per element, one for the E q and the other for the E(j, component. The two linear polarised 
patterns of the antenna are oriented during the pattern measuring process to correspond 
to the two linear receive polarisations from the ray-tracing tool.
Once weighted by the antenna factor of corresponding polarisation for the element of 
interest, all of the incident rays are summed to create a total received voltage, which 
consists of both the Eg and E^ components. Since every element or antenna port has a 
different three dimensional antenna gain pattern, a received voltage is calculated for each 
port of the antenna (i.e. for the I-QHA there are four received voltages created from one 
set of rays, one for each port).
6.5 .1  D iversity  A nalysis
The mathematical analysis in this section is used both for the simulation and experimen­
tal data in Chapter 7, as the analysis is based on the complex voltage signals from each 
antenna element. There is no difference between a signal created experimentally and one 
that is computed from antenna factors and ray voltage gains.
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The diversity gain for the purposes of this thesis is defined relative to the performance 
of the CP antenna or the standard QHA configuration. It is not, as is usually the 
case, defined relative to the performance of a single element. Diversity gain results for 
the patch antenna and the I-QHA are treated independently in Sections 6.6.1 and 6.6.2 
respectively, however, most of the analysis is the same, except that the I-QHA has four 
branch diversity, while the patch only has two. The analysis methods for the I-QHA are 
presented here, while the majority of those for the patch are omitted to avoid repetition.
There are five different scenarios in which the data for the I-QHA is analysed. In the 
standard QHA case, the four data channels are phased in order to produce the SNR that 
would be received by a standard QHA, (a =  1, 6 =  —j, c = —1, d =  A j  in Figure 6.5). 
The other four scenarios are based on three diversity schemes: selection combining (SC); 
maximum ratio combining (MRC), both of which are calculated in the digital domain 
(Figure 6.6); and equal gain combining (EGC), which is implemented at RF before the 
receivers (Figure 6.5) [Sau99]. MRC weights are based on the noise power in the system, 
which is assumed in this analysis to come predominantly from the receivers or the system 
noise included in the simulation. Thus in order to compare diversity combiners with 
similar total power in the weighting factors, EGC was selected, which is also simpler to 
implement than MRC when only the combined output is available for monitoring. These 
diversity techniques are applied to all four elements of the I-QHA while MRC is also 
applied to just the two constituent bifilars^. The interest in this scheme is that the two 
bifilars could be combined within the antenna structure, thus requiring only two receivers 
rather than four, which may have a considerable impact on implementation costs and 
complexity.
Selection combining is chosen as the optimum condition for switched combining, as there 
is prior knowledge of the signal in this case. In any practical implementation, the perfor­
mance will fall short of the optimum selection combining, so results using this method 
will be a slight over estimation. This is the case for all of the diversity combiner imple­
mentations, since they all assume ideal lossless components for the values of the weights 
and the selection process.
The patch is analysed in four different ways; the first being being a standard circular 
polarised configuration (a =  1, 6 =  in a two element version of Figure 6.5), where
^A bifilar consists of two opposite elements of the I-QHA which are phased with a fixed 180* phase 
difference
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Figure 6.5: Weighting system at RF Figure 6.6: Weighting system in the
digital domain
a corresponds to the weight for the antenna element matched to E q and b corresponds 
to that matched to The value of b is not the standard —j  as would be expected for 
circular polarisation [Bal89]. The ports of the dual linear patch antenna do not have the 
same phase and it has been experimentally determined that a phase shift of 45“ is required 
for circular polarisation. A detailed description of how this value was determined can 
be found in Section 7.2.3. A different definition of the 0-axis means that the phase shift 
is +45“ rather than -45“, which is used in the measured data analysis. In both cases, it 
has been verified by examining the performance in a line-of-sight situation and taking 
the highest output configuration. The other three scenarios are again based on the three 
diversity schemes: SC and MRC in the digital domain; and EGC in the RF domain.
In the analysis that follows, a complex baseband representation of all signals is adopted. 
In computing the SNR for the standard QHA, the signal becomes the complex summation 
of the four signals with the correct phasing terms and the noise is either the combined 
computation and antenna measurement noise or, in the case of the experimental system, 
the system noise from one receiver.
In the standard QHA case, the instantaneous SNR, jq h a  ^ is given by
|(Ul - j V 2  -  V3 + M ) P
7QHA (6 .1)
where vi---V4  are the complex voltage signals from each of the four antenna elements 
The noise power per receiver, P„, is given by
E ( |n p )  E { |n ,p )
Pfl — — where i G [1 • • • 4] (6.2)
where E(-) denotes the expectation.
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In selection combining, at any instant in time the strongest of the signals is chosen as 
the output. Thus the SNR at the combiner output, jsc  is
_ |max(ui,U2,V3,V4)P 7sc — 2p  i )
The SNR, 7 for four elements with arbitrary weights in the digital domain (Figure 6.6) 
is
_  {avi + bv2  + cv3 + dv4 ){avi +fw2 +  +  dv^)* ,
^  E[(ani +  bu2 +  cn^ + dn4){ani +  bri2 +  cnz +  du4)*] 
where * denotes the complex conjugate.
Since (avi)* = (a*vf) and the noise on different channels is assumed to be completely 
uncorrelated, which is the conventional approach giving the most optimistic diversity 
gain results. Consequently, E (ning) =  0, with similar results for the other noise terms. 
For MRC it can be shown that the weights are a = b = ^  and similarly for the 
others [Hay96a], thus the SNR for MRC combining, jm r c  becomes
+  +  +  (6.5)
Combining the appropriate elements of the QHA into two bifilars and performing MRC
on these two bifilars yields
+  (6 .6)
Equal gain combining at RF follows the system model presented in Figure 6.5, with the 
weights chosen to ensure that the four signals are co-phased. The SNR at the combiner 
output is given in this case by
JE G C  = (I^ »i + i^ i^ + I"3| + ki)^ (6.7)
It is assumed in all of the analysis, when combining signals for the QHA, bifilar, or CP
patch antenna, that the antenna voltages are independent of simulation noise. The value 
of the system noise is irrelevant for the purposes of the analysis as the common factor 
of 2Pn in Equations (6.1), (6.3), (6.5) to (6.7) has been omitted from all of the results 
processing stages.
6.6 Results
In the results presented in this section, all of the cdf curves have been normalised to OdB, 
therefore different locations should not be directly compared in terms of received power
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levels. Also, in the plots of diversity measurements versus distance from a diffracting 
building, discrete distance points have been evaluated and the lines between points on 
the plots are for ease of visualisation only and may not necessarily indicate interpolated 
results.
It was seen in Chapter 5 that practical implementations of amplitude and phase shifting 
devices for the weights has very little impact on the amount of beam-steering gain avail­
able. It is therefore assumed, in all of the analysis in both this chapter and Chapter 7, 
that the weights are not limited in in any way and may take whatever complex value is 
desired for optimum response.
6.6.1 R esu lts  For T h e P atch  A n ten n a
This section presents some of the results for the patch in areas of diffraction or reflection. 
The dual linear polarised patch antenna has orthogonal polarisation, so the diversity in 
this case is attributable to only polarisation decorrelation.
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show example cdf curves for the received signals and diversity com­
bined signals for the dual polar patch. Figure 6.7 shows a diffracting environment, where 
the patch is located 5m from the diffracting building and is oriented at an angle of 45“ 
up from the horizon towards the building. Figure 6.8 shows the cdf curves for various 
diversity methods 5m from a reflecting building. The patch is oriented towards the re­
flecting building and elevated at an angle of 30“ from the horizon. It can be seen in both 
figures that, the signal that would have been received by an RCP patch is inferior to 
that obtained by performing any kind of diversity. The difference is more pronounced in 
the reflection environment (Figure 6.8) than the diffraction one (Figure 6.7) at the same 
distance.
It can be seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 that MRC or EGC produce significant diversity gain 
over a single linear polarised element or a circular polarised antenna. The diversity gain 
can be more clearly visualised in Figure 6.9, where the diversity gain over a standard 
RCP antenna is plotted as a function of distance from the diffracting building. The 
OdB line is the normalised SNR that is received by the theoretical RCP patch at the 1% 
probability level.
Figure 6.9 indicates that significant diversity gain is available when using EGC or MRC 
at locations close to the building. As the receive location gets further from the diffract-
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Figure 6.7: Cdf curves from the patch in a Figure 6.8: Cdf curves from the patch in a 
simulated diffraction environment simulated reflection environment
ing building, the performance of selection combining and MRC become inferior to the 
standard RCP antenna. As the distance from the building increases, the level of power 
in the two polarisations becomes more evenly matched. In selection combining only half 
of the available power is coupled into the receive system compared with the standard 
RCP configuration. For MRC, there are two receivers required and therefore two sources 
of noise are present, rather than the single one in the standard RCP configuration. This 
extra noise source has the effect of lowering the SNR. Defining diversity gain relative 
to the standard RCP conflguration of the patch antenna leads to this negative diversity 
gain. It can be seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 that the performance of the received Eg and 
E(f) components are significantly inferior to that of the RCP antenna (at least 5dB in 
Figure 6.7). If diversity gain was referenced to the performance of an individual channel, 
then it can be seen in both figures that none of the diversity schemes would produce 
negative diversity gain.
Figure 6.9 also shows a very low diversity gain at 5m from the diffracting building. It 
can be seen that all of the diversity combining methods produce low gain. One possible 
explanation is that the performance of the RCP configuration is slightly high at that 
probability level. In Figure 6.7 the cdf curves are not very smooth and perturbations 
of around 2dB can be seen on the curves. The net result of these perturbations can 
be the low diversity gain seen at that distance. One solution may be to run a number 
of simulations at distances that are more closely spaced, so that any erroneous results 
may be easily spotted. Another solution may be to include more sampling points as the 
mobile moves across the building. This should cause the statistics to be better and the 
curves smoother.
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Patch in a diffraction environment I-QHA in a simulated diffraction environment
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Figure 6.9: Diversity gain from the patch in Figure 6.10: Cdf curves from the I-QHA in 
a simulated diffraction environment a simulated diffraction environment
6.6.2 R esu lts  For T he I-Q H A
Section 6.6.1 showed significant diversity gain, of up to 8dB, for EGC in a diffraction envi­
ronment and a similar amount in the reflection one (Figure 6.8). It is now of considerable 
interest to examine the performance of the I-QHA in these same environments.
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show example cdf curves for the I-QHA in diffraction and reflection 
environments respectively. Figure 6.10 shows the I-QHA situated 2m from a diffracting 
building. Significant diversity gain over the standard QHA configuration, of almost 14dB, 
can be seen.
However, the refiection environment (Figure 6.11) is a completely different situation. 
Parallel cdf curves in this environment indicate that there is essentially no diversity gain 
achieved at all. This is in contrast to the diffraction environment (Figure 6.10), where
I-QHA 5m from a simulated reflecting buiiding Simulated I-QHA in a diffraction environment
-o - Standard QHA 
-o - MRC of 2  Bifilars 
Full Selection  
MRC of 4  E lem ents 
EGC at RF________
o- - o  standard QHA 
•— « Selection  Comb. 
»— » MRC of 4  Elem. 
o -  o  MRC of 2  Bifilars 
^ ^  EGC at RF_____ S  10
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-10
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Normalised 10iog ,g  (power )
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Figure 6.11: Cdf curves from the I-QHA in Figure 6.12: Diversity gain from the I-QHA 
a simulated reflection environment in a simulated diffraction environment
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the diversity combining methods produced curves that were steeper than the standard 
QHA configuration. The inferior performance of selection and MRC combing is due to 
the same reasons as were discussed in Section 6.6.1. The performance of MRC applied 
to the two bifilar configuration is better than that applied to all four elements. This 
is due to the presence of only two receivers (noise sources) rather than four. Figure 
6.11 indicates that the performance of the I-QHA as a diversity antenna in a reflection 
environment is very poor. The main reason for this is the strong line-of-sight component 
that exists in addition to the weaker multipath components. Therefore, the received 
signals on the elements of the I-QHA consist mainly of the line-of-sight component with 
very little decorrelation caused by the multipath component.
The diversity gain versus distance from the diffracting building is shown in Figure 6.12. 
Only approximate details of building heights, which the simulation environment was 
based on, were available. This resulted in a line-of-sight link between the transmitter 
and receive antenna being just established at around 40m from the diffracting building. 
Therefore this simulation has also been included in Figure 6.12.
Figure 6.12 indicates a reduction in diversity gain as the I-QHA is located further away 
from the diffracting building. This is expected, as close proximity to a building results 
in a higher decorrelation between the signals received by each element of the I-QHA. As 
the mobile is moved further away the multipath component reduces and the correlation 
between the received signals is increased. Finally, in a line-of-sight environment there is 
very little multipath and therefore minimal diversity gain is available.
A further influence on the diversity gain is the polarisation state of the received signal. 
Close to the building, the polarisation state is expected to be highly depolarised from the 
RCP transmit signal. In this area the I-QHA in standard QHA configuration will perform 
poorly. However, in line-of-sight areas, the polarisation state of the wave is expected to 
be close to the transmitted RCP state, therefore the standard QHA configuration will 
perform well in terms of polarisation matching.
6.7 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a ray-tracing technique that has been adapted to urban situ­
ations. The resulting data from the ray-tracing tool was used to analyse the performance 
of a dual linear polarised patch antenna and an I-QHA when used as diversity antennas.
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Different methods of diversity combining have been discussed and implemented with 
equal gain combining (EGC) at RF performing the best. Both antenna types have been 
found to produce significant diversity gain when located close to a diffracting building 
with the patch giving up to 8dB diversity gain and the I-QHA 14dB, at 2m from a 
diffracting building, using EGC. The patch antenna when oriented towards a reflecting 
building also has good diversity gain, around 8dB from EGC. The strong line-of-sight 
components received by the I-QHA elements mean that it does not perform well as a 
diversity antenna in reflecting environments.
The simulations were based on environments that were suitable for use in a measurement 
campaign, however the nature of the ray-tracing tool and the simplicity of the modelled 
geometry will undoubtedly mean that the performance of these two antennas in real 
environments will differ considerably from that presented in this chapter. However the 
performance of the patch and I-QHA in this chapter do indicate that there is signif­
icant diversity gain available in environments where there is not a strong line-of-sight 
component and analysis in real environments should give a more realistic approach to 
determining the performance of the I-QHA as a diversity antenna.
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Chapter 7
Analysis Of The I-QHA In A  
Depolarising Environment
7.1 Introduction
The simulations of the I-QHA and dual linear polarised patch antenna in Chapter 6 
have shown that significant diversity gain is available in areas where there is increased 
multipath due to refiection or diffraction. In fact, diversity gains of up to 14dB with 
respect to the standard QHA configuration were obtained for the I-QHA. The modelling 
of the buildings in Chapter 6 were very simplistic, and in practice the clutter on building 
roofs will add more multipath, that could potentially increase the diversity gain.
A narrowband measurement campaign was undertaken in order to study the amount of 
potential improvement in signal-to-noise ratio available in a number of real environments, 
exhibiting depolarisation and scattering, using the I-QHA as a diversity antenna. The 
campaign is described in Section 7.2 and the results obtained are presented in Section 7.4. 
A large proportion of this chapter is based on the published results for the I-QHA in the 
lEE Proceedings on Microwaves, Antennas and Propagation [LeaOOc] and those for the 
patch, which were published at the International Mobile Satellite Conference [Lea99b].
The main aims of the depolarisation measurement campaign are two fold. Firstly, there 
is the requirement to determine the effect of using the I-QHA as four independent helical 
elements in a diversity antenna system. The second aim is to measure the depolarisation 
phenomena in various environments with a view to providing data that can be used to
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model these environments. This information may then be used to either recalculate the 
link budget including polarisation losses or to form new requirements for the antenna 
on the mobile terminal such that it can minimise the polarisation mismatch loss in 
different environments. This chapter is dedicated to the measurement campaign, analysis 
of polarisation states and diversity analysis.
The calculated diversity gain, available from the I-QHA using different combining algo­
rithms, in both non-line-of-sight and line-of-sight environments is compared. When the 
four helical elements of the I-QHA are combined with the correct relative phase (0°, 90°, 
180° and 270° around the feed of the antenna), the standard cardioid pattern is obtained 
[Agi99a]. When the four elements are combined with variable weights, diversity combin­
ing is implemented and significant diversity gain may be achieved as shown in Chapter 
6. The form of diversity is a combination of polarisation and spatial diversity achieved 
with the elements separated by only fractions of a wavelength [Agi98].
The potential benefits of using various diversity schemes are shown along with some pos­
sible disadvantages in terms of received signal-to-noise-ratio in line-of-sight environments 
where there is little or no multipath and in terms of cost and complexity implications.
7.2 The Depolarisation M easurement Campaign
The set-up of the measurement campaign is described in detail in the following sections. 
The overall aim of the campaign was to record the received signals from the four ele­
ments of the I-QHA and from two orthogonal linear components of the received signal 
at a number of locations of various types, which represent a satellite communications 
environment. These locations, around the campus of The University of Surrey, involved 
areas of increased multipath due to the presence of trees, building edges and building 
surfaces. They represent the regions at the limit of coverage in mobile satellite systems, 
due to the low elevation angles, which offer the greatest potential for producing an in­
crease in satellite system availability. Some low multipath line-of-sight situations were 
also measured as references and to detail the transition from shadowed to line-of-sight 
situations.
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7.2.1 E quipm ent
The measurement system consisted of a fixed position transmitting antenna, two different 
receiving antennas with mobile receivers and a data acquisition and storage system. The 
overall system was of the form shown in Figure 7.1 with the receive antennas, receivers 
and data acquisition system forming a mobile system based on a hand pulled trolley.
y  Element 1 ^ ^
2.385GHz
Storage
E(|) Patch 0  
LO
Figure 7.1: Measurement equipment Figure 7.2: The quadrifilar 
helix receive antenna
The transmitting part of the system consisted of a carrier wave source at 2.385GHz with 
+31dBm output power. This was radiated via a right hand circular polarised patch 
antenna with 7dBic gain on boresight, a 3dB beamwidth of 80° and an axial ratio of 
better than 2dB over the main lobe. The choice of this particular frequency was that it 
lies close to the part of the radio spectrum that is allocated to the new terrestrial and 
satellite UMTS communication systems^ and was convenient for obtaining a test and 
development license from the Radio Communications Agency. The antenna was chosen 
to produce radiation as close as possible to the type of wave radiated by a satellite 
mounted antenna.
The transmit source and antenna were mounted on an adjustable mount placed on a 
hydraulic access platform. This stationary platform was then positioned at various loca­
tions, elevated to height of 27.3m above the ground, and the antenna boresight aligned 
with the building or tree line used in the measurement. More information on this can be 
found in Section 7.2.2.
i^n the UK 1885 to 2025MHz and 2100 to 2200MHz have currently been licensed for third generation 
systems
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As mentioned above there were two receive antennas, an I-QHA and a dual linear patch 
antenna. The I-QHA was a custom built printed QHA (Figure 7.2), with 0.5 turns, 
D = 20.8mm (0.17A) and Laxiai = 62.7mm (0.50A). It was an end-fire design (fed 
from the bottom) with left hand wound elements so that it exhibited right hand circular 
polarisation. The I-QHA was constructed from 2mm copper tracks printed on to a hollow 
cylinder of flexible Kapton material, which was 50//m thick with a dielectric constant of 
3.6. The dual polar antenna was a patch antenna with 13dBi boresight gain and a 40° 
half power beamwidth. The isolation between the two ports was in excess of 25dB. 
The I-QHA was mounted vertically on the receive station while the patch antenna was 
mounted on an adjustable mount so that the boresight could be aligned in elevation with 
that of the transmit antenna or the diffracting edge of the building (Figure 7.3). The 
patch was aligned such that the two orthogonal polarisations were aligned to the Ô and 
(f) components of the received signal.
The six received signals, four from the I-QHA and two from the dual polar patch antenna 
were fed into separate receivers, which filtered and mixed the frequency down to an IF 
of 8kHz. A common local oscillator was used to ensure phase coherence between all of 
the receivers, and a calibration process ensured amplitude and phase correlation between 
different receiver chains. The IF signals from the receivers were sampled simultaneously 
at a rate of 32kHz using parallel 16bit analogue-to-digital converters. The associated 
samples were then stored on a hard disk for subsequent off-line processing.
In addition to the six receive signals, pulses from a measuring wheel were also sampled. 
The measuring wheel produced pulses every 13.35mm, which with a carrier wavelength 
of 125.7mm means almost ten pulses per wavelength were stored.
All of the receive equipment, consisting of antennas, receivers, local oscillator, data acqui­
sition system and measuring wheel were mounted on a mobile trolley (Figure 7.3 which 
moved through the environments under investigation.
Subsequent off-line processing digitally mixed the stored data down to a complex base­
band representation, filtered and decimated it to IkS/s time-based data, which was a rate 
more than sufficient to represent the narrow fading band widths recorded. The stored trig­
ger pulses were used to sample this time-based data to produce position-based results, 
independent of mobile speed. This has the advantage of removing any effect caused by 
the variation in speed of the receiving platform during the measurement. Figure 7.4 
shows all of the measurement equipment configured for a diffraction measurement.
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Figure 7.3: The receive equipment
mnI 11
Figure 7.4: A diffraction measure­
ment set-up
7.2.2 L ocations
A number of different locations were chosen around the campus of the University of 
Surrey. These were chosen to represent a wide range of propagation mechanisms. They 
were: site 1, reflection from a building (B only in Figure 7.5); site 2, rooftop diffraction 
(A only in Figure 7.5); site 3, urban corridor scattering (A and B); site 4, line-of-sight 
reference (with neither A nor B present); site 5, back-scattering from trees (B only, where 
B is a line of trees in Figure 7.5); site 6, scattering from trees (A and B, where both 
were lines of trees). The locations were chosen such that the measured signal could be 
attributed only to one diffracting or reflecting object except in the case of the urban 
corridor scenario (site 3) which had both diffracted and reflected components of the 
received signal and scattering from trees (site 6) where there was a reflecting hedge of 
about 2m in height present.
Transmit 
^^tenna 
' Diffracting
Building
Reflecting
Building
iffracted
Reflected
Direction O f 
M ovement
Receive
Path
Rciiectitig
building
Diffractin
building
Figure 7.5: Measurement scenarios Figure 7.6: Plan view of the measurement 
paths
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Table 7.1: Measurement locations
Site Measurement
Type
Transmitter Location Receiver Location Photograph
1 Reflection Car park behind CB 
building
Car park behind CB 
building
Figure 7.7
2 Diffraction Between BB and CB 
buildings
Car park behind CB 
building
Figure 7.4
3a Urban corri­
dor
Between BB and CB 
buildings
Road between AB & 
BB buildings
Figure 7.10(a)
3b Urban corri­
dor
Between Library & 
AD buildings
Road between AD & 
AEB buildings
Figure 7.10(b)
4 Line-of-sight
reference
Perimeter road oppo­
site fleld
Field opposite PATS 
building
Figure 7.8
5 Back- 
scattering 
from trees
Outside sports hall 
(SH)
Car park 1 boundary 
hedge
Figure 7.11
6 Scattering 
through trees
Outside AY building Lakeside car park Figure 7.12
The different measured sites and locations of the transmitter and receiver locations are 
described in Table 7.1 and are marked in Figure 7.9.
R eflecting
B uilding
Transmit
source
R eceiv ing
~^^ ~TPlafl‘orm
Figure 7.7: Site 1: Building reflection Figure 7.8: Site 4: Line-of-sight
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•  Transmit Location  
  R ece ive Run Site 4 S ite 1 Site 2
Site 3a
Site 6
U niversity  o f  S u rre y
Figure 7.9: Map of measurement locations
iffractin
Building
(a) Site 3a (b) Site 3b
Figure 7.10: Site 3: Urban corridor environments
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Transmit
Location
Dittracting
Trees
Receiver
Figure 7.11: Site 5: Back-scattering Figure 7.12: Site 6: Scattering through trees
from trees
At all of the measurement locations, the mobile receiver station, consisting of the anten­
nas, receivers, data acquisition system and the wheel for producing trigger pulses was 
moved along a path parallel with the scattering object (Figure 7.6). Parallel measure­
ment routes were made at various distances from the diffracting or reflecting building or 
line of trees at all of the locations. In all cases the transmit antenna was elevated at least 
27.3m above the ground and the boresight aligned with the diffracting edge or reflecting 
face.
The distances from the buildings or trees for the measurements were chosen according to 
the surrounding objects and ground layout. Wherever possible, the distance between runs 
was kept constant at 3m or 5m. At all the sites, the length of the measurement runs was 
made as long as possible but they often varied in length due to the surrounding landscape 
(i.e positions of fences and flower beds etc.). Different locations differ in measurement 
length for similar reasons.
7.2.3 Equipment Calibration
A calibration procedure was performed so that any differences in the individual receivers 
and data acquisition channels could be removed. A common signal was fed directly into 
the cables that connect the antenna ports to the receiver front ends, using a calibrated 
power divider. A data file was then recorded on the data acquisition system. As the 
signal into each receiver was identical, then the acquired sample flies for each receiver 
could be used to normalise the magnitude and phase of each channel, so that they all gave 
the same response. Small gain offsets and phase rotations were applied to the channels 
to perform this normalisation process. This correction was then applied to all of the 
measurement data as part of the post processing described in the following section.
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After calibration, differences in the gain and phase of the measured data are only due to 
the propagation effects that were being measured, or the actual antennas and connectors 
themselves which were not included in the calibration process. However, it was assumed 
that the antennas and connectors were identical.
The design of the dual polar patch antenna results in a square antenna with feed ports 
placed on the back. These ports are not in the same place relative to the centre of the 
antenna, which introduce a phase shift on one polarisation relative to the other. As it 
is necessary to recreate circular polarisation from the two linear components in the post 
processing stage described in Section 7.2.4, the value of this phase offset is required. In 
order to determine this offset, the circular polarised transmit antenna and the dual polar 
patch antenna were set up in an anechoic chamber as in Figure 7.13. With no phase 
offset between the two ports of the dual polar patch antenna, then as the circular patch 
antenna had a good axial ratio (better than 2dB over the main lobe), a 90° phase shift 
would be needed to be inserted into the path from port B relative to that of port A for the 
two antennas to be polarisation matched giving maximum received signal, or minimum 
loss.
Link gain versus frequency of operation
Port A: %
R C P
W a v e
3dB Power 
Split
Port B:
To Network 
Analyser
Trombone
Line
2.-10
-20
-2 5
Gain at 2.385G l|lz -1 .173dB
-3 0
2.2 2.4
Frequency (GHz)
2.6
Figure 7.13: Patch calibration procedure Figure 7.14: Normalised path loss for opti­
mum RCP patch reception
The length of the trombone line in Figure 7.13 was adjusted for maximum received signal 
(Figure 7.14). The phases in the two paths from ports A and B were then measured and 
the phase difference computed. As there were many more wavelengths of path length in 
the trombone line, the gain peaks at multiple frequencies across the band in Figure 7.14. 
After taking a number of measurements and averaging, it was found that if the path 
from port A has a phase of 0° at 2.385GHz then that of the path from B needs to have 
a phase of -45°. Port A of the patch corresponds to the E q component and port B the
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E(j) component of the received signal. According to Balanis [Bal89] right hand circular 
polarisation is
Ercp = Eq -  jE(j, (7.1)
The patch however requires
Ercp = Ee + E4,e-i^^' (7.2)
Ultimately, the exact value of the phase difference is not that critical. As the patch 
moves away from the optimum polarisation match the received signal level becomes 
lower. Adjusting the trombone line length, to give the received signal IdB below the 
optimum, gives phase values for path B of -96° and +8° for adjusting the phase either 
side of the optimum. Therefore a few degrees error in either direction makes very little 
difference to the recombined RCP signal level.
7.2 .4  A n alysis  M eth od s
The diversity gain results for the dual polar patch antenna and the I-QHA are treated 
independently in Sections 7.4.1 and 7.4.2 respectively. The presented results from the 
patch are limited and are chosen to show key results, whilst the analysis for the I-QHA 
is presented in more detail as this was the focus of the measurement campaign. The 
analysis is the same as that for the simulated scenarios and is detailed in Section 6.5.1 
so is not repeated here.
The results presented in the following sections are primarily based on the comparison 
between cumulative distribution functions (cdfs) of the probability of receiving a signal- 
to-noise ratio less than the abscissa in the different environments and scenarios. The
diversity gain is defined as the difference in the cdf curves relative to the CP patch or
the standard QHA configuration at the 1% probability level.
It is assumed in all of the analysis that, when combining signals for the simulation of the 
QHA, bifilar, or CP patch antenna that the received signal voltages from the measure­
ments are independent of measurement system noise, due to the received signals having 
a large SNR. This was determined by close examination of the received signal relative to 
the level of the noise floor of the receiver system, assuming that the contributing noise 
of the system comes predominantly from the receiver chains.
In the results that follow, the cdf curves have been normalised to OdB, therefore different 
locations should not be directly compared in terms of received power levels. It is also
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necessary to be aware that in the plots of diversity gain versus distance, the measure­
ments were taken at discrete points, indicated by a marker, and the lines are included 
to aid visualisation, therefore interpolated diversity gains between the points may not 
necessarily be accurate as the line may appear to indicate.
It was seen in Chapter 5 that practical implementations of amplitude and phase shifting 
devices for the weights had very little impact on the amount of beam-steering gain avail­
able. It is therefore assumed in this chapter, as in Chapter 6, that in all of the analysis 
the weights are not limited in any way and may take whatever complex value is desired 
for optimum response.
7.3 Analysis Of Polarisation States
In Chapter 6, significant diversity gain was established by using the elements of the I- 
QHA and dual polarised patch as branches of diversity antennas. This gain improvement 
was a combination of diversity gain and polarisation matching. It has already been 
seen in Chapter 4 that the polarisation state of a wave may be made up of completely 
polarised and unpolarised components. The diversity gain enhancement utilises some of 
the unpolarised component in the wave, while the polarisation matching improvement 
comes from an increased polarisation efficiency between the receiving antenna (the I-QHA 
in this case) and the incident wave.
The results from the received signals from the dual polarised patch antenna may be used 
to determine the Stokes vector description of the environment, based on some assump­
tions. Firstly, the dual polar patch antenna is assumed to be a perfect antenna with 
normalised Stokes gain parameters for each port
ao p ^  =  [1100]  (7.3)
The normalised Stokes gain vector for the dual polarised patch antenna, ao p , in (7.3) 
indicates that for each port all of the polarised wave radiated on boresight from the 
antenna is completely polarised in the HP or VP direction. The antenna is also assumed 
to be perfectly polarised, such that the port oriented in the 6 direction has no cross-polar 
component in the (f) direction and vice versa. This assumption is reasonable considering 
the 25dB isolation and cross-polar discrimination that the patch is specified as having.
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The received signals from the two ports of the dual polarised patch antenna therefore 
correspond to Eg and E(p. However it was noted in (7.2) that a phase shift of -45°, applied 
to the ( f ) field component, was required for RCP. It is therefore necessary to apply +45° 
phase shift, in order to correctly phase the two components, before commencing analysis 
of the Stokes parameters. Therefore, converting the field definitions to Ex and Ey, as 
used in Chapter 4.
■E, (7.4)
The Stokes parameters are then calculated according to (4.11) where the expectation is 
calculated over the entire measurement run. Figure 7.15 shows the degree of polarisation, 
calculated according to (4.16), versus distance from a diffracting building (Site 2).
Top Elevation Side Elevation
Ey  —
Degree of polarisation in a diffraction environment
0,9
=  0.7
00.6
Front Elevation
0.4
0.2
18
Distance from object (m)
3D View
Figure 7.15: Degree of polarisation in a Figure 7.16: Poincaré representation of po-
diffracting environment larisation states
The polarisation states associated with these various distances from the diffracting build­
ing are plotted on the Poincaré Sphere in Figure 7.16. The red lines show the polarisation 
state, while the markers show the partially polarised wave state. Top, front and side pro­
jections are also shown for clarity of visualisation. The different markers correspond to 
the different distances and are the same as those shown in Figure 7.15.
It can be seen in Figure 7.16 that the polarisation states are predominantly right hand 
polarised, although the state with the lowest degree of polarisation (at 2m) has a polarised 
component that is almost horizontal linear.
Similar plots can be obtained for the ray-tracing results of Chapter 6. During the phase 
randomisation process, all four polarised path losses were randomised with the same phase
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value at every time-step, thus maintaining the phase differences between the different 
polarised rays. If the receive antenna is assumed to be a polarised isotropic antenna, 
i.e. one that is matched to the Eg component and the other to the E^ component, then 
the average Stokes parameters for the entire environment may be obtained. In this case 
there is no applied phase difference between the two antenna ports and
hlx =  E(j)
Ey = —E q (7.5)
The Stokes parameters are then calculated as before, according to (4.11) where the ex­
pectation is calculated over the entire measurement run. Figure 7.17 shows the degree of 
polarisation, calculated according to (4.16), versus distance from the simulated diffracting 
building.
Top Elevation
Degree of polarisation in a diffraction environment
0.9
T) 0.1
° 0.6 Front Elevation
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0 .4
0 .3
40
D istance from object (m)
3 0  View
Figure 7.17: Degree of polarisation is a sim- Figure 7.18: Poincaré representation of sim­
ulated diffraction environment ulated polarisation states
The associated polarisation states are plotted on the Poincare Sphere in Figure 7.18. 
It can be seen that, once again, the polarisation states are predominantly right hand 
polarised, with depolarisation tending to be towards horizontal linear. This is expected, 
as diffraction from a horizontal edge gives rise to an electric field that is stronger in the 
horizontal rather than vertical direction [Sau99]. The closer to the building, the stronger 
the shadowing caused by the building and the closer to horizontal linear polarisation the 
state is.
It can be seen from Figures 7.15 and 7.17 that the degree of polarisation is similar for 
the isotropic antenna and the measured patch antenna. Also comparing Figures 7.16 and
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7.18, the range of depolarisation states can be seen to be similar in both cases, giving 
confidence to the assumptions made regarding the patch.
Obviously, the results presented in this section are based on several assumptions, and as 
such are intended to give an indication of the depolarisation from RCP and the amount 
of random polarisation that has been introduced. The change in polarisation state and 
the conversion of polarised waves to unpolarised waves, in the diffracting environment, 
suggest that there may be significant diversity gain available in these environments. The 
diversity gain from the patch and the I-QHA are analysed in Section 7.4.
7.4 Analysis Of Diversity Performance
7.4.1 A nalysis For T he P atch  A ntenn a
This section presents some of the results for the patch in areas of diffraction and/or 
reflection. The dual polar patch antenna is orthogonally polarised, so the diversity in 
this case is attributable to only polarisation decorrelation.
Figures 7.19 and 7.20 show example cdf curves for the received signals and diversity 
combined signals for the dual polar patch. Figure 7.19 is for site 1, where the patch is 
oriented towards the reflecting building and elevated at an angle of 30° and Figure 7.20 
is for site 2, where the patch is oriented at an angle of 45° towards the diffracting edge of 
the building. It can be seen in both figures that the signal that would be received by an 
RCP patch is significantly inferior to that obtained by performing any kind of diversity.
Site 1 : Patch 5m from a reflecting building Site 2: Patch 2m from a diffracting building
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^  E* Com ponent 
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Figure 7.19: Cdf of patch at Site 1: Refiec- Figure 7.20: Cdf of patch at Site 2: Diffrac­
tion tion
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Figure 7.21: Patch diversity gain at Site 1: Figure 7.22: Patch diversity gain at Site 2:
Reflection Diffraction
It can be seen from Figures 7.19 and 7.20 that MRC or EGC produce signiflcant diversity 
gain over a single linear polarised element or a circular polarised antenna. This can be 
more clearly seen in Figures 7.21 to 7.23 where the diversity gain over a standard RCP 
patch antenna is plotted as a function of distance from the reflecting or diffracting object. 
The OdB line on the plots is the normalised SNR that is received by the theoretical RCP 
patch at the 1% probability level.
Figure 7.21 shows the diversity gain over an RCP patch at site 1, with the patch ori­
ented towards the reflecting building, again with its boresight elevated to a 30° elevation. 
There is a signiflcant amount of left hand circular polarised signal at the receive antenna, 
indicated by the level of the signal from an LCP antenna relative to that from its RCP 
counterpart. For all distances from the reflecting building the level of LCP is at most 
2dB below the RCP and at 5m from the reflecting building, the received wave has a 
polarisation state that has a greater LCP component than RCP. These results indicate 
that there is a very signiflcant amount of depolarisation from RCP transmit to a more 
elliptical state in this environment. It is clear, that when both RCP and LCP anten­
nas receive similar amounts of power, that there is a signiflcant amount of polarisation 
mismatch between the polarisation state of the incident wave and that of the receive 
antenna. Matching the polarisation state of the receive antenna to that of the incom­
ing wave will provide a significant improvement in the received SNR regardless of the 
diversity combining method utilised.
The amount of depolarisation is shown more clearly in Figure 7.22, where the amount 
of received LCP relative to RCP decreases as the distance from the diffracting building
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Figure 7.23: Patch diversity gain at Site 5: Figure 7.24: Cdf of I-QHA at Site 4: Line- 
Back-scattering from trees of-sight
increases. Figure 7.22 shows the diversity gain for site 2 (a diffracting building), with 
the patch boresight set to 45° elevation. At site 2, line-of-sight between the transmit 
and receive antennas was just established at 14m from the building. It can therefore be 
seen that, as the receiver moves further from the building, the polarisation state becomes 
less depolarised resulting in reasonable performance from a standard RCP antenna. The 
further from the building that the receiver is placed, the less the diversity gain is. This 
is also due to the reducing depolarisation. Essentially, as the receiver moves into line-of- 
sight with the transmitter, the correlation between the elements increases and therefore 
less diversity gain is available. Between 8m and 10m from the building, the diversity gain 
from SC and MRC becomes negative, this is due to the extra system noise produced by 
the extra receivers and is explained more fully in Section 7.4.2.
Figure 7.23 shows the diversity gain versus distance for site 5 (back-scattering from trees). 
The patch is oriented at 30° elevation. At this site, there is a large LCP component 
in the receiver incident wave. For all of the measured distances from the scattering 
trees, the LCP antenna has more power than the RCP one, again indicating significant 
depolarisation of the RCP transmit signal. As in site 1 (refiection from a building), there 
is significant diversity gain from the diversity combiners, with EGC producing up to 
12dB at most distances, indicating significant benefit from utilising diversity techniques.
It is clear from the above analysis that there is significant decorrelation and depolarisation 
in all of the sites, which should result in the I-QHA having large diversity gains as well. 
Neither of the urban corridor sites have been examined in this section since for the patch.
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which is a directive antenna, these cases appear similar to the diffraction or reflection 
environments that have been presented.
7.4 .2  A n alysis For T he I-Q H A
Figures 7.24 to 7.26 show typical cdf plots for three of the selected sites for the I-QHA. 
Figure 7.24 shows the performance of the I-QHA in a line-of-sight environment. In this 
situation, the cdf curves are essentially all parallel, indicating that there is no true diver­
sity gain. The separations between the curves are simple power gains or losses in terms of 
the signal-to-noise ratios. EGC exhibits very little gain over the standard QHA configu­
ration, approximately 0.5dB at most fade probabilities, indicating that there is very little 
decorrelation between the elements of the I-QHA. The other forms of diversity combiner 
exhibit similar trends, but perform worse than than the standard QHA configuration.
Noise sources are the main reason for the performance degradation in the diversity com­
biners. Taking MRC as an example, it utilises four receivers and thus, there are four 
sources of noise in the system. The noise in the system is assumed to come predomi­
nantly from the receiver chains, therefore, the system noise is raised by 6dB. The benefit 
of combining the four signals, which are highly correlated, is not very great and the im­
provement in signal is overweighed by the increase in noise power, which has the effect 
of reducing the SNR. MRC of four elements performs approximately 5dB worse than the 
standard QHA, while MRC of the two bifilar configuration has only two receivers and is 
therefore only approximately 2.5dB worse.
Selection combining utilises the signal on one branch only, and therefore, only couples 
on average a quarter of the signal power (-6dB) into the receive system, assuming that 
the branches have equal mean power. The polarisation state of a single element of the 
I-QHA is not necessarily circular polarised, it is the combination of the four element 
patterns with the associated 90° phase that produces the RCP, therefore there is also 
a polarisation mismatch between the transmit antenna and one element of the I-QHA. 
This further degrades the performance of selection combining, relative to the standard 
QHA configuration. In Figure 7.24, this degradation is in the order of 8dB.
Figure 7.25 shows an example cdf from site 1, where there is a wall reflection present. 
Diversity is clearly evident in this situation as the diversity curves are steeper than 
the standard QHA one, which is an indication of diversity. Nevertheless, all of the
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Figure 7.25: Cdf of I-QHA at Site 1: Reflec- Figure 7.26: Cdf of I-QHA at Site 2: 
tion Diffraction
diversity configurations apart from EGC produce performance degradation down to the 
1% probability of a fade. The basic reason for this is the presence of the strong line- 
of-sight component, which is not depolarised along with the refiected component, which 
based on the patch results in Section 7.4.1, is strongly depolarised.
In the diffraction environment of site 2 (Figure 7.26), however, the decorrelation between 
the elements of the I-QHA is very significant. All of the diversity combiners produce gain 
over the standard QHA configuration, with MRC yielding 8dB improvement at the 1% 
probability level and EGC 13.5dB.
Although the diffraction case produces significant diversity gain from the I-QHA, it is 
not as much as the theoretical maximum. Figure 7.27 shows the cdf curves from four 
completely uncorrelated Rayleigh channels with equal mean power. The diversity curves
Site 1: I-QHA in a  reflection environmenti-QHA data for four Rayleigh channels
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Figure 7.27: Cdf curves produced by four Figure 7.28: I-QHA diversity gain at Site 1: 
independent Rayleigh channels Building reflection
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are compared in this case to that from a single element and the four Rayleigh channels 
combined with the fixed 90° phase differences for a standard QHA configuration. Figure
7.27 indicates that EGC combining has around 19dB of diversity gain at the 1% proba­
bility level. Again, the trends of diversity gain are more easily visualised by plotting the 
diversity gain over a standard QHA configuration versus distance from the diffracting or 
reflecting objects.
Figure 7.28 shows the diversity gain for a reflecting building (site 1). In contrast to 
the diversity gain for the patch (Figure 7.21), the more uniform azimuth pattern of the 
I-QHA means that significant line-of-sight components are received in addition to the 
depolarised, refiected ones. This results in a little diversity gain for EGC (around 3dB) 
but the other diversity combiners produce inferior SNRs compared to the standard QHA 
configuration at all distances from the building except 5m. It is possible that at 5m from 
the reflecting building the performance of the standard QHA cdf is poorer than expected, 
thus improving the diversity gain of all of the combining methods. Further measurements 
at distances close to 5m would be required to determine whether this high diversity gain 
is just an erroneous result. Unfortunately this extra data is not available. Similar low 
diversity gain results are also seen at site 5, where there is back-scattering from a line of 
trees only.
Diffraction from a building at site 2 shows a similar trend of diversity gain versus distance 
from the building for the I-QHA (Figure 7.29) as for the patch (Figure 7.22). MRC of 
four elements and two bifilars produce diversity gain for a large proportion of the shadow 
region. As the receive antenna moves further than 10m from the building, MRC starts
Site 2 ; I-QHA in a  diffraction environment Site 6 : I-Q HA in a tree diffraction environment
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Figure 7.29: I-QHA diversity gain at Site 2: Figure 7.30: I-QHA diversity gain at Site 6:
Building diffraction Scattering from trees
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to have a detrimental effect on the system performance, as the increase in signal level 
over the standard QHA configuration becomes smaller than the increased noise from 
the extra receivers. MRC of two bifilars performs well in comparison, with only two 
receivers required. The complexity and expense of the receiver would be significantly 
reduced but with a cost in deep shadow of about IdB, however, there is a benefit in low 
shadow, high correlation areas, of 2dB relative to the full four branch version. Selection 
combining seems to perform poorly at most levels of shadowing with a maximum of 
5dB diversity gain over the QHA configuration in very deep shadow. EGC is never 
detrimental to system performance and can exhibit a very significant 13.5dB when there 
is deep shadow.
The diversity gain available in an environment where there is significant scattering caused 
by trees (Figure 7.30) is a reasonable 7 or 8dB across the range of distances, indicating 
that there is considerable multipath and thus decorrelation between branches of the I- 
QHA. In this environment, MRC of two bifilars performs better than MRC of all four 
elements, once again due to the limited signal improvement relative to the increased noise 
from the extra receivers. Once again, selection combining performs poorly with a worse 
response than the standard QHA configuration.
Unlike site 2 (Figure 7.29), the degree of shadowing does not change with distance from 
the trees, due probably to two factors. Firstly, the trees are more transparent to RF 
than the building therefore the signal is affected more by scattering caused by foliage 
and branches than diffraction caused by rooftops. Secondly, although low (2m) the far 
line of trees may cause a degree of back-scattering in addition, causing a constant level 
of multipath. This can also be seen in the urban corridor environments of Figure 7.31.
The diversity performance of the I-QHA versus distance from the diffracting building 
(building A in Figure 7.5) in urban corridor environments is shown in Figure 7.31. The 
building faces in site 3a (Figure 7.31(a)) are separated by 11m whilst in site 3b (Figure 
7.31(b)) they are separated by 15m. Both sites 3a and 3b show that EGC produces 
diversity gain over the standard QHA configuration of 13 to 14dB. MRG of four elements 
performs better than MRG of the two bifilars by 2 or 3dB in both locations, however, 
MRC of two bifilars is constant at 7dB diversity gain at both locations. Selection and 
MRC of four elements have approximately 2dB less diversity gain in site 3a than site 
3b. Both sites essentially have diversity gain that is independent of position in the 
environment, due to the high degree of multipath and scattering of the received signals.
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Figure 7.31: I-QHA diversity gain at Site 3: Urban Corridors 
There was no line-of-sight component at either of the locations.
Apart from the small differences just mentioned, the two urban corridor sites show con­
sistency in the values of obtained diversity gain. Figures 7.31(a) and 7.31(b) both have 
the diversity gain at some distances calculated from more than one measurement run, 
showing the degree of repeatability of the diversity gain calculations. Variations of about 
IdB can be seen which is reasonable considering that diversity calculations are based on 
three and a half to four thousand position-based samples.
Figures 7.28 to 7.31 show the potential benefits of using the different diversity techniques 
applied to the branches of the I-QHA.
MRC has been shown to give varying amounts of diversity gain depending on the envi­
ronment and amount of multipath and shadowing. However, when the environment is 
close to a line-of-sight situation, there is a performance degradation relative to the stan­
dard QHA configuration of up to 5dB caused by this diversity method. This performance 
degradation may be an acceptable penalty for the benefits of 8 to lOdB in areas of deep 
shadow. This is an issue that is likely to be system specific. MRC of two bifilars may 
be a good compromise when compared to the four branch alternative. The maximum 
diversity gain is around 2dB less than that for the four branch version in deep shadow, 
but in other environments (site 6), two bifilar MRC performs better than the four branch 
version. In areas where there is little or no multipath or scattering, two bifilar MRC has 
less of a performance degradation compared to the standard QHA configuration (2dB
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as opposed to 4dB). There is also a significant saving of only having two receivers in 
terms of cost, weight, size and power consumption and consequently battery life, making 
it more attractive to terminal manufacturers for implementation in their handsets.
The benefits of using EGC applied at RF can clearly be seen in Figures 7.28 to 7.31, 
with diversity gains of up to 14dB available in environments where there is a high degree 
of depolarisation and multipath components in the received signal. There are however, 
benefits and penalties associated with implementing this diversity method. There is only 
one receiver required, which is beneficial to the manufacturers in a similar vein to the two 
branch MRC diversity above. The penalty however, is the complexity of implementing 
this method. As discussed in Section 2.5.2, the implementation of EGC at RF requires 
an adaptive algorithm in order to determine the values of the weights, and then requires 
variable phase shifters operating at RF. It should be possible however, to implement the 
algorithm on the existing DSP of the handset as the required code is not that complex.
Selection combining in most of the environments examined did not perform well. There 
was often a performance degradation, even when there was a significant amount of mul­
tipath. The only benefit of selection combining is its simplicity of implementation, as­
suming it is implemented as switched combining. It only requires a single receiver and 
there are no algorithms of variable RF components to implement, only an RF switch.
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 show the diversity parameters calculated for an area of deep shadow 
and line-of-sight respectively (site 2 at 2m and 16.5m from the diffracting building). The 
mean powers on the branches and the correlation coefficients between the branches are 
presented [Hay96a]. The correlation parameters are calculated from approximately three 
thousand position-based samples.
The mean signal powers on the branches indicate that, at both distances from the diffract­
ing building there appears to be a higher mean power on element 1 than on the others. 
This is always the case for both the diffracting and reflecting environment. However, in 
the urban corridor environments, element 1 did not always have the highest mean power.
Measurement runs were made with the mobile receive platform moving in both directions 
across the front of the buildings and tree lines. Figure 7.32 shows the mean power of 
elements versus distance from the diffracting building at site 2. The mean power on 
elements 2 and 4 can be seen to swap with the direction of travel of the receive platform, 
but the mean power on elements 1 and 3 remains the same.
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Table 7.2: Example diversity parameters averaged over the run for a region of deep 
shadow (Site 2 at 2m from the diffracting building)
Mean signal power 
difference (dB)
Ell & 1 Ell & 2 Ell & 3 E11&4
Element 1 0 -2.6 -2.2 -3.3
Correlation coeffi­
cient matrix
El 1 El 2 El 3 E15
Element 1 1.00 0.13 0.75 0.14
Element2 0.13 1.00 0.17 0.76
Element3 0.75 0.17 1.00 0.20
Element4 0.14 0.75 0.20 1.00
These differences in mean power can be attributed to the far-field radiation pattern of 
a single element of the I-QHA (Figure 7.33). The radiated power is not uniform for 
each element and only the combination of all four with the appropriate 90° phasing 
makes up the hemispherical pattern of the standard QHA pattern. Figure 7.33 shows an 
elevation cut of the normalised radiated power pattern of a single I-QHA element, where 
0° corresponds to the zenith and ±90° to the horizon. At an angle of 60°, it can be seen
Table 7.3: Example diversity parameters averaged over the run for a LOS region (Site 2 
at 16.5m from the diffracting building)
Mean signal power 
difference (dB)
Ell & 1 Ell & 2 Ell & 3 Ell & 4
Element 1 0 -10.3 -2.4 -3.6
Correlation coefla- 
cient matrix
El 1 El 2 El 3 E15
Element 1 1.00 0.77 0.98 0.94
Element2 0.77 1.00 0.84 0.91
Element3 0.98 0.84 1.00 0.96
Element4 0.94 0.91 0.96 1.00
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that there is approximately a 5dB difference in pattern gain depending on whether the 
transmitter is located at -+-60° or —60°. Due to the rotational symmetry of the I-QHA, 
the opposite element will have a power gain pattern that is rotated 180° in azimuth. In 
the near line-of-sight situation (Table 7.3), there are few signal paths and they are much 
more direct. The mean power differences between elements in this situation are greater 
than in the deeply shadowed case (Table 7.2), where the signal paths are greatly scattered 
and more numerous, so the orientation of the elements with respect to the transmitter is 
less significant.
Table 7.3 indicates, as expected, that the correlation coefficient between elements in a 
line-of-sight environment are higher than those in an area of deep shadow (Table 7.2). 
The line-of-sight environments yield correlation coefficients around 0.7 to 0.9, while in 
the heavily shadowed area they are mostly below 0.2 apart from two at 0.75. These 
values of correlation coefficients are similar to those found by Beach et al. using two 
circular polarised patch antennas spaced half a wavelength apart [BeaSQ]. They found 
correlation coefficients around 0.6 and 0.1 for predominantly line-of-sight and multipath 
environments respectively. The values of correlation between elements of the I-QHA 
indicate that significantly uncorrelated branches may be obtained using elements that 
are spaced approximately A/10 apart, but utilise pattern diversity as well.
Tables 7.2 and 7.3 both indicate an important results in their correlation coefficients, 
although it is a little clearer in Table 7.2. The measured correlation between elements 
1 and 3 and 2 and 4 are considerably higher than between the other pairs, correlation 
coefficients of 0.75 as opposed to less than 0.2 in the deeply shadowed region. These highly 
correlated pairs correspond to the two halves of a bifilar, although there are no direct
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Figure 7.34: Probability of encountering a fade in a diffraction environment (site 2)
connections between them with the design of I-QHA utilised in these measurements. This 
result motivates the method of performing MRC on the two bifilars, where most of the 
potential diversity gain is obtained by using a fixed (180°) combination of the correlated 
elements and performing MRC on the uncorrelated ones.
Another real indication of the benefits of utilising the I-QHA as a diversity antenna 
is shown in Figure 7.34. The plot shows the probability of a signal fade below a pre­
determined threshold, which corresponds to approximately 25dB excess loss over the 
line-of-sight situation. The probability of 11.5% for a standard QHA in deep shadow is 
reduced to around 0.2% using EGC. MRC applied to all four elements or just the two 
constituent bifilars yields similar probabilities of 5%.
The correlation effects of the bifilar give further backing to the results shown in Figures
7.28 to 7.31, whereby the diversity gain available from performing MRC on the two 
bifilars is almost as high (or higher in some environments) as utilising the elements of the 
I-QHA as four branches for MRC. Figure 7.34 also shows considerable similarity between 
both MRC results in terms of the probability of fade.
The optimum choice of diversity combining scheme is likely to depend on the specific 
application. The link budget and fade margin of each system need to be used in con­
junction with the results in this chapter to find the most suitable trade-off in terms of 
all of the important system parameters. It is clear however, that EGC performed at RF 
has the best performance, and that performing MRC on two bifilars is likely to be the 
preferred method if implementing MRC in the digital domain.
It is felt that the two bifilar diversity method is a key result. A patent on the I-QHA
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incorporating the use of some elements of the I-QHA being combined with a fixed phase 
has been filed [Lea99a].
7.5 Comparison Between Simulation And M easurement R e­
sults
Chapter 6 presented analysis, via simulation, of the diversity performance of the dual 
linear polarised patch antenna and the I-QHA. Although the simulations were noted to 
be somewhat simplistic in the modelling of the buildings and ground, it is still of interest 
to see how closely these simplistic simulations agree with the measured results in terms 
of diversity gain.
If the simulations and measurements agree reasonably well, then this supports the idea 
of allowing analysis based on simulation to be used to describe an environment and then 
utilising these results to determine the performance of the antenna analysis as discussed 
in Chapter 4.
Figures 7.35, 7.36, and 7.37 show cdf curves for the patch antenna in diffraction and 
reflection environments and the I-QHA in a dififaction environment. The only simulated 
reflection data is one example at 5m from the building. As this distance may correspond 
to an erroneous result for the I-QHA analysis, the cdfs are not compared at this distance. 
In all of the cdf comparisons, the sets of curves have been offset so that the two RCP or 
standard QHA curves are aligned.
Figure 7.35 shows good agreement between the cdfs produced by the measured (solid 
lines) and simulated (dashed lines) data. The comparison is for the diffraction case, 2m 
from the building. All of the cdf slopes are almost the same with a 2dB difference in the 
Be component. The measured results produce around 2dB more diversity gain in all of 
the combining methods.
Figure 7.36 shows the patch 5m from a refiecting building. In this case the measured data 
seems to have cdfs for the diversity combiners that are slightly steeper than the simulated 
counterparts. This means that at the 1% probability level, the simulations exhibit more 
diversity gain. Another interesting point from the plot is that the E q and E(f, components 
seem to be inverted between the two data sets. The differences here are only around 2dB, 
which is small given the differences between the real and simulated environment. One
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important implication in the reflection environment is the configuration of the reflecting 
wall. In the simulation this was modelled as a brick wall, however in reality it consists of 
large glass panes, with small supporting brick columns interspersed, giving very different 
attenuation properties.
The performance of the I-QHA, 2m from a diffracting building, is presented in Figure 
7.37. The standard QHA cdf curves are aligned and the shapes of the curves can be seen 
to be very similar. The simulations produce around 2dB more diversity gain than their 
measurement counterparts for all diversity combiners except MRC of two bifllars, which 
performs significantly worse than in the measurements.
The diversity gain for the patch versus distance from the diffracting building is shown 
in Figure 7.38. It was noted in Chapter 6 that accurate data for the modelled building
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height was not available and that line-of-sight was just established at around 40m from the 
building. In this chapter it was stated that the measurements at Site 2 (diffraction) had a 
line-of-sight component at around 14m from the building. The result of these differences 
can be seen in Figure 7.38. At 16.5m from the building the simulation (dashed lines) 
shows higher diversity gains than the measurements (solid lines). The simulated diversity 
gains at 5m from the building were thought to be a little low when presented in Chapter 
6. In this case, the simulated and measured data produce similar trends in diversity gain. 
The simulated diversity gain does not decrease as rapidly as the measured ones, however, 
this is related to the height of the building, which is slightly different in each case.
Finally, Figure 7.39 shows the comparison between measured and simulated diversity 
gains for the 1-QHA in a diffraction environment. Again, the trends in diversity gain 
can be seen to be very similar for the measurements and simulations. Almost identical 
diversity gain is seen at 2m from the building for both data sets. The values of diversity 
gain presented, again, suggest that at 5m from the diffracting building, the simulated 
results are a little lower than would be expected.
Although it is difficult with a limited number of data points to show the trends of diversity 
gain versus distance, it does seem that the simulations and measurements agree reason­
ably well. This is further enforced by the similarities in the presented cdf comparisons 
(Figures 7.35 to 7.37).
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7.6 Determ ining The EGC W eights
The results presented in this chapter and in Chapter 6 indicate that, using the I-QHA 
as a diversity antenna with EGC applied at RF is the best configuration for maximum 
diversity gain over the standard QHA configuration. The main problem associated with 
this combining method is that simultaneous estimations of the channel associated with 
each branch are not known. Thus, the weights cannot be directly determined, as has 
been assumed in all of the previous analysis.
One method for optimising the weights is to use an adaptive algorithm such as those 
discussed in Section 2.5.2. One of these algorithms is the normalised least mean square 
(N-LMS). One of the performance affecting parameters of the N-LMS algorithm is the 
step-size parameter, p, which directly affects the convergence time and steady state er­
ror of the output. This algorithm was implemented according to Section 2.5.2 and jl 
was varied between 0.1 and 1.0. The performance degradation compared to the opti­
mum weights is shown in Figure 7.40, where OdB corresponds to the performance of the 
optimum weights.
The signals received from the I-QHA, 2m from a diffracting environment were used as 
the input response to the N-LMS algorithm. The weights were initially set to zero, the 
initial error signal, e(l) =  1x10“®, and the small positive constant, a =  1x10“ ^ .^ For the 
purposes of this analysis, the desired signal, d = max(|?/opf|), where yopt is the output 
calculated using the optimum EGC weights used in Section 7.4, however, any real number 
greater than the maximum output could be used for d.
The optimum diversity gain was calculated directly from the input data and is therefore 
not step-size dependent, it is the same value as was determined in the analysis in Sec­
tion 7.4.2. The output from the N-LMS algorithm was used to determine its diversity 
gain over the standard QHA configuration and corresponding performance degradation 
relative to the optimum EGC configuration. The rate of change of the channel and the 
rate of the N-LMS algorithm means that the channel has changed significantly before the 
algorithm can converge, therefore the algorithm does not track the optimum output very 
well and does not perform as well as the optimum weights. Increasing the sampling rate 
of the channel by interpolating the input data provided more samples for the same time 
duration, allowing the algorithm to track better. The resulting performance degradation 
for the input data with no interpolation, two times three times and four times interpola­
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tion is shown in Figure 7.40. The reason that performance degradation is shown is that 
the overall diversity gain fluctuates slightly at different rates of data interpolation. The 
range of fluctuation was from 13.5 up to 14.3dB.
The curves in Figure 7.40 show that the higher the sampling rate and the larger the 
step-size, the closer to the optimum, the output of the N-LMS algorithm is. This is not 
what would be initially expected, as the higher the step-size, the larger the steady state 
error. It would seem, however, that the rapidly changing channel causes tracking errors 
that mask the expected steady state errors. Therefore, the larger the step-size, the faster 
the convergence and the lower the tracking error.
7.7 Conclusions
This chapter has presented a measurement campaign that was designed and undertaken 
in order to determine the diversity performance of the I-QHA and a dual linear polarised 
patch antenna in various depolarising environments.
The polarisation state in a diffraction environment was analysed and found to be almost 
horizontal polarisation in some cases. The degree of polarisation was also found to be 
significantly reduced in areas where there was deep shadowing, it was found to be around 
0.3, 2m from a diffracting building.
Diversity gains of up to 14dB from the I-QHA were seen in urban corridor environments 
and areas of high shadowing and thus decorrelation. The performance of a two bifilar 
configuration of the I-QHA performed extremely well and as a result a patent was filed 
[Lea99a].
The performance of the I-QHA and patch antenna, analysed from measurement data was 
compared to the performance determined by analysing the simulated data of Chapter 6. 
The simulated diversity gains seem to compare well to the ones determined from mea­
sured data, indicating that although simplistic, the ray-tracing simulator has significant 
potential as a tool, which can be used in determining the performance of any antenna in 
a given environment without the need for complex and expensive measurements.
Finally, a brief example of using the N-LMS algorithm to determine the weights for 
equal gain combining at RF has been presented. With a larger step-size parameter, the 
performance of the N-LMS algorithm is closer to that of the optimum EGC, although
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sampling the data at even higher rates may allow faster convergence times, thus allowing 
a smaller step-size to be used and resulting in even better performance than has been 
indicated here.
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8.1 Conclusions
The benefits of adaptive or intelligent antennas on the handset in a mobile communication 
environments have received little attention, mainly due to the increased complexity, power 
consumption and size of the antenna and its associated components. This thesis has 
examined different forms of antenna and developed an intelligent antenna concept known 
as the intelligent quadrifilar helix antenna (I-QHA).
The I-QHA is an intelligent antenna, based on the structure of the QHA, which is a 
popular antenna choice for mobile satellite communication systems. Some of the ideas 
and components of the I-QHA have been discussed and developed. Different technologies 
suitable for implementing the multi-band configuration of the I-QHA have been discussed 
with specific results shown for PIN diode switched and passive resonant trap circuits. 
Both the PIN diode and trap implementation of dual-band antennas were shown to 
be successful, although both have problems associated with obtaining the low values 
of capacitance and inductance from discrete components that are required at mobile 
communications frequencies. The trap implementation is attractive as it is a passive 
structure requiring no control lines or bias voltages unlike the PIN diode and MMIC 
switch. The simple passive trap cannot be used in the proposed configuration if the 
bands of operation are close together. A more complex trap circuit of a higher order 
would be required for this situation.
The effect on the input impedance of the antenna elements when variable weights are 
applied to the I-QHA ports was examined. The input impedance at one port is shown to
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be a function of the coupling with other elements and consequently the applied excitations 
at the other elements. A VSWR change from better than 2:1 to 4:1 was seen when a 
hand was placed in close proximity to a prototype I-QHA. Adaptive matching networks, 
capable of matching the elements of the I-QHA back to a VSWR of less than 2:1 were 
then examined. Simulations and measurements of a prototype network demonstrated the 
technology.
The polarisation state of a wave may be described by a set of parameters known as the 
Stokes vector or may be more graphically represented on a Poincaré Sphere. Methods for 
describing antennas and environments in terms of the polarisation states of associated 
electromagnetic waves were studied as a framework for future work aimed at describing 
the performance of an adaptive antenna in different propagation environments. Different 
ideas and concepts based on the Stokes vector description of the polarisation state were 
suggested as possible methods for analysing the performance of the adaptive antennas 
without complex and expensive measurement procedures.
Utilising the I-QHA for gain improvements in certain directions for use on the up-link was 
also studied. A methodology was determined and simulations of antenna field patterns 
were used in order to determine the maximum available gain in a given direction. It was 
found that the I-QHA structure had optimum RCP radiation on boresight, however, at 
elevation angles towards the horizon, significant gain improvement was obtained by ap­
plying adaptive complex weights to the ports of the antenna. One example I-QHA design 
was shown to have a mean performance advantage of almost 3dB over its configuration 
as a standard QHA in an ICO satellite communication system.
The use of the I-QHA as a diversity antenna in environments that cause significant 
mutipath and depolarisation have been examined. Firstly the performance was compared 
using results from a ray-tracing tool. Measurements in environments similar to those 
used in the simulations were then undertaken. A number of different diversity combining 
schemes were compared and equal gain combining prior to the receiver was found to 
provide the most diversity gain of all of the compared schemes. Diversity gains of up 
to 14dB were found using this combining method, in areas of high shadowing, such as 
close to diffracting buildings and in urban corridor environments. The configuration of 
the I-QHA as two bifilar antennas proved to give very beneficial results with only two 
variable weights required. This was seen in both the measured and simulated results and 
led to the filing of a patent based on that concept [Lea99a].
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8.2 Future Work
In a study that encompasses so many aspects of adaptive control of an antenna there 
are many questions that are left unanswered and many more that have been raised as a 
direct result of investigations undertaken during this research.
Throughout this thesis, various technologies and ideas have been developed, often in 
isolation from one another. Benefits such as diversity gain have been developed but 
analysis has always been applied as a post-processing stage from measured data. One 
main aim of any future work based on this research, must be the further development 
and construction of an I-QHA that operates in suitable environments in real-time.
Aspects of this further development may include a detailed study of the effect of the 
variable weights, applied to the ports of the I-QHA, on the input impedance of that port. 
A range of possible impedance values may then be determined and consequently an ap­
propriate adaptive matching network may be built. Implementing multi-band matching 
on a single network using appropriate FET switches and VSWR sensors for real-time 
operation is a challenge that has yet to be investigated.
The choice of appropriate methods of switching for implementing multi-band operation 
of an I-QHA was seen in this research to be influenced greatly by the exact bands of 
operation that are required. It may therefore, be necessary to design an I-QHA for a 
specific, or combination of, operating environments. Suitable methods of implementing 
the small values of inductance and capacitance that are required at mobile communication 
frequencies are available but have not been specifically implemented on an I-QHA.
The performance of the I-QHA on the up-link was examined with the antenna structure 
in free space. In a practical system, however, the antenna will be located above a ground 
plane or in the close proximity to the user or other objects. The presence of these 
objects will afiect the radiated power pattern of the antenna, and therefore the maximum 
available gain in a given direction. Thus, there is an area of investigation in modelling 
and measuring the performance of the I-QHA in various practical environments.
During the investigation of up-link performance enhancement in this thesis, a problem 
with maintaining a constant radiated power was encountered. A suitable selection of 
antenna designs that were only minimally effected by the variation in radiated power were 
presented in this work. It is therefore necessary to determine a suitable algorithm, or
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mathematical analysis, such that the antenna gain can be maximised and thus determine 
the weights for all designs of I-QHA.
The analysis of the I-QHA as a diversity antenna was one of the main areas of study in 
this research, however, there are a number of situations that were not examined. One key 
one is the performance of the I-QHA in a terrestrial communications environment where 
the transmit polarisation state is linear polarised at ±45° or vertical. This is expected 
to give significant diversity gain as well. However, it is probably more indicative of the
I-QHA benefit to reference the diversity gain to a simple helix or dipole, which is the 
antenna type often used in terrestrial systems. This is an area that maybe studied via 
simulation or measurement.
The maximum gain produced by using weights limited by practical implementations of 
phase and amplitude shifters was seen to be negligible in the up-link improvement study. 
However, no analysis of the performance degradation of these practical implementations 
in the diversity reception case was investigated. Also included in this area is the imple­
mentation of the EGC weights at RF. An example of an N-LMS algorithm was shown in 
Chapter 7 to give inferior diversity gain to the optimum, which was based on the known 
channel states. Further analysis of the optimum step-size and sampling rate of this and 
other algorithms is required in order to be able to choose the most appropriate configu­
ration for optimum diversity gain with a suitable amount of processing requirement.
The performance of the bifilar configuration of the I-QHA was seen to be very good 
compared to using all four elements of the I-QHA as individual branches of a diversity 
system. This was compared using MRC but not ECC, so no diversity gain results for 
combining bifiiars using ECC has yet been determined. The diversity gains available were 
determined in this thesis using only a single I-QHA design. It may be worth investigating 
the effect of different I-QHA designs on the overall diversity gain. The number of turns 
as well as the antenna diameter and length all play key roles in determining the radiation 
pattern of a standard QHA. It may therefore be assumed that these parameters will 
affect the diversity gain as well. This is a study that may be performed via measurement, 
simulation or if a suitable methodology be found, using polarisation analysis that can 
determine the antenna performance.
Investigating suitable applications for the I-QHA may lead to different requirements. 
The analysis of the I-QHA in this thesis has been kept as general as possible, but the
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underlying application of the antenna was thought to be for mobile satellite communi­
cation systems integrated with terrestrial mobile systems in third generation networks. 
Nowadays, the satellite communication networks do not seem to be taking off as quickly 
as was expected when this project was started. The demise of the Iridium system has 
left an air of doubt surrounding mobile satellite communication systems. Other areas of 
communications are based on high altitude platforms (HAPS) or satellite based marine 
or aeronautical applications. In each of these situations the requirements of the antenna 
may be slightly different with the performance emphasis of the antenna lying in one area 
or another. An extreme example of this may be the use of the I-QHA as the receiving 
antenna in a point to multi-point broadcast system [PerOO]. In this situation the antenna 
will be situated in customers’ premises, thus the power requirements may not be as strict 
as for a mobile terminal antenna. Also, there may be no requirement for an up-link, this 
may be performed over an existing PSTN or the up-link may be at a much lower data 
rate than the down-link, thus the antenna performance is much less critical.
The potential for using the I-QHA as an indoor basestation antenna was briefly noted in 
Chapter 5. The beam-steering abilities of the I-QHA allow the main lobe to be directed 
in an end-flre or back-fire direction. If the axis of the antenna is oriented normal to the 
plane of the ceiling, then this will allow the antenna to cover either the floor on which 
it is located, or the floor above, subject to the appropriate penetration losses. Another 
aspect of the I-QHA, its diversity performance, also makes it an ideal candidate for an 
indoor base station antenna. The I-QHA should be able to utilise all of the multipath 
components, created in an indoor environment to the advantage of the link.
Finally, the characteristics of the I-QHA have the ability to make it a suitable candidate 
for use in a space-time coding link. Potentially, an I-QHA at either end of the link 
should provide enough decorrelation between branches to get significant benefit from 
using space-time coding. One of the benefits of the I-QHA being its compact structure.
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